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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON
ABSTRACT
School of Electronics and Computer Science
Faculty of Physical Science and Engineering
Molecular Transceiver Design and Performance Study in Diffusive Molecular
Communications
by Lu Shi
Molecular communication (MC) is inspired by the nature, where chemical or biological molecules
are used to transmit information instead of electronic or electromagnetic signals in the traditional
wireless communications. Due to non toxic material and possible energy-efficient signal propagation, MC has been recognised to be the naturally fitting methods to provide communication
inside the living bodies and other biological environments, including the applications in biomedical, industrial and consumer goods, military, environmental, etc. In this thesis, we focus on the
diffusion-based molecular communication (DMC), where information molecules are only driven
by the Brownian motion.
In this thesis, we first provide an introduction for the research and development of DMC, as
well as address the background in the research and development of DMC, including channel model,
modulation schemes, receiver design, detection algorithm and multiple access technique. Based on
the background, we realize that there is strong inter-symbol interference (ISI) in DMC systems due
to the slow propagation speed and random movements of information molecules. Furthermore, it
can be shown that on-off keying (OOK) modulation is lack of the capability to reduce ISI effect and
is also hard to implement in practice. On the other hand, binary molecule shift keying (BMoSK)
is a promising modulation technique, which employs some embedded capability to reduce ISI.
Therefore, in this thesis we first propose a low-complexity ISI cancellation (ISIC) to improve the
performance of DMC systems with either OOK or BMoSK modulation. In order to investigate the
achievable performance of the DMC systems with OOK and BMoSK modulation and with/without
ISIC, we then analyse the bit-error rate (BER) performance of DMC systems by introducing different analytical approaches. Specifically, we first consider the Poisson modelling of the DMC
systems as the exact approach to analyse the BER of the DMC systems with OOK or BMoSK
modulation. Then, the Gaussian and Gamma approximation approaches are introduced to reduce
the computation complexity. Moreover, the simplified Poisson, simplified Gaussian and MonteCarlo approaches are proposed to further reduce the computation burden for BER. We demonstrate
that all the approximation and simplified approaches can provide near-accurate estimation of the
BER performance of DMC systems.
As ISI is a main factor affecting the performance of DMC systems, following the above studies,
a range of linear equalisers, including matched-filter (MF), zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum mean-

square error(MMSE) equalisers, are introduced to the BMoSK-modulated DMC systems, in order
to mitigate the effect of ISI. Our studies show that ZF and MMSE equalisers can significantly
reduce the effect of ISI.
Furthermore, we propose and study a molecular code-division multiple access (MoCDMA)
systems with BMoSK modulation, in order to allow multiple nano-machines to simultaneously
communicate with an access-point receiver. We mirror the proposed MoCDMA to the conventional radio-based CDMA with binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation, based on which
we derive the various expressions for received signals, so that the information conveyed by different nano-users can be flexibly detected on either symbol-by-symbol or block-by-block basis.
For signal detection in MoCDMA systems, a range of detectors are proposed, which include the
symbol-based, block-based and frequency-domain detectors that are operated in the principles of
MF, ZF, and MMSE. Furthermore, the performance of the MoCDMA systems with various detection schemes is studied and compared, showing that the MoCDMA with these detection schemes
are capable of providing required communications in multiple user environments. Finally, we conclude the thesis and propose some possible future research issues.
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1

Introduction
1.1

Motivation

Nanotechnology in these days can design and build devices at nano-scale for completing basic
tasks like sensing and simple computation. A nano-scale device composed of several molecules
that can perform basic functions is called a nano-machine [1, 2]. Communication between nanomachines is essential when complicated tasks require collaboration among them. In this case, the
nano-machines require communication channels to exchange data among them and with outside
device. On the other hand, medical or health systems are interested in efficient drug delivery to
improve the efficiency of drug [3]. In order to transport or deliver medicine to target the right place
within the body, nano-machines must be able to recognise tumours and navigate through the body,
which also require the basic communication functions.
Obviously, reducing the size of traditional communication devices to let them be directly employed by nano-machines is the most straightforward way to implement communications between
nano-scale devices. However, traditional communication technologies are usually not suitable for
nano-scale environments due to their high power consumption, complexity and size [4]. In order to overcome these problems, many new designs and materials have been proposed to improve
the efficiency and reliability of traditional communication designs, in order to make them fit the
environments at nano-scale. However, there are still a lot of challenges to meet.
On the other side, molecular communication is inspired by the communication schemes naturally occurring between living cells, which convey information between nano-machines with the
aid of molecules [5]. In addition, biological cells may be modified to act as the basic function unit,
which is already at nano-scale and is hence suitable for surrounding environments. Moreover, the
existing communication schemes on bio-nanomachines are usually more energy efficient than the
current man-made design. Therefore, high-efficiency communication schemes may be designed
by reviewing and improving these existing schemes. Hence, this thesis focuses on the molecular
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Figure 1.1: A model of bacteria-based molecular communication.
communications for providing information exchange at nano-scale.

1.2

Outline of Molecular Communication

The principle of molecular communication is encoding the message according to the properties of
information molecules, e.g. structure, quantity, identity or timing [6–8]. Then, these information
molecules carrying message are released and propagated through the channel which is filled with
various medium. Finally, these molecules are detected by the receiver and their carried information
is recovery. In biological system, molecular communication has extremely slow propagation speed
(µm/s − cm/s) and short transmission range (nm − µm), in contrast to the traditional wireless

communication. According to the propagation patterns of molecules, various types of molecular

communication schemes can be divided into two categories: passive transport and active transport [9]. In the passive transport molecular communication systems [9], information molecules are
driven by the external force e.g, collisions from fluid medium, where the random movements of information molecules can usually be described by the Brownian motion. For example, calcium ions
are widely used in the cellular process, where information is encoded into the concentration of calcium ions [8]. By contrast, in the active transport molecular communication systems [9], due to the
self-contained guide and power module, information molecules have the ability to push themselves
toward the receiver or destination. Bacteria-Based molecular communication and vesicular trafficking are examples of active transport model [8]. In these two cases, information is encoded into
biochemical structure and encapsulated into a vesicle or bacteria. Then the motor proteins attached
on container push the container to the destination according to the guide module in the bacteria
case or microtubules in vesicular trafficking case. In the following two subsections, we describe
the bacteria-based molecular communication as an example of active transport model and take free
diffusion-based molecular communication (DMC) as an example of passive transport model.

1.2.1. Bacteria-Based Molecular Communication

3

Figure 1.2: A model of diffusion-based molecular communication.

1.2.1

Bacteria-Based Molecular Communication

Fig. 1.1 demonstrates a model of bacteria-based molecular communication with two nodes. During
transmission, information molecules are contained by the bacteria, which protect the information
molecules from chemical reaction or other dangerous environment [10,11]. In this system, bacteria
have the ability to sense the concentration of the attractants released by the nearby nodes. When
transmission is required, the transmission attractant (TA) is released by the transmit node to attract
empty bacteria. Then, the information molecule is encapsulated inside a bacterium by the node. At
the same time, the reception attractant (RA) is released by the target node to guide the bacterium
to pass through the fluid medium. After the bacterium achieves at the destination node, the information molecule is extracted from the bacterium and message is recovered by the receive node.
During this processing, the energy of bacteria is obtained from the external environment, e,g, light
or chemical reaction. Since the transmitted molecule is protected by the bacteria, more information
can be encoded in the structure of the molecule, which can provide higher information transmission
throughout than diffusion-based molecular communication.

1.2.2

Diffusion-Based Molecular Communication

Fig. 1.2 demonstrates a model of diffusion-based molecular communication (DMC) with a transmitter and a receiver. In DMC, information molecules are created or stored inside the transmitter
and are released at specific time through gate around transmitter surface [12]. Then, theses information molecules move randomly in the fluid medium due to Brownian motion. Some of them
may chemically react with other components and many of them may move in the wrong directions and disappear in the channel. In DMC, the receiver can be designed to have the ability to
count the number of information molecules presenting in the detection range around itself. For
example, ligand-receptor [13, 14] can blind with molecules under certain blinding rate. Due to the
uncertain movement of a specific transmitted molecule, in DMC, information is normally encoded
by the number of molecule or the type of molecule. In some environments, there may be a constant strong flow in the medium, e.g., blood vessels. Correspondingly, this model is termed as the
diffusion-based molecular communication with drift.
Because of the random movements of information molecules in passive transport MC [9], where
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transmitter may have to release a lot of molecules at one time to ensure that a sufficient number of
them can reach the destination. Moreover, the transmitted distance is limited by the random movement. By contrast, longer transmission distance can be achieved by the active transport MC [9]. In
this case, only a small number of information molecule is required by the transmission. However,
more complex architecture of information molecules is needed in order to adjust the power and employ guide module. Furthermore, a challenge of employing active transport MC is the management
of the energy required during the transmission.
In this thesis, we focus on the DMC instead of active transport MC. This is because in DMC,
there is no need to design complex transmitter, information molecules and receiver. Moreover, there
is no energy harvesting problem and the design of guild module in DMC. Hence, DMC has many
advantages for nano-scale communication, especially, when low-rate communication is considered.
However, there still remain many problems need to be solved before the application of DMC in the
reality.

1.3

Background for Research

In DMC, both signals and devices are biological type instead of electrical or electromagnetic based
in the tradition wireless communication. Therefore, we have to deal with a range of problem
that can not be sloved using the existing approaches in wirless communication. In the following
subsections, we list some problems that have been studied in the literature.

1.3.1

Channel Modelling

The first problem for studying the diffusing-based communication system is modelling the physical channel. The models of transmitter, propagation process and receiver are required for system
design and performance analysis. Moreover, the noise during transmission and ISI created by the
remaining information molecules need to be considered as well. In [15, 16], authors have proposed
a physical end-to-end model for the DMC and noise analysis is carried out based on this model. In
more detail, this model consists of particle emission, particle diffusion and particle reception. The
corresponding numerical results are provided in terms of normalized gain and delay as the functions
of the input frequency and of the transmission range. The particle sampling noise at transmitter and
the particle counting noise at receiver were also analyzed based on this model. In [17–19], an
inexpressive molecular communication tabletop platform has been built to verify the proposed theoretical model in [15, 16]. Due to the imperfect nature of transmitter, receiver and turbulent flow,
the results show that the platform resembles a nonlinear system rather than a linear system described in [15]. Authors in [18, 19] have proposed a corrected channel impulse response model for
the platform and the nonlinearity of the system can be formulated and simplified as Gaussian noise.
Except from the physical end-to-end model for DMC, many researchers have investigated the
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receiver modelling [13, 14, 20–29]. The passive receiver is the simplest one and the ideal receiver
model has been investigated in [20–22]. In the ideal receiving scenario, the receiver only senses
the concentration of information molecules and does not execute any reaction on them. However,
chemical reaction occurs in reality, when ligand-receptor is employed for counting the number
of information molecules. Then, partially or fully absorptive receivers have been proposed for
modelling the receivers. For absorptive receivers, information molecules binding to the receptor
may be irreversible [13, 25, 29] or reversible [14, 23, 24, 26–28]. In [14, 24], the noise from ligand
binding process has been studied and the close-form expression has been proposed based on the
ligand-receptor kinetics model. The effect of the density and size of ligand receptor has been
investigated in [25], showing that a comparable signal energy to a perfectly absorbing sphere can
be achieved by covering as little as 1% of the surface area of the receiver. The impact and analytical
expression of reaction receivers have been studied in [23, 26, 28], where the bit error probability is
studied to demonstrate the effect of the absorbing and desorption rate [26]. In addition, a framework
has been proposed to investigate the degradation, reversible reaction inside a bound medium [28].
In DMC, channel impulse response is affected by the information degradation during molecular
transmission. Hence, the degradation phenomenon has been studied [27, 29–31]. Specifically, the
Michaelis-Menten reaction mechanism for information molecules reacting with enzyme molecules
has been considered in [30]. Correspondingly, the channel impulse response and received signal
are derived based on this modeling. Furthermore, an optimal sequence detector and a weighted
sum detector have been proposed for the signal detection. It can be shown that the weighted sum
detector performs very close to the optimal sequence detector in low ISI situation, and that the
presence of enzymes degradation or moderate steady flow can improve the system performance.
In [29], the effect of degradation on the performance of the systems with absorbing receiver has
been studied, showing that the detection performance can be improved when a right level of degradation is indtroduced to the system. Additionally, in [27, 31], the authors have investigated the
effect of degradation on the systems utilizing reactive receiver, and the close-form expressions for
the expected received signal at the receiver have been derived, which are also verified by simulation
results.

1.3.2

Time-Varying DMC Channels

Most channel models discussed in the previous subsection are assumed to be fixed channels. In
reality, transmission distance and propagation speed vary over time. Hence, a range of researches
have studied the DMC in mobile environments. First, in DMC, the propagation speed of information molecules is depended on the diffusion coefficient of the medium. When the temperature and
pressure of medium change, the propagation speed increases or decreases according to the varying
of diffusion coefficient. In [32], the effect of the temporal variation on the system performance
has been studied, showing that the temperature variation follows a Gaussian distribution, and the
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channel gain has the closed-form expressions for the cumulative distribution function (CDF) and
probability density function (PDF). Furthermore, the joint distribution of the channel gain and
noise with considering the effect of temporal variation on ISI has been derived in [32]. Second,
the positions of both transmitter and receiver may be on move over time. This dynamic change of
positions causes the channel response to change [33]. It can be shown that the effect of the distance variant during transmission on the received signal follows a Poisson-Lognormal distribution,
which can also be approximated by a Poisson distribution. Furthermore, considering both ISI and
noise, the probability of error has been evaluated based on Gaussian approximation. Based on the
transmission distance varying model, the authors in [34] have proposed an adaptive ISI mitigation
method for the DMC systems. In this paper, the distance is estimated and based on which the
corresponding channel impulse response is reconstructed for signal detection. Furthermore, both
the concentration-based and peak-time-based adaptive threshold detection schemes have been proposed and investigated, showing that these detection schemes are reliable for operation in mobile
environments. Moreover, in [35], both distance varying and molecules degradation have been considered in the contex with DMC. It is shown that the channel impulse response of the mobile DMC
system can be obtained by appropriately modifying the diffusion coefficient of the molecules. Correspondingly, the error performance for the DMC systems has been analyzed and the expression
for the error probability has been obtained.

1.3.3

Noise in DMC Channel

In the channel modelling section of 1.3.1, we have introduced several noise sources studied in
the literature, including particle sampling noise, particle counting noise and the noise due to the
imperfect nature of transceiver [15,16,18,19]. In our proposed system model, we consider only the
particle counting noise, which is because of the Brownian motion of particles and the observation
uncertainty, when the number of particles is measured in the detection space at receiver. In more
details, due to the random movement of particles, the measured number of particles presented in
the detection space at receiver differs from the number of particles predicted by the system model
based on diffusion process, such as Fick’s second law of diffusion [16]. Therefore, the particle
counting noise is caused by the measuring process, yielding the difference between the actually
measured number of particles and the expected number of particles, rather than by the property of
receivers or the particles used in the system. Hence, the particle counting noise is dependent on
the number of particles emitted at transmitter and that retain in the communication environment.
In other words, particle counting noise is related to both the particles emitted for transmitting the
current data symbol, and the particles emitted for transmitting the previous data symbols, which
impose ISI on the current data symbol.

1.3.4. Modulation and Detection
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Modulation and Detection

In DMC, amplitude detection and energy detection are two widely studied detection methods.
Specifically, with the amplitude detection method, the measured signal at receiver is the concentration of information molecules. When the concentration is higher than a given threshold, the
receiver interprets the detected information as ’1’, otherwise as ’0’. On the other hand, in the energy detection, the energy is obtained as the integral of the concentration over a period of time.
This measured energy is compared to a given threshold to decide whether a received bit is ’1’ or
’0’ [36–38]. The studies show that the energy detection method usually achieves more reliable
transmission but lower transmission rate than the amplitude detection method.
In order to improve the performance of DMC systems, various modulation schemes have been
proposed based on the properties of DMC. Specifically in DMC, message can be encoded in the
form of molecule concentration, which is the principle of concentration shift keying (CSK) modulation scheme. In literature, the CSK modulation scheme has been investigated in [21, 36–41] with
amplitude detection or energy detection. More specifically, in [41], the performance of the DMC
systems with on-off keying (OOK) modulation supported by pulses of finite width or impulse has
been studied and compared. It is shown that with full duty cycle, the OOK with pulses of finite
width yields worse performance than the OOK with impulse. However, impulse biological signal is impossible in reality, hence we may expect the performance of the DMC systems based on
impulse signals underperforms in practice. In the context of DMC, another widely studied modulation scheme is the molecule shift keying (MoSK), where the types of molecule are used to carry
information. The performance of the DMC system with MoSK modulation have been investigated
and compared to that with CSK modulation in [39, 40]. It is shown that the MoSK modulation
outperforms the CSK modulation but at the cost of more complicated transmitter and receiver.
Besides the concentration and type based modulation schemes, molecule’s releasing time can
also be an alternative way to convey information in DMC. As we know, the propagation speed of
molecules in DMC is extremely slow. This limits the modulation scheme based on molecule’s
releasing time from achieving high transmission date rate. However, the modulation schemes
based on molecule’s releasing time is suitable for asynchronous channels or the channels with
drift [42, 43]. In this category, the pulse-position modulation (PPM) scheme proposed in [42] encodes information to the releasing time of molecules at the transmitter. In [43], two modulation
schemes based on releasing time of molecules have been proposed for asynchronous DMC systems. In the first modulation scheme, information is encoded to the time between two consecutive
releases of indistinguishable information molecule. By contrast, in the second modulation scheme,
two consecutive releases of distinguishable information molecule are used for information encoding. The performance of both modulation schemes have been studied and compared with the synchronous systems, which shows that the synchronous system achieves better performance and the
modulation scheme utilizing distinguishable molecules is capable of obtaining similar performance
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as the synchronous system.
In addition to the above mentioned schemes, modulation schemes have been designed based on
the change of molecule or property have been proposed in [44, 45]. Specifically, in [44], the chemical reaction occurred between information molecules and other molecules in the environment has
been exploited to design the reaction shift keying (RSK) modulation scheme. Due to the chemical
reaction occurred during the transmission, information may be encoded according to the change
of concentration of received molecules or of the period of signal. Moreover, hybrid modulation
schemes may be designed [46, 47], where information is jointly encoded to concentration and type
of molecules. In this way, more information may be transmitted with lower error rate, but usually
at the cost of more complex transmitter or receiver.

1.3.5

Multiple Access Communication

Research efforts have been made to investigate the molecular communication nanonetwork or relay
systems [48–55], where multiple access techniques are the foundation to implement the networks
with multiple users. In [1, 55–61] different multiple access techniques have been promoted and
studied. In [1], molecular division multiple-access (MDMA) has been proposed, where each user
in the system is assigned an unique type of molecules for communicating with a common receiver.
Although the principle of MDMA is straightforward, the design of its receiver is challenging, as a
complex receiver is required to observe the concentrations of all the different types of molecules.
Molecular time-division multiple-access (MoTDMA) is an alternative technique for system to provide multiple access capability [57, 60]. In MoTDMA, information of different users is encoded in
the time domain and only one type of molecules is required. For operation of MoTDMA, the time
axis is divided into frames, each of which consists of multiple time slots. In order to distinguish
different users, each user is only allowed to transmit its message at the corresponding time slot
assigned to it. MoTDMA has the advantages that the design of both transmitter and receiver is
simple, and only one type of molecules is used in transmission. However, the whole transmission
requires good synchronization in order to reduce inter-user-interference. As we discussed in subsection considering channel models, the positions of transmitter and receiver might be on the move,
and there is also possible dynamic change due to chemical reaction between information molecules
and the molecules in the environment. All those make it hard to keep a DMC system to be in a good
state of synchronization in reality. In addition to MDMA and MoTDMA, molecular code-division
multiple-access (MoCDMA) can also be an option for supporting multiple users in DMC [56, 61].
In MoCDMA, the unique code is assigned to each of the users in the DMC system, where both
encoding and decoding of information make use of the code assigned to the user. The advantages
of this multiple access technique are that it does not require strict synchronization and many type of
molecules. However, both the transmitter and receiver in MoCDMA require the relatively complex
modules to implement the encoding and decoding functions.

1.3.6. Performance Analysis
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Performance Analysis

Performance analysis and evaluation is always important in any communication system design. In
the context of DMC, performance studies have been conducted from different perspectives, based
on different channel models, as well as considering different modulation and detection schemes.
Specifically, in [46], the authors have compared the performance of the DMC system with MoSK,
CSK and proposed MCSK modulation schemes, based on the Poisson modeling and the assumption that ISI is only from one previously transmitted bit. The studies show that the proposed MCSK
achieves better performance than the other two modulation schemes. The error probability, falsealarm probability and detection probability of the DMC systems with binary and M-ary CSK modulation schemes have been studied in [21, 62], when both the counting noise and ISI are model
as Gaussian noise. In [63], the error performance of the DMC system with energy and amplitude
detection has been analyzed by assuming presence of both the counting noise and ISI present in the
system. Additionally, in [64, 65], assuming that information molecule arrived receiver follows the
binomial distributions, the authors have studied the performance of the DMC system with M-ary
CSk and MoSK modulations.

1.4

Summary of Research Issues

In this thesis, our focus is on the transceiver design and performance study of DMC systems. Our
motivation is to study the approaches that are facilitate to the performance evaluation of DMC
systems, as well as the signalling and signal detection schemes, so that high-efficiency DMC is
possible for different purposes. In more details, the research issues concerned in this thesis are
summarized as follows.
First, in Chapter 2, we analyze the bit error rate (BER) performance of the diffusive molecular communication (DMC) systems employing OOK modulation. We also analyze the BER of
the OOK-modulated DMC systems with ISIC. Our main motivation in thesis and next chapter is
to introduce alternative tools for analyzing and efficiently computing the BER of the DMC systems without or with ISIC. Specifically, in this chapter, for the OOK-modulated DMC systems
without ISIC, we first derive an exact BER expression based on the Poisson modeling of DMC systems. Then, the Gaussian- and Gamma-approximation approaches are introduced to approximate
the discrete Poisson distribution, and based on the approximation approaches, the corresponding
BER expressions are derived. Furthermore, in order to reduce the computation complexity imposed by long ISI, we propose the Monte-Carlo, simplified Poisson, simplified Gaussian and the
simplified Gamma approaches for BER computation. In the context of the OOK-modulated DMC
systems with ISIC, we consider both the Poisson and Gaussian-approximation approaches for BER
analysis. Again, exact and approximate BER expressions are derived under the Poisson, Gaussianapproximation, simplified Poisson and simplified Gaussian approaches. Finally, the considered
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approaches are compared and validated by a range of performance results obtained from evaluation
of the derived expressions or by simulations. Our studies show that the alternative approaches are
in general effective for providing near-accurate BER estimation.
Following Chapter 3 concerning the DMC systems with OOK modulation, we analyze and
investigate the BER performance of the DMC systems employing BMoSK modulation. Again,
DMC systems both without and with ISIC are considered. Specifically, by modelling the number of molecules of one type presenting in a 3-dimensional (3D) detection space as a Poisson, or
Gaussian distributed random variable, we derive the BER expressions of the BMoSK-modulated
DMC systems without/with ISIC. However, the strong ISI presenting in DMC systems makes the
computation of the above-mentioned BER formulas highly involved or even impossible. Therefore,
we introduce some simplified approaches, namely the Monte-Carlo and the simplified Poisson (or
simplified Gaussian) approaches, to reduce the computation complexity in the cases of long ISI.
Furthermore, based on the statistics of decision variables, we analyze the effect of decision threshold on the BER performance. Finally, the BER performance of the BMoSK-modulated DMC
systems without/with ISIC is investigated with considering the impact from different aspects, while
the different analytical approaches are compared in terms of the accuracy of the BER evaluated
based on these approaches.
The above studies show that ISI contributies to the significant performance degradation of DMC
systems. In order to mitigate the effect of ISI, in Chapter 4, we investigate the equalization techniques for the DMC systems with BMoSK modulation, referred to as the BMoSK-DMC systems.
We first show that in terms of receiving equalization, a BMoSK-DMC system is in fact equivalent to a conventional binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulated radio communication system
encountering ISI. Hence, a wealth of equalization techniques developed with the conventional radio communication systems may be introduced for equalization of BMoSK-DMC signals. However, considering the limited capability of molecular transceivers on computation and storage, in
this chapter, we investigate only the linear equalizers (LEQ) in the principles of matched-filtering
(MF), zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum mean-square error (MMSE). We characterize the effects
of the different aspects related to DMC signaling and propagation on the achievable performance
of the BMoSK-DMC systems with these linear equalizers. Our studies and performance results
demonstrate that both the ZF- and MMSE-LEQ are capable of efficiently suppressing the ISI and
attaining promising performance, while still have low-complexity to facilitate implementation.
In Chapter 5, we address the multiuser communication in DMC. Specifically, relying on two
types of molecules, we design a molecular code-division multiple-access (MoCDMA) scheme to
enable multiple nano-users (NUs) to share a common molecular communication media, and to
simultaneously communicate with a receiver. We mirror the proposed MoCDMA to the conventional radio-based CDMA (RdCDMA) with binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation, based
on which we derive the various expressions for received signals, so that the information conveyed
by different NUs can be flexibly detected on either symbol-by-symbol or block-by-block basis.
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Correspondingly, we introduce a range of relatively low-complexity detectors in the principles of
MF, ZF and MMSE, which are operated at either symbol or block level. Furthermore, at block
level, we derive the frequency (F)-domain detectors operated also in the principles of MF, ZF or
MMSE. We analyze the noise characteristics in MoCDMA systems, and the complexity of the
various detection schemes. Moreover, we investigate and compare the error performance of the
MoCDMA systems with various detection schemes based on numerical simulations. Our studies
and performance results demonstrate that the MoCDMA constitutes a promising scheme for supporting multiple-access in molecular communications, and that the various detection schemes may
be implemented to attain a required complexity-reliability trade-off.
Finally, in Chapter 6, we summarize the main conclusions and observations obtained from the
research. Furthermore, some optional future research issues related to the thesis are conceived.

Chapter

2

Error Performance Analysis of Diffusive
Molecular Communication Systems
with On-Off Keying Modulation
In this chapter, we analyze the bit error rate (BER) of the diffusive molecular communication
(DMC) systems employing on-off keying (OOK) modulation. We also analyze the BER of the
OOK-modulated DMC systems with inter-symbol interference cancellation (ISIC). Our main motivation is to introduce alternative tools for analyzing and efficiently computing the BER of the DMC
systems without or with ISIC. Specifically, for the OOK-modulated DMC systems without ISIC,
we first derive an exact BER expression based on the Poisson modeling of DMC systems. Then, the
Gaussian- and Gamma-approximation approaches are introduced to approximate the discrete Poisson distribution, and based on the approximation approaches, the corresponding BER expressions
are derived. Furthermore, in order to reduce the computation complexity imposed by long ISI, we
propose the Monte-Carlo, simplified Poisson, simplified Gaussian and the simplified Gamma approaches for BER computation. In the context of the OOK-modulated DMC systems with ISIC, we
consider both the Poisson and Gaussian-approximation approaches for BER analysis. Again, exact
and approximate BER expressions are derived under the Poisson, Gaussian-approximation, simplified Poisson and simplified Gaussian approaches. Finally, the considered approaches are compared
and validated by a range of performance results obtained from evaluation of the derived expressions or by simulations. Our studies show that the alternative approaches are in general effective
for providing near-accurate BER estimation.
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Introduction

In molecular communications (MC), information is conveyed between nano-machines with the aid
of molecules [1, 7]. Recently, MC has been drawing an increasing attention in terms of its research
and implementation, as witnessed, e.g., by the references [5–7, 66–68] and the references therein.
In MC, the diffusion-based molecular communications (DMC) has been recognized as one of the
most practical information transmission methods, which relies on the law of diffusion for molecule
propagation from (nano-)transmitters to (nano-)receivers [7, 66, 69].
As in any existing communication systems, information in DMC is delivered via the data modulation operated at transmitters and the signal demodulation (detection) carried out at receivers,
and both of which are critical for achieving high-efficiency and high-reliability. Hence in literature, there are many references dedicated to the design of DMC data modulation, signal detection and transceiver optimization schemes, based on the proposed channel models and noise
statistics in DMC. To be more specific, for data modulation, there are typically three basic types.
The first type relies on the molecule concentration, referred to as the concentration shift keying
(CSK) [21, 36–41, 70, 71], which divides the molecule concentration into some levels for information configuration. The second type belongs to the pulse position modulation (PPM) [42], which
delivers information by the positions of the pulses of molecule concentration. In the above two
types, one type of molecules is usually used. By contrast, the third type uses multiple types of
molecules, forming the so-called molecule shift keying (MoSK) [1, 39, 40, 72]. Based on these basic modulation schemes, hybrid and improved modulation schemes [46,47,73] may be designed for
different purposes, e.g., for achieving higher data rate, interference control, etc. In DMC, a typical
phenomenon severely affecting communication is the inter-symbol interference (ISI) generated by
the long delay spread of molecular diffusion in liquid medium [19, 68]. Hence in literature, a range
of advanced detection algorithms have been proposed to mitigate the effect of ISI [20, 22, 74–77].
Regardless of which data modulation scheme and detection scheme are employed, it is always
important to predict the achievable performance of DMC systems. Hence, in this chapter, we
motivate to provide some approaches for analysis and evaluation of the error performance of DMC
systems. More importantly, we motivate the approaches that are feasible for computation and are
capable of providing accurate or near-accurate estimation of the error performance of the DMC
systems experiencing strong ISI.
In literature, there are a number of references dedicated specifically to the error rate analysis of the DMC systems with different modulation and detection schemes. Specifically, in [46],
the error performance of the DMC systems with respectively three modulation schemes, namely,
CSK, MoSK and the proposed so-called molecule concentration shift-keying (MCSK), all in binary
forms, has been analyzed based on Poisson modeling. In its analysis for CSK and MoSK, a current
symbol is assumed only to experience ISI from one previously sent symbol, while for MCSK it is
assumed that there is no ISI. Poisson modeling has also been introduced in [20, 78] for deriving the
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probability density function (PDF) and cumulative density function (CDF) of the DMC systems
with CSK modulation. In [21, 62], the authors have analyzed the false-alarm probability, detection
probability, and ultimately the error probability of the DMC systems with binary and M-ary CSK
modulations, when the counting noise and ISI are both modeled as Gaussian noise. In [63], the
authors have analyzed the error performance of the DMC systems with pulse-based modulation,
and energy or amplitude detection, and some closed-form expressions have been derived also by
approximating both the counting noise and ISI as Gaussian noise. In [64], the authors have analyzed the error performance (also capacity) of the DMC systems employing an M-ary amplitude
modulation or an extended modulation scheme. In their analysis, molecules transmitted associated
with different symbols are assumed to arrive at the receiver according to the binomial distributions,
which are then approximated by the Gaussian distributions for deriving the error probability. Very
recently, the authors of [65] have carried out the analysis for the DMC systems with both CSK and
MoSK modulations, when modeling the number of molecules hitting the receiver at any time as the
binomial distribution.
Against the background, in this chapter, we focus on the bit error rate (BER) analysis of the
DMC systems with binary CSK modulation, which we refer to as the on-off keying (OOK) modulation. According to the results established in [16] as well as the analysis and theory in [20, 79],
when the number of molecules appearing in a DMC environment is large, the number of molecules
within an observation space can be accurately modelled by the Poisson distribution. Hence, based
on the Poisson modeling, we first derive an exact BER expression under the Poisson modeling.
In our analysis, both counting noise and ISI are considered, and furthermore, we assume that the
length of ISI is arbitrary, and varies according to the transmission distance, data rate, etc. However,
it shows that the BER expression derived from the Poisson modeling in some cases may be too
complicated to evaluate, which is mainly the responsibility of two aspects. The first one is due to
the discrete Poisson distribution, while the second one is resulted from the long ISI. In order to cope
with the first aspect, we consider two continuous distributions for approximating the Poisson distribution, which are the Gaussian- and Gamma-approximation. Based on these two approximation
approaches, we then derive the corresponding closed-form BER expressions. In order to mitigate
the computational complexity resulted from long ISI, we also propose two approaches. The first
one is the Monte-Carlo approach, which computes the BER by randomly generating a sufficient
number of binary bits imposing ISI, instead of considering all the possible sequences that may be
extreme in practice. In the second approach, we divide the ISI into two components. The first ISI
component is generated by a number of bits sent in the front of the reference bit being detected,
and all the possible combinations of these bits are considered in the BER computation. By contrast,
the second ISI component consists of all the bits other than those included in the first component.
The ISI imposed by these bits is approximated as a Poisson (or Gaussian, etc.) random variable
that is independent of the specific bit sequence. Both the above approaches are then integrated with
the Poisson, Gaussian- and Gamma-approximation approaches, and correspondingly, the formulas
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for BER evaluation are provided. Following the BER analysis of the DMC systems with OOK
modulation, we then analyze the BER of the OOK-modulated DMC systems with ISI cancellation
(ISIC) [74, 77]. In our analysis, the Poisson modeling, Gaussian-approximation, and the two approaches for ISI handling are considered. Correspondingly, the closed-form BER expressions are
derived. Finally, our analytical approaches are compared and validated by a range of numerical and
simulation results. The BER performance of the OOK-modulated DMC systems without/with ISIC
is studied and compared by considering the impact of different system parameters. The accuracy of
various approximation approaches is demonstrated via comparison of the BER evaluated from the
analytical expressions and/or obtained by simulations. Our studies and performance results demonstrate that all the BER expressions derived are valid for predicting the BER of the OOK-modulated
DMC systems without/with ISIC. Furthermore, in some communication scenarios, employing the
low-complexity ISIC scheme is capable of improving the error performance of DMC systems.
We should note that, although in this chapter we consider only the OOK modulation, the analytical approaches considered in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 may be extended straightforwardly to the
DMC systems with other types of modulation schemes, including M-ary CSK [21, 36–41, 70, 71],
MoSK [1, 39, 40, 72], etc.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.2, we describe the DMC system
model and state the main assumptions. Section 2.3 analyzes the BER of the DMC systems employing OOK modulation, while Section 2.4 deals with the BER of the OOK-modulated DMC systems
with ISIC. In Section 2.5, we demonstrate the BER performance results obtained from numerical
computation and particle-based as well as Monte-Carlo simulations. Finally, in Section 2.6, we
summarize the main observations obtained from the studies.

2.2

System Model and Assumptions

We consider a typical DMC system [20,22,38,74], which consists of a transmitter, a molecular diffusion channel and a receiver. At the transmitter, information is emitted via molecular release patterns, which propagate over a molecular diffusion channel. The receiver is a passive observer [78],
which recovers information according to the time-varying molecule concentration measured within
a detection space. For convenience of study, some typical assumptions generally used in references,
such as, [38, 74], are applied. In detail, the transmitter is assumed to be a point molecule source
with released molecules not interacting with the transmitter. The receiver is assumed to be able to
ideally measure the molecule concentration within a spherical detection space with a radius of ρ.
We assume that ρ is small with respect to the communication distance, yielding a near-uniform concentration within the detection space. In other words, the receiver is idealized as a point receiver.
During a transmission, the positions of both transmitter and receiver are assumed at fixed locations.
Furthermore, we assume that molecules at transmitter are released as impulses of molecules. Based
on these assumptions, then, according to the Fick’s law of diffusion [38], when an impulse of Q
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Figure 2.1: Pulse functions of molecule concentration with respect time and distance.
molecules are released by a transmitter at t = 0, the molecule concentration measured at a point
having a distance r from the transmitter can be expressed as [38, 74]


Q
r2
c(t) =
−
,t > 0
3 exp
4Dt
(4πDt) 2

(2.1)

where D is medium’s diffusion coefficient, and t > 0 is the observation time at receiver.
The molecule concentration c(t) is a time-domain pulse function, having a shape as shown in
Fig. 2.1, when assuming that an impulse of molecules is released at t = 0. It can be shown [38]
that the concentration at a point having a fixed distance r from the transmitter reaches its maximum
 32 Q
r2
3
at the instant td = 6D
, and the peak value of c(t) is cmax = cmax (r ) = 2πe
.
r3

2.2.1

DMC Employing On-Off Keying Modulation

DMC with OOK modulation has been investigated in many references, such as in [20,22,38,40,74].
Its principle can be briefly described as follows. Let {b j } = {b0 , b1 , . . . , b j , . . .} be a binary

information sequence, where b j ∈ {0, 1}. When the OOK modulation is employed, the transmitter
emits an impulse of molecules to send b j = 1, but releases no molecules for sending b j = 0.
Therefore, after sending the uth bit, the molecule concentration measured by the receiver within its
detection space can be expressed as [22]
u

z(t) =

∑ bj [c(t − jT ) + n j (t)],

j =0

uT ≤ t < (u + 1) T

(2.2)

where T represents the symbol interval, which is also the bit interval when binary OOK modulation
is considered. Hence, the information rate is R = 1/T bits per second (bps). In (2.2), u = dt/T e is

the largest integer not exceeding t/T, with (u + 1) representing the total number of bits transmitted
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within [0, t). Finally, n j (t) in (2.2) is due to the particle counting noise associated with the process
of sending b j . According to [16], counting noise is the result of the (random) Brownian motions
of molecules, which cause an unwanted perturbation to the concentration predicted by the Fick’s
diffusion law.
As shown in Fig. 2.1, when an impulse of molecules is sent at t = 0, it would be desirable for
the receiver to sample at t = td for the maximum molecule concentration, in order to make most
reliable detection. Therefore, in order to detect the uth bit, we assume that the receiver samples for
the molecule concentration at t = uT + t̂d , where t̂d represents the estimate to td . This gives the
decision variable for detection of the uth bit as
Zu =z(t = uT + t̂d )
u


= ∑ b j c([u − j] T + t̂d ) + n j (uT + t̂d ) , u = 0, 1, . . .

(2.3)

j =0

Let us define cu− j = c([u − j] T + t̂d ) and n ju = n j (uT + t̂d ). Then, the above equation can be
rewritten as

u


Zu = ∑ b j cu− j + n ju , u = 0, 1, . . .

(2.4)

j =0

Explicitly, the detection of bit u experiences ISI. Let us assume that the maximum length of ISI is
L bits. Then, upon applying the variable transform of i = u − j, we can express Zu of (2.4) in the

form of

u

∑

Zu =

j=max{0,u− L}

=

min{ L,u}

∑

i =0



b j cu− j + n ju

h
i
bu−i ci + n(u−i)u , u = 0, 1, . . .

(2.5)

where ci = c(iT + t̂d ). Furthermore, for convenience, we may also write (2.5) as
Zu =

min{ L,u}

∑

i =0
min{ L,u}

where nu = ∑i=0

bu−i ci + nu , u = 0, 1, . . .

(2.6)

bu − i n ( u − i ) u .

Let VR = 34 πρ3 be the volume of the spherical detection space. Then, as given in [16, 20, 22],
Yu = VR Zu can be accurately modeled as a Poisson distributed random variable with both the
min{ L,u}

mean and variance given by µY = VR ∑i=0

bu−i ci , which is expressed as Yu ∼ P (µY ). Fur-

thermore, when µY is sufficiently large, making the Gaussian approximation applicable, Yu can be
approximated as a Gaussian random variable with both the mean and the variance given by µY ,
which is expressed as Yu ∼ N (µY , µY ). Correspondingly, Zu in (2.6) obeys the Gaussian distrimin{ L,u}

bution of Zu ∼ N (µ Z , σZ2 ) [74], where the mean and variance are given by µ Z = ∑i=0
min{ L,u}
and σZ2 = VR−1 ∑i=0
bu − i c i .
2
nu ∼ N (0, σZ ).

bu − i c i

Hence, the PDF of the noise samples {nu } seen in (2.6) is
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Let CT be a threshold used by the OOK modulation for decision making. Considering that
the concentration presenting at the receiver has a function as shown in Fig. 2.1, it is sometimes
convenient to set the threshold relative to the peak cmax as
CT = αcmax

(2.7)

where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 can be referred to as the normalized threshold. Consequently, the receiver makes

the decision for a bit by comparing the measured concentration with the threshold according to the
rules of

 1, when Y > V C , Z > C , or
u
u
R T
T
b̂u =
 0, when Yu ≤ VR CT , Zu ≤ CT , or

Zu
Cmax
Zu
Cmax

>α
≤α

(2.8)

Here we should note that Yu represents the number of molecules counted within the detection space
with a volume of VR , hence it is an integer.
As seen, e.g., in (2.5), the detection of bu experiences ISI, which becomes severer as the data
rate becomes higher, resulting in a reduced symbol duration. Without ISI mitigation, the performance of DMC may be severely degraded. Below we consider the ISI mitigation in the OOKmodulated DMC systems.

2.2.2

Inter-Symbol Interference Cancellation

In [74], a simple ISIC method has been proposed, when the DMC with OOK modulation is assumed. In this method, the receiver forms decision variables as
Zu =z(t = uT + t̂d ) − z(t = uT )

(2.9)

u



= ∑ b j c([u − j] T + t̂d ) + n j (uT + t̂d )
j =0

u


− ∑ b j c([u − j] T ) + n j (uT ) , u = 0, 1, . . .

(2.10)

j =0

which is the difference between the two observations, z(t = uT + t̂d ) and z(t = uT ), obtained
at t = uT + t̂d and t = uT, respectively. With the aid of Fig. 2.1, we can know that the first
observation measures the molecule concentration peak after sending bit bu . By contrast, the second
observation obtained at the start of sending bu provides a reference for the ISI imposed on bu at
t = uT + t̂d . Therefore, after the subtraction operation as seen in (2.9) and (2.10), most of the
ISI will be cancelled. From Fig. 2.1 we can be implied that this approach is in particular effective,
when the transmission rate R = 1/T is relatively low, resulting in that the ISI measured at t = uT
is nearly the same as that measured at t = uT + t̂d .
However, when the transmission rate becomes high, the ISI obtained at t = uT may be very
different from that at t = uT + t̂d , as implied by Fig. 2.1. This becomes even severer, when
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bu−1 = +1 is sent before bu . Let us rearrange (2.10) to express the decision variable as
Zu =bu c(t̂d ) +

u −1

∑ bj

j =0



c([u − j] T + t̂d ) − c([u − j] T )



u



+ ∑ b j n j (uT + t̂d ) − n j (uT ) , u = 0, 1, . . .

(2.11)

j =0

where c(0) = 0 is assumed. Furthermore, we also have nu (uT ) = 0, as it is the counting noise
contributed by the uth bit that has not yet sent at t = uT. At the righthand side (RHS) of (2.11),
the first term is the desired observation, the second term is the residue ISI due to non-ideal ISIC,
while the last term is the counting noise presenting at t = uT + t̂d and at t = uT. Assume that
the transmission rate is high, resulting in that the symbol duration T is only slightly larger than td .
Then, with the aid of Fig. 2.1, we can be implied that the ISI at t = uT can be much larger than the
ISI at t = uT + t̂d , due to the fast decrease of molecule concentration resulted from the impulses
of molecules sent most recently. In this case, the ISIC based on (2.9) results in over cancellation,
yielding a large residue ISI given by the second term at the RHS of (2.11). Furthermore, as seen
in (2.11), the counting noise after the ISIC is contributed by both the counting noise presenting
at t = uT and that at t = uT + t̂d . According to [16], provided that t̂d > ρ2 /D, two adjacent
samples of the counting noise process can be regarded as statistically independent. In this case, the
ISIC operation of (2.9) enhances the noise, which may further degrade the achievable performance
of DMC.
In order to improve the performance of the ISIC, a more accurate estimate to the ISI at t =
uT + t̂d is desirable, while simultaneously mitigating the impact from noise enhancement. With
this motivation, in [77], we have proposed an improved ISIC scheme, which forms the decision
variable according to the formula
Zu =z(t = uT + t̂d ) − λu z(t = uT )

(2.12)

where 0 ≤ λu ≤ 1 is used to scale the ISI measured at t = uT. Following (2.11), we can express
(2.12) in detail as

Zu =bu c(t̂d ) +

u −1

∑ bj

j =0



c([u − j] T + t̂d ) − λu c([u − j] T )



u



+ ∑ b j n j (uT + t̂d ) − λu n j (uT ) , u = 0, 1, . . .

(2.13)

j =0

Explicitly, at the RHS of (2.13), the desired term is not affected by the ISIC, while the noise
enhancement in the third term is mitigated due to λu < 1.
Furthermore, in [77], we have proposed the approaches for estimating the scaling factor in
(2.12). For completeness, these approaches are also detailed below. First, the optimum value of λu
for given transmission rate and pulse shape may be obtained via numerical/simulation approaches.
Second, we may estimate the scaling factor with the motivation to fully cancel the ISI presenting
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at t = uT + t̂d as follows. Let the average ISI at t be expressed as ISI (t). Then, we can find an
estimate to λu by solving the equation of
λu ISI (uT ) = ISI (uT + t̂d )

(2.14)

where both ISI (uT ) and ISI (uT + t̂d ) can be calculated, once we know the correct estimates of
b̂0 , b̂1 , . . . , b̂u−1 for the transmitted bits b0 , b1 , . . . , bu−1 . However, considering all the past symbols
results in high complexity and possibly degraded performance due to error propagation and noise
enhancement, as above-mentioned. Furthermore, in practice, it may not be necessary to consider
all the past symbols, as the ISI contributed by a pulse becomes nearly flat after some time, as shown
in Fig. 2.1. When taking all these into account, we may estimate λu as follows. Let us consider
J ( J < u) most recent bits. Then, we can compute J coefficients corresponding to the most recent
J bits as
β u −1 =

c( JT + t̂d )
c( T + t̂d )
, . . . , β u− J =
c( T )
c( JT )

(2.15)

if the pulse c(t) presenting at the receiver is known. The value of J can be chosen, so that the
remaining ISI at uT and that at uT + t̂d satisfy
C J (u) =

J −1

J −1

j =0

j =0

∑ bj c([u − j]T + t̂d ) ≈ ∑ bj c([u − j]T )

(2.16)

which can be evaluated as
J

C J (u) = z(t = uT ) − ∑ b̂u−l c(lt)

(2.17)

l =1

Alternatively, we may simply use the average value of C J (u), which can be estimated as
1
N

C̄ J =

J+N

∑

C J (u)

(2.18)

u = J +1

Finally, with the aid of (2.15) and (2.16), as well as the estimated bit values, (2.14) can be
expressed as
J

λ̂u

∑ b̂u− j c( jT ) + CJ (u)

j =1

!

J

= ∑ b̂u− j β u− j c( jT ) + C J (u)

(2.19)

j =1

from which λu can be expressed as
J
∑ j=1 b̂u− j β u− j c( jT ) + C J (u)


λ̂u =
J
b̂
c
(
jT
)
+
C
(
u
)
∑ j =1 u − j
J

(2.20)

In the above equation, if C J (u) ≈ 0, we have
J

λ̂u =

∑ j=1 b̂u− j β u− j c( jT )
J

∑ j=1 b̂u− j c( jT )

(2.21)
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According to above analysis, if detection is highly reliable, we may expect that the ISIC seen in
(2.12) (and (2.13)) is fully removed or significantly reduced. If the detection becomes less reliable,
the ISIC results in error propagation. As seen in (2.21), λ̂u is dependent on the J bits received
before the uth bit. If a bit is detected in error, it will affect the detection of its following J bits.
In order to mitigate the error propagation, in practice, the value of λu in (2.12) may be adjusted
according to the detection reliability. When the detection reliability is low, a λu smaller than λ̂u of
(2.21) may be employed, in order to mitigate the effect of error propagation. By contrast, when the
detection reliability increases, the value of λu can be gradually increased towards the value of λ̂u
estimated by (2.21), in order to further enhance the detection reliability. However, we should note
that the ISIC results in additional noise, which increases as λu increases. Therefore, for a given λu ,
there exists a trade-off between ISIC and noise enhancement.
In the following two sections, we will analyze the bit error rate (BER) of the DMC systems
employing or without employing the ISIC. Specifically in Section 2.3, we address the BER performance of the DMC systems employing OOK modulation, while in Section 2.4, the BER performance of the OOK-modulated DMC systems with ISIC is analyzed.

2.3

BER Analysis of DMC Systems Employing OOK Modulation

We analyze the BER of the DMC systems employing the OOK modulation based on the decision
variable given by (2.5). In our analysis, we assume that the DMC process is in its static state,
meaning that u >> L, here L is the maximum length of ISI. Correspondingly, the decision variable
of (2.5) can be written as
L

h

Zu = ∑ bu−i ci + n(u−i)u

i

(2.22)

i =0

Furthermore, we assume that the sampling duration, which is the bit duration T, satisfies the condition of T > ρ2 /D [16]. Hence, adjacent noise samples are independent. Additionally, we assume
that the transmitted binary bits obey the distribution of P(1) = P(0) = 0.5.

2.3.1

Poisson Approach: Exact BER Analysis

Let us first analyze the exact BER of the DMC systems employing OOK modulation based on the
Poisson distribution of Yu = VR Zu , which for convenience is referred to as the Poisson approach.
Note that in literature, the Poisson approach has been employed by a number of references, e.g.,
[20, 46, 78], for performance studies, as detailed in the literature review in Section 2.1. As shown
in Section 2.2.1, the decision variable Yu obeys the Poisson distribution with the probability mass
function (PMF) given by P (µY ), where µY = VR ∑iL=0 bu−i ci . Explicitly, µY is dependent on the

transmitted data sequence. Let us define a vector b L = [bu− L , . . . , bu−1 ] T containing the L bits
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imposing ISI on bu . Then, when bu = 1, we express the Poisson PMF as [79]
f Yu (n|b L , bu = 1) =

µYn1 e−µY1
n!

, n = 0, 1, 2, . . .

(2.23)



where µY1 = VR c0 + ∑iL=1 bu−i ci . When bu = 0, the Poisson PMF can be expressed as
f Yu (n|b L , bu = 0) =

µYn0 e−µY0
n!

, n = 0, 1, 2, . . .

(2.24)

associated with µY0 = VR ∑iL=1 bu−i ci . The BER of the DMC systems employing the OOK modulation is given by
1
1
Pb = P(b̂u = 0|bu = 1) + P(b̂u = 1|bu = 0)
2
2
1
= ( PM + PFA )
2

(2.25)

where PM = P(b̂u = 0|bu = 1) is the probability of detecting b̂u = 0 for an actually transmitted
bu = 1, which is usually referred to as the miss-probability, while PFA = P(b̂u = 1|bu = 0)

is the probability of detecting b̂u = 1 for an actually transmitted bu = 0, which is called as the
false-alarm probability. Let us below derive these probabilities in detail.
First, given a detection threshold CT with respect to the molecule concentration, the missprobability can be expressed as
PM = P(b̂u = 0|bu = 1)

= P(Yu ≤ VR CT |bu = 1)
=

∑

b L ∈B L

P(b L ) P(Yu ≤ VR CT |b L , bu = 1)

(2.26)

where B = {1, 0}, P(b L ) is the probability of the occurrence of a specific sequence of b L . When
assuming that P(1) = P(0) = 0.5, we have P(b L ) = 1/2 L . Finally, P(Yu ≤ VR CT |b L , bu = 1)

is the probability conditioned on a given data sequence of b L and bu = 1. With the aid of the PMF
given by (2.23), we have [79]
P(Yu ≤ VR CT |b L , bu = 1) =

dVR CT e

µYn1 e−µY1

n =0

n!

∑

(2.27)

Upon substituting this result into (2.26), we obtain the miss-probability of
1
PM = L
2

∑

dVR CT e

µYn1 e−µY1

n =0

n!

b L ∈B L

∑

(2.28)

For the false-alarm probability, we have the relationships of
PFA = P(b̂u = 1|bu = 0)

= P(Yu > VR CT |bu = 0)
=1 − P(Yu ≤ VR CT |bu = 0)
=1 −

∑

b L ∈B L

P(b L ) P(Yu ≤ VR CT |b L , bu = 0)

(2.29)
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Similar to (2.27), we can obtain
PFA =1 −

1
2L

∑

dVR CT e

µYn0 e−µY0

n =0

n!

b L ∈B L

∑

(2.30)

Finally, applying both (2.28) and (2.30) into (2.25), the BER of the DMC systems employing
OOK modulation can be expressed as
1
1
Pb = + L+1 ∑
2 2
b ∈B L
L

2.3.2

dVR CT e

∑

µYn1 e−µY1 − µYn0 e−µY0

!
(2.31)

n!

n =0

Gaussian-Approximation


From (2.31), we can see that evaluating the BER has the complexity of O dVR CT e2 L contributed

by the two sum in the formula, where 2 L is due to the L-length binary data sequence imposing ISI,
while dVR CT e is the result of the discrete Poisson distribution. If the discrete Poisson distribution

can be approximated by a continuous distribution, the second sum in (2.31) can be replaced by an
integration, which may be simplified to obtain a closed-form convenient for evaluation.

It is well-known that the Poisson distribution has the property [79] that it can be approximated
by a Gaussian distribution, if the Poisson parameter (µ) is sufficiently large, e.g., µ > 20. Therefore, in literature, the performance of some DMC systems has been studied under the Gaussian
modeling of counting noise [20, 21, 62, 63]. In our case, if µY1 in (2.23) and µY0 in (2.24) are
sufficiently large, then both f Yu (n|b L , bu = 1) and f Yu (n|b L , bu = 1) can be approximated by

the Gaussian distributions. In this case, we can derive the BER directly from the concentrationbased decision variable Zu given by (2.22). Therefore, when assuming u >> L, the PDFs of Zu

conditioned on b L , bu = 1 or 0 can be expressed as [79]
f Zu (y|b L , bu = 1) = √
f Zu (y|b L , bu = 0) = √

1
2πσZ1
1
2πσZ0

[y − µ Z1 ]2
exp −
2σZ2 1

!

[y − µ Z0 ]2
exp −
2σZ2 0

!

,
(2.32)

where −∞ < y < ∞, by definition, we have
L

µ Z1 =c0 + ∑ bu−i ci ; σZ2 1 =
i =1

L

µ Z0 = ∑ bu−i ci ; σZ2 0 =
i =1

1
VR

1
c0
+
VR
VR

L

∑ bu − i c i

i =1

L

∑ bu − i c i

(2.33)

i =1

which are all functions of b L . Therefore, following the analysis in (2.26), the miss-probability PM
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can be expressed as
PM =

1
2L

∑

P( Zu ≤ CT |b L , bu = 1)

1
2L

∑

b L ∈B L

=1 −

bL

1
=1 − L
2

∈B L

∑

P( Zu > CT |b L , bu = 1)

√

1

Z ∞

2πσZ1 CT

CT − µ Z1
1
=1 − L ∑ Q
2 b ∈B L
σZ1
b L ∈B L

[y − µ Z1 ]2
exp −
2σZ2 1


!
dy
(2.34)

L

where Q( x ) is the Gaussian Q-function [80] defined as Q( x ) = (2π )−1/2

R∞
x

e−t

2 /2

dt, which is

the built-in function of many software packages, e.g., Matlab, for numerical computation.
Similarly, the false-alarm probability PFA can be derived as
PFA =

1
2L

1
= L
2

∑

b L ∈B L

∑

P( Zu > CT |b L , bu = 0)

√

1

Z ∞

2πσZ0 CT

CT − µ Z0
1
= L ∑ Q
2 b ∈B L
σZ0
bL

∈B L

[y − µ Z0 ]2
exp −
2σZ2 0


!
dy
(2.35)

L

Finally, when substituting both (2.34) and (2.35) into (2.25), the BER of the OOK modulated
DMC systems under the Gaussian-approximation can be obtained.

2.3.3

Gamma-Approximation

In comparison to (2.31), the BER expression obtained from the Gaussian-approximation may be
slightly advantageous for evaluation. However, in order to apply the Gaussian-approximation, the




mean µY1 = VR c0 + ∑iL=1 bu−i ci and µY0 = VR ∑iL=1 bu−i ci need to be relatively large,
typically, exceed 20. Since VR is usually a very small value in comparison to the diffusion space
of molecules, the above conditions may not be satisfied, unless the number of molecules Q per
transmission impulse is very big. This situation often means that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for
DMC is high. In a nutshell, the Gaussian-approximation is only suitable for high SNR scenarios.
Furthermore, as seen in (2.32), the Gaussian distributions are defined in the range of (−∞, ∞),
which makes the Gaussian-approximation for the Poisson distribution defined in (0, ∞) insensible,
especially when the mean of µY1 or µY0 is relatively small. Considering the above issues, in this
section, we propose the Gamma-approximation [81] to approximate the Poisson distribution as a
Gamma-distribution with the PDF in the form of [82]
f Y (y) =

 y
1
m −1
y
exp
−
, 0≤y<∞
Γ(m)Ωm
Ω

(2.36)
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where m is the shape parameter and Ω is the scale parameter, while Γ( x ) is the gamma function.
It can be shown that the Gamma distributed variable Y has the mean and variance given by [82]
E[Y ] = mΩ, Var[Y ] = mΩ2

(2.37)

From these relationship, we can readily know that
m=

0.4

E 2 [Y ]
Var[Y ]
, Ω=
Var[Y ]
E [Y ]

Gamma PDF v.s. Poisson PMF, =1
From left to right:
=m=1,2,4,6,8,10,15,20

0.35

Gamma PDF (Poisson PMF)

(2.38)
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Figure 2.2: Comparison between the Poisson PMF and the corresponding Gamma PDF.

Assume a Poisson PMF of f (n|λ) = λn e−λ /n!. Then, it can be shown that for the correspond-

ing Gamma PDF of (2.36), we have m = λ and Ω = 1. The comparison between the Poisson PMF
and Gamma PDF are shown in Figs. 2.2 for some λ, m values and Ω = 1. Explicitly, the Gamma
distribution is capable of providing a good approximation for the Poisson distribution for all the
considered λ values, and more closer approximation presents, as the value of λ increases. In fact,
from the research of radio communication channel modeling [83–86], the Gamma distribution (or
the Nakagami distribution for the square-roots of Gamma distributed random variables) usually fits
well the measurement data in terms of SNR (or magnitude) from practical experiments. This might
imply that the Nakagami and Gamma distributions are also the good tools for describing the statistical properties of DMC channels, especially in the case when continuous distribution functions are
required.

Let us now return to derive the BER of the OOK-modulated DMC systems under the Gammaapproximation. In this case, we can express the Gamma PDFs conditioned on bu = 1 and bu = 0
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respectively as


1
y
m1 −1
f Zu (y|b L , bu = 1) =
,
y
exp −
Ω1
Γ(m1 )Ω1m1


1
y
m0 −1
f Zu (y|b L , bu = 0) =
y
exp −
Ω0
Γ(m0 )Ω0m0

(2.39)

where 0 ≤ y < ∞. With the aid of (2.33), the shape and scale parameters in (2.39) are given by
m1 =
m0 =

µ2Z1
σZ2 1
µ2Z0
σZ2 0

, Ω1 =
, Ω0 =

σZ2 1
µ Z1
σZ2 0

(2.40)

µ Z0

Then, by following (2.34), the miss-probability can be derived as
PM =

1
2L

1
= L
2

∑

P( Zu ≤ CT |b L , bu = 1)

∑

1
Γ(m1 )Ω1m1

b L ∈B L

b L ∈B L

Z CT
0

y

m1 −1



y
exp −
Ω1


dy

(2.41)

Using the result of (3.381.1) in [87], we can simplify the above expression to
PM =

1
2L

∑

b L ∈B L

γ (m1 , CT /Ω1 )
Γ ( m1 )

(2.42)

where γ(α, x ) is the lower incomplete gamma function [87](8.350.1). Furthermore, when m1 is an
integer, or when it is approximated by an integer1 , then, with the aid of [87](8.352.6), (2.42) can be
expressed as
1
PM = L
2

∑

"

b L ∈B L



CT
1 − exp −
Ω1

 m1 −1

∑

n =0

1
n!



CT
m1

n #
(2.43)

Similarly, corresponding to (2.42) and (2.43), the false-alarm probability can be expressed as
γ (m0 , CT /Ω0 )
Γ ( m0 )
b L ∈B L
"


  #
1
CT m 0 − 1 1 CT n
=1 − L ∑ 1 − exp −
2 b ∈B L
Ω0 n∑
m0
=0 n!

PFA =1 −

1
2L

∑

(2.44)

(2.45)

L

respectively.
Finally, in the general cases, when substituting (2.42) and (2.44) into (2.25), we can obtain
the BER expression for the OOK-modulated DMC systems under the Gamma-approximation. By
contrast, for the special cases of m1 and m0 being integers, corresponding BER expression can be
obtained by substituting (2.43) and (2.45) into (2.25).
1 When

m1 is large, it usually can be approximated by an integer, as the Gamma-distribution in this case is not very

sensitive to value of m1 .
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Monte-Carlo Approach

So far, we have considered some alternative approaches to deal with the second sum in (2.31). In
some cases, such as when communicating at relatively high data rate, the ISI can be very long,
which makes exact evaluation of (2.31) impossible, due to the involvement of the first sum of 2 L
items, as seen in (2.31). In fact, provided that L ≥ 20, exact evaluating (2.31) is highly involved,
even without considering the second sum in (2.31). In practice, however, the ISI length of L may

be significantly larger than 20. Therefore, in this and the next subsections, we provide some approaches for reducing the terms to be considered in the context of the first sum in (2.31), as well as
in the BER expressions obtained from the Gaussian- and Gamma-approximation.
Specifically, in this subsection, we consider the Monte-Carlo approach [88] to simplify the computation of the BER expressions obtained under the Poisson, Gaussian-approximation and Gammaapproximation approaches, when L is large. As seen in (2.31), since b L is a L-length binary random
vector distributed in B L , we can randomly generate W number of binary sequences for b L , which
(1)

(W )

are expressed as {b L , . . . , b L }. Then, corresponding to (2.31), the BER of the DMC systems
employing OOK modulation can be approximately evaluated from the formula
!
dVR CT e µn e−µY1 − µn e−µY0
1
1
Y1
Y0
Pb ≈ +
2 2W (1) ∑ (W ) n∑
n!
=0

(2.46)

{b L ,...,bb L }

Provided that W is sufficiently large, the BER estimated by (2.46) should be close to that by (2.31).
Similarly, we can have the approximated BER expressions, when the Gaussian- and Gammaapproximation are respectively employed. As our results in Section 2.5 show, the Monte-Carlo
approach is capable of providing close approximation, provided that W ≥ 105 .

2.3.5

Simplified Poisson, Gaussian-Approximation and Gamma-Approximation Approaches

From Fig. 2.1 we can see that the concentration becomes flatter and lower, as the propagation time
or/and propagation distance increase. This implies that the ISI imposing on a specific data bit is
dominated by the several bits sent in the front of the bit. Therefore, when L is large, and assuming
that u >> 1 and u > L, we may re-write the decision variable Zu of (2.5) as
i
h
I
Zu = ∑ bu−i ci + n(u−i)u + Xu , u = 0, 1, . . .

(2.47)

i =0

h
i
where Xu = ∑iL= I +1 bu−i ci + n(u−i)u . Since all ci in Xu have small values and n(u−i)u in Xu are

independent random variables, when ( L − I ) is sufficiently large, we may approximate Yu = VR Xu
as a Poisson distributed random variable, with the mean and variance given by
"
#
L
VR L
µy = E [VR Xu ] = VR E{bu−i } ∑ bu−i ci =
ci
2 i=∑
i = I +1
I +1

(2.48)
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Therefore, Xu has the mean and variance given by
µx =

1 L
1
ci , σx2 =
∑
2 i = I +1
2VR

L

∑

ci

(2.49)

i = I +1

Consequently, when the Poisson approach is employed, the PDFs of Yu conditioned on bu = 1
and bu = 0 are given by (2.23) and (2.24), respectively, associated with
!
I

c 0 + ∑ bu − i c i

µY1 =VR

+ µy ,

i =1

I

µY0 =VR ∑ bu−i ci + µy

(2.50)

i =1

Finally, following the derivation of (2.31), the BER of the OOK-modulated DMC systems derived
from the simplified Poisson approach can be expressed as (2.31) with the parameter L replaced by
the parameter I, and b L ∈ B L replaced by b I ∈ B I where, by definition, b I = [bu− I , . . . , bu−1 ].
When the simplified Gaussian-approximation is employed, the conditional PDFs of Zu are
respectively given in (2.32) for bu = 1 and bu = 0, associated with
I

µ Z1 =c0 + ∑ bu−i ci + µ x ; σZ2 1 =
i =1

I

µ Z0 = ∑ bu−i ci + µ x ; σZ2 0 =
i =1

1
VR

1
c0
+
VR
VR

I

∑ bu−i ci + σx2

i =1

I

∑ bu−i ci + σx2

(2.51)

i =1

Correspondingly, the BER of the OOK-modulated DMC systems can be derived by following that
in Section 2.3.2, which can be expressed as
 



CT − µ Z1
CT − µ Z0
1
1
−Q
Pb = + I +1 ∑ Q
2 2
σZ0
σZ1
b ∈B I

(2.52)

I

Finally, when the simplified Gamma-approximation is employed, following the analysis in Section 2.3.2, we can show that the BER of the OOK-modulated DMC systems can be formulated as


1
1
γ (m1 , CT /Ω1 ) γ (m0 , CT /Ω0 )
Pb = + I +1 ∑
−
(2.53)
2 2
Γ ( m1 )
Γ ( m0 )
b ∈B I
I

where m1 , m0 and Ω1 , Ω0 are given in (2.40) with µ Z1 , µ Z0 and σZ2 1 , σZ2 0 given in (2.51).
In comparison to the BER formulas in Sections 2.3.1, 2.3.2 and 2.3.3, which need to consider
2 L terms for the first sum at the RHS of the BER formulas, as seen, e.g., in (2.31), we now only
need to compute 2 I terms. In Section 2.5, we will demonstrate the effect of the value of I on the
accuracy of evaluated BER, showing that we can choose I << L, when L is large. Typically,
I ≈ 10 is sufficient for obtaining near-accurate BER evaluation, provided that the data rate is not

too high and, hence, the ISI imposed by any of the other ( L − I ) data bits is insignificant. Hence,

significantly reduced computation is possible, while still achieving sufficiently accurate evaluation.
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BER Analysis of DMC Systems with OOK Modulation and ISI
Cancellation

In this section, we analyze the BER of the OOK-modulated DMC systems with the ISIC. Our
analysis starts with the decision variable Zu given by (2.12), and assumes that λu = λ̄ is a constant.
Furthermore, as in Section 2.3, we assume that the maximum ISI length is L bits, and that u > L
is considered. Then, Zu can be written as
L


Zu = ∑ bu−i c(iT + t̂d ) + nu−i (uT + t̂d )
i =0

|

{z

}

Zud
L

− λ̄ × ∑ bu−i [c(iT ) + nu−i (uT )]

(2.54)

i =1

{z

|

}

Zu0

Let ci = c(iT + t̂d ), n(u−i)u = nu−i (uT + t̂d ) and ci0 = c(iT ), n0(u−i)u = nu−i (uT ). Then, the

above equation can be re-written as
L

L

i =0

i =0

Zu = ∑ bu−i ci + ∑ bu−i n(u−i)u
{z

|

}

Zud

"

− λ̄ ×

L

∑

i =1

bu−i ci0

|

L

+∑

i =1

#
bu−i n0(u−i)u

{z

(2.55)
}

Zu0

In order for the analysis to be manageable, we assume that td > ρ2 /D, so that the two noise
samples obtained at t = uT + t̂d and t = uT are independent [16].
In this section, we derive the BER formulas, when the Poisson approach, simplified Poisson
approach, Gaussian-approximation, and simplified Gaussian-approximation are considered. Unfortunately, the PDF for the difference of two Gamma variates distributed with different shaping
parameters is unknown in public references, as claimed in [89], the Gamma-approximation approaches will hence not be considered in this section.

2.4.1

Poisson and Simplified Poisson Approaches

Following our analysis in Section 2.3.1, it can be shown that, conditioned on b L and bu = 1,
Yud = VR Zud obeys the Poisson PMF of

where µY1

µYn e−µY1
f Yud (n|b L , bu = 1) = 1
, n = 0, 1, 2, . . .
(2.56)
n!


= VR c0 + ∑iL=1 bu−i ci . By contrast, conditioned on b L and bu = 0, Yud obeys the

Poisson PMF of
f Yud (n|b L , bu = 0) =

µYn0 e−µY0
n!

, n = 0, 1, 2, . . .

(2.57)
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where µY0 = VR ∑iL=1 bu−i ci . As seen in (2.55), Zu0 is only dependent on b L but not on bu . Hence,
the conditional PMF of Yu0 = VR Zu0 can be expressed as
f Yu0 (n|b L ) =

µYn e−µY
, n = 0, 1, 2, . . .
n!

(2.58)

where µY = VR λ̄ ∑iL=1 bu−i ci0 .
Since the noise samples in Zud and Zu0 are independent, the conditional PMFs of
f Yud (n|b L , bu = 1) (or f Yud (n|b L , bu = 0)) and f Yu0 (n|b L ) are independent. According to the

properties of the Poisson distribution, the difference of two independent Poisson distributions obeys
the Skellam distribution [90]. Hence, the PMF of Yu = VR Zu conditioned on (b L , bu = 1) and

(b L , bu = 0) can be expressed as


µY1
µY



µY0
µY

f Yu (k |b L , bu = 1) = exp (−[µY1 + µY ])

√
× Ik 2 µY1 µY , − ∞ < k < ∞
f Yu (k|b L , bu = 0) = exp (−[µY0 + µY ])

√
× Ik 2 µY0 µY , − ∞ < k < ∞

k/2

k/2

(2.59)

respectively. In the above equations, Ik (z) is the modified Bessel function [90].
Having obtained the PMFs of Yu , as shown in (2.59), then, given a decision threshold CT in the
sense of concentration, the miss-probability can be derived as
PM =

=

1
2L
1
2L

×

∑

P(Yu ≤ VR CT |b L , bu = 1)

∑

exp (−[µY1 + µY ])

b L ∈B L
b L ∈B L

dVR CT e 

∑

k=−∞

µY1
µY

k/2


√
Ik 2 µY1 µY

(2.60)

Similarly, for a given decision threshold CT , the false-alarm probability can be derived as
PFA =1 −

1
2L

=1 −

1
2L

∑

P(Yu ≤ VR CT |b L , bu = 0)

∑

exp (−[µY0 + µY ])

b L ∈B L

b L ∈B L


√
× Ik 2 µY0 µY

dVR CT e 

∑

k=−∞

µY0
µY

k/2

(2.61)
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Finally, the BER of the OOK-modulated DMC with ISIC can be expressed as
1
Pb = ( PM + PFA )
2
1
1
= + L+1 ∑ exp(−µY ) [exp (−µY1 )
2 2
b L ∈B L

dVR CT e 

µY1 k/2
√
× ∑
Ik 2 µY1 µY
µY
k =−∞
#

dVR CT e 

µY0 k/2
√
− exp (−µY0 ) ∑
Ik 2 µY0 µY
µY
k =−∞

(2.62)

In the cases that L is large, the BER Pb can be evaluated by the Monte-Carlo approach addressed
in Section 2.3.4 or the simplified Poisson approach analyzed in Section 2.3.5. Specifically, when
the simplified Poisson approach is desired, the BER has the expression of (2.62) with the following
modifications. First, b L ∈ B L is replaced by b I ∈ B I , where b I = [bu− I , . . . , bu−1 ], when assuming

that there are I bits dominating the ISI on the uth bit. Second, µY1 , µY0 and µY are respectively
replaced by the quantities of
I

1 L
µY1 =VR c0 + ∑ bu−i ci +
ci
2 i=∑
I +1
i =1
!
I
1 L
ci ,
µY0 =VR ∑ bu−i ci +
2 i=∑
I +1
i =1
!
L
I
1
µY =VR λ̄ ∑ bu−i ci0 +
∑ ci0
2
i = I +1
i =1

2.4.2

!
,

(2.63)

Gaussian-Approximation and Simplified Gaussian-Approximation

According to [91], when both (µY1 + µY ) and (µY0 + µY ) are relatively large, the Skellam PMFs
in (2.59) can be approximated by the corresponding Gaussian PDFs. When we directly deal with
concentration and have the decision variable given by (2.55), the conditional Gaussian PDFs can
be respectively expressed as
f Zu (y|b L , bu = 1) = √
f Zu (y|b L , bu = 0) = √

1
2πσZ1
1
2πσZ0

[y − µ Z1 ]2
exp −
2σZ2 1

!

[y − µ Z0 ]2
exp −
2σZ2 0

!
(2.64)
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where −∞ < y < ∞, by definition,
L
1
(µY1 − µY ) = c0 + ∑ bu−i (ci − λ̄ci0 ),
VR
i =1
"
#
L
1
1
= 2 (µY1 + µY ) =
c0 + ∑ bu−i (ci + λ̄ci0 ) ,
VR
VR
i =1

µ Z1 =
σZ2 1

L
1
(µY0 − µY ) = ∑ bu−i (ci − λ̄ci0 ),
VR
i =1
"
#
L
1
1
= 2 (µY0 + µY ) =
bu−i (ci + λ̄ci0 )
VR i∑
VR
=1

µ Z0 =
σZ2 0

(2.65)

As seen from the above equations, when the ISI is ideally cancelled, we have VR µ Z1 = VR c0 ,
which represents the average number of molecules in the detection space, and VR µ Z0 = 0. Hence,
for the Skellam distribution to be approximated by the Gaussian distribution, it requires that VR µ Z1
is sufficiently large.
Explicitly, the PDFs in (2.64) have the same forms as those in (2.32) in Section 2.3.2. Hence,
when given the decision threshold of CT , the BER of the OOK-modulated DMC systems with
ISIC has the same expression as that in Section 2.3.2, with µ Z0 , σZ0 and µ Z1 , σZ1 replaced by the
corresponding terms given in (2.65).
Furthermore, when the simplified Gaussian-approximation is employed, the BER of the OOKmodulated DMC systems with ISIC can be expressed as (2.52), with µ Z0 , σZ0 and µ Z1 , σZ1 provided by the formulas of
I

µ Z1 =c0 + ∑ bu−i (ci − λ̄ci0 ) +
i =1

1 L
(ci − λ̄ci0 ),
2 i=∑
I +1

#
L
I
1
1
=
c0 + ∑ bu−i (ci + λ̄ci0 ) +
∑ (ci + λ̄ci0 ) ,
VR
2
i =1
i = I +1
"

σZ2 1

I

µ Z0 = ∑ bu−i (ci − λ̄ci0 ) +
i =1

σZ2 0

1
=
VR

"

I

1 L
(ci − λ̄ci0 ),
2 i=∑
I +1

1 L
0
b
(
c
+
λ̄c
)
+
u
−
i
i
∑
∑ (ci + λ̄ci0 )
i
2
i =1
i = I +1

#
(2.66)

As seen at the RHS of the above equations, these quantities are dependent on b I containing only I
data bits.

2.5

Performance Results

In this section, we demonstrate the BER performance of the OOK-modulated DMC systems with or
without ISIC, and compare the results obtained by the various analytical approaches considered in
Sections 2.3 and 2.4. Furthermore, some results obtained from both the particle-based simulations
and the Monte-Carlo simulations [92–94] are provided to validate the analytical results.
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of the BER versus SNR performance of the OOK-modulated
DMC systems obtained by the particle-based simulations and Poisson approach.
In order to demonstrate the results, we define the SNR by following the convention in the
traditional wireless communications [80] as the ratio between the power received from a single
impulse of molecules and the noise power, which is expressed as
γb =

c20
c20
= VR c0
=
c0 /VR
E[σ02 ]

(2.67)

From this definition and the analysis in Section 2.2, we can know that, given the diffusion coefficient
D and the transmission distance r, the SNR is only dependent on the number of molecules Q
emitted by one pulse and the volume VR of the detection space. In our studies, we set D =
2.2 × 10−9 m2 /s (squared meter/seconds). For Fig. 2.3 considering the particle-based simulations,

we assume relatively short communications distance and set the radius of the spherical detection
space to ρ = 20 nm (nano meter), as the result that particle-based simulation is difficult to cope

with a big number of molecules. By contrast, for all the other figures, we consider relatively
long communications distance, and set the radius of the spherical detection space to ρ = 1 nm .
Furthermore, in our studies, the ISI length L is estimated as
L , argl {cl /c0 ≤ 0.1%}

(2.68)

meaning that the ISI from the received pulses having their peak concentration at least 1000 times
lower than that of the current pulse is ignored.
Additionally, we note that, for convenience, the parameters used for generating the results are
specified with the figures. Furthermore, unless notified, such as in Figs. 2.9 and 2.10, the results
are obtained, when the optimum detection thresholds are applied.
First, in Figs. 2.3 and 2.4, we compare the BER versus SNR performance obtained from the
analytical and simulation approaches. Specifically, in Fig.2.3, the analytical results were obtained
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of the BER versus SNR performance of the OOK-modulated
DMC systems obtained by the Monte-Carlo simulations and the Poisson or Poisson
(Monte-Carlo) approach.
from the Poisson approach of Section 2.3.1, which are compared with the corresponding results
obtained from the particle-based simulations. By contrast, in Fig. 2.4, we demonstrate the BER
versus SNR performance of the OOK-modulated DMC systems, when the systems are operated
with different data rates reflected by the different bit-durations of T. Correspondingly, the length
of ISI in different cases is different, as shown in the figure. In the figure, the analytical results
were obtained from the Poisson approach of Section 2.3.1 for the cases of L = 10 and L = 20,
while obtained from the Poisson Monte-Carlo approach of Section 2.3.4 for the other cases of
L = 30 − 80. Note that here the Poisson Monte-Carlo approach was used because, when L ≥ 30,

it is very time-consuming to compute the results by the Poisson approach of Section 2.3.1. The
simulation results shown in Fig. 2.4 were obtained from the Monte-Carlo simulations. From the

results of Figs. 2.3 and 2.4 we may have the following observations. First, the analytical results
agree closely with the simulation results obtained from either the particle-based or the Monte-Carlo
simulations. Therefore, the Poisson modelling considered in this chapter is accurate and that the
Poisson and Poisson Monte-Carlo approaches are valid. Second, as shown in Fig. 2.4, when the
symbol duration decreases, i.e., the data rate increases, the BER performance of the DMC systems
degrades due to the increased ISI.
In Fig. 2.5, we show the impact of the parameter I used in the simplified Poisson (Gaussian,
and Gamma) approach on the accuracy of the estimated BER performance of the DMC systems,
when the OOK modulation without ISIC (Fig. 2.5(a)) and that with ISIC (Fig. 2.5(b)) are employed.
Note that, here we consider only the simplified Poisson approach, as our results showed that the
simplified Gaussian and Gamma approaches appear the same behavior as the simplified Poisson
approach. From the results of Fig. 2.5, we observe that, for both the cases of without/with ISIC, the
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Figure 2.5: Impact of parameter I on the accuracy of the BER versus SNR performance
of the DMC systems estimated by the simplified Poisson approach.
BER performance evaluated by the simplified approach converges to that obtained by the MonteCarlo approach, provided that I ≥ 6 in Fig. 2.5(a) and I ≥ 2 in Fig. 2.5(b). This observation
implies that, when L is relatively large, e.g., L > 20, those less dominate ISI can be effectively

approximated by a random variable without depending on the specific bit sequence. Hence, the
simplified approaches can be efficiently employed for evaluating the error performance of the DMC
systems. We should note that in Figs. 2.5(a) and 2.5(b), the Monte-Carlo Poisson approach was used
instead of the exact Poisson approach, because it is impossible to evaluate the BER by the exact
Poisson approach in the case of L = 80, which corresponds to 280 combinations of bit sequences.
When comparing the results (red-colored lines) in Figs. 2.5(a) and 2.5(b), we can observe that
the ISIC is capable of providing some performance gain, as shown also by the forthcoming results.
Fig. 2.6 shows the BER performance of the DMC systems without ISIC (top three curves)
and that with ISIC (bottom two curves) against the transmission distance, where the results were
evaluated by the different approaches as specified in the figure. Explicitly, both the Gaussian- and
Gamma-approximation are accurate, which give nearly the same performance results as the exact
Poisson approach. As shown in Fig. 2.6, the performance gain provided by the ISIC becomes
higher, as the transmission distance increases. The reason behind is that, given the symbol duration
T, the ISI increases as the result that the increase of transmission distance results in the expansion
of the received pulse, as seen in Fig. 2.1. There is no performance gain available by applying the
ISIC, when the transmission distance is below 300nm. In fact, when the transmission distance is
short, e.g., 200nm, the ISIC generates negative performance gain. This is because ISIC amplifies
noise, as seen in (2.9), due to the randomness of the noise samples.
In Fig. 2.7, we demonstrate the BER versus SNR performance of the DMC systems without/with ISIC, estimated by the different approaches. Notice in the figures that the sets of curves
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of different approaches for the BER versus transmission distance
of the DMC systems with OOK modulation and without/with ISIC.
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of different approaches for the BER versus SNR performance of
the DMC systems without/with ISIC.
are distinguished by the transmission distances r and their corresponding ISI length. When comparing the two figures, we can see that the employment of ISIC results in more reliable detection. More
performance gain is available, as the transmission distance increases, which follows the observation in Fig. 2.6. In both figures, the BER performance degrades with the increase of transmission
distance. Furthermore, all the optional approaches provide near-exact results. However, in the
case of without ISIC, when the transmission distance is short, e.g., 250 nm, the BER evaluated by
the Gamma-approximation yields marginal difference from the exact one. This is more declared,
when the SNR becomes lower. In the case of Fig. 2.7(b) with ISIC, when the transmission distance
is relatively short, e.g., 250 nm, the result evaluated by the Gaussian-approximation has a slight
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Figure 2.8: BER versus ISIC scaling factor λ̄ of the OOK-modulated DMC systems with
ISIC.
difference from the exact one.
In Fig. 2.8, we show the effect of the ISIC scaling factor λ̄ on the BER performance of the
DMC systems with ISIC. Explicitly, given the other system parameters, there is an optimum value
for λ̄, which results in the lowest BER. As seen in Fig. 2.8, the optimum λ̄ value is depended on
the SNR and is around 0.6 for the cases considered. From these results we are inferred that a good
λ̄ value is around 0.6 for the SNR practically interest, which results in the BER between 10−5 and
10−2 . Furthermore, the achievable BER performance is not very sensitive to the value of λ̄, and
nearly the same BER performance can be attained, provided that λ̄ changes within a limited range
around the optimum value.
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of different approaches for the BER versus detection threshold
performance of the DMC systems without/with ISIC.
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Fig. 2.9 depicts the BER of the DMC systems versus the detection threshold, when ISIC is not
employed (Fig. 2.9(a)) or employed (Fig. 2.9(b)). As shown in the figures, three symbol durations
are considered, which are T = 30µs, 50µs and 70µs, which for a given transmission distance of
250nm yields ISI length of L = 42, 24 and 17, respectively. Furthermore, in the two figures, we
compare the BER evaluated by the different approaches, as marked in the figures. From the results,
we may have the following observations. First, for given system parameters, there is an optimum
threshold, which yields the lowest BER. Second, for the OOK-modulated DMC systems without
ISIC, the BER performance is highly sensitive to the threshold. A threshold slightly different from
the optimum one might result in a significant increase of BER. Third, when the OOK-modulated
DMC systems employ the proposed ISIC, the BER performance becomes less sensitive to the detection threshold. Forth, for the DMC systems without ISIC (Fig. 2.9(a)), when the optimum
thresholds are invoked, both the Gaussian- and Gamma-approximation provide near-accurate approximation to the Poisson approach. By contrast, for the DMC systems with ISIC (Fig. 2.9(b)),
even when operated at the optimum thresholds, the Gaussian-approximation yields a BER higher
than that given by the Poisson approach, which is clearly seen in the cases of T = 50µs and 70µs.
The reason is that, in this case, the ISI is relatively short, resulting in that the condition for applying the Gaussian approximation is not well satisfied. Additionally, as seen in both the figures, the
‘optimum threshold’ given by the Gaussian or Gamma approach is actually optimum. There is an
explicit difference from the optimum threshold given by the Poisson approach.
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of different approaches for the BER versus detection threshold
performance of the DMC systems without/with ISIC.
Finally, in Fig. 2.10, we depict the BER versus detection threshold performance of the DMC
systems with respect to γb = 10dB, 14dB and 16dB, when without ISIC (Fig. 2.10(a)) or with ISIC
(Fig. 2.10(b)). Explicitly, we have similar observations as those from Fig. 2.9(a) and Fig. 2.9(b). It
is worthy of noting again that the BER performance of the OOK-modulated DMC systems without ISIC is very sensitive to the detection threshold applied, and employing ISIC mitigates this
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sensitivity.

2.6

Conclusions

We have proposed a range of approaches for analyzing and computing the BER of the DMC
systems without or with ISIC, based on which exact and approximate BER expressions have respectively been derived. Our studies and comparison show that both the Gaussian- and Gammaapproximation are capable of providing near-accurate BER estimation, provided that the respective
optimum thresholds are applied in detection. However, the optimum detection threshold estimated
by the Gaussian- or Gamma-approximation is explicitly different from that given by the Poisson
modeling, and hence it is practically not optimum. The BER performance of the OOK-modulated
DMC systems without ISIC is very sensitive to the change of detection threshold, whereas, the
ISIC is able to mitigate the sensitivity to the variation of detection threshold. Furthermore, the employment of ISIC is able to improve the BER performance of the OOK-modulated DMC systems,
especially in the scenarios where transmission distance is relatively long or/and transmission rate
is high, both resulting in long ISI. However, ISIC amplifies the counting noise, which may result
in performance degradation in the case of short ISI. We have shown that, when ISI is long, the
Monte-Carlo approach or the different types of simplified approaches may be employed for evaluating the BER of the DMC systems without or with ISIC. The studies and performance results
show that all these approaches are effective approaches, and are capable of providing near-accurate
BER estimation.

Chapter

3

Performance of Binary Molecular Shift
Keying Modulated Diffusive Molecular
Communication Systems without/with
Inter-Symbol Interference Compression
In this chapter, we analyze and investigate the bit error rate (BER) performance of the diffusive
molecular communication (DMC) systems employing binary molecular shift keying (BMoSK)
modulation. The DMC systems both without and with inter-symbol interference compression
(ISIC) are considered. Specifically, by modelling the number of molecules of one type presenting
in a 3-dimensional (3D) detection space as a Poisson, or Gaussian distributed random variable, we
derive the BER expressions of the BMoSK-modulated DMC systems without/with ISIC. However,
the strong inter-symbol interference (ISI) presenting in DMC systems makes the computation of
the above-mentioned BER formulas highly involved or even impossible. Therefore, we introduce
some simplified approaches, namely the Monte-Carlo and the simplified Poisson (or simplified
Gaussian) approaches, to reduce the computation complexity in the cases of long ISI. Furthermore,
based on the statistics of decision variables, we analyze the effect of decision threshold on the
BER performance. Finally, the BER performance of the BMoSK-modulated DMC systems without/with ISIC is investigated with considering the impact from different aspects, while the different
analytical approaches are compared in terms of the accuracy of the BER evaluated based on these
approaches.
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Introduction

Molecular communication (MC) has become one of the most promising approaches for communication between nano-machines, which conveys information between nano-machines via
molecules [6, 68]. Among the different MC techniques, diffusive molecular communications
(DMC) is one of the most promising approaches for implementation in practice, owing to its merit
that no external energy is required for information propagation [7, 66]. Built on non-toxic materials, DMC has been recognized to be the naturally fitting methods for supporting communication
inside living bodies and other biological environments, including the applications in biomedical
engineering, industrial and consumer goods, military, environmental control, etc. [5, 68, 95–106].
In literature, a lot of research has been carried out in the context of DMC. As some examples,
when assuming that transmitter, receiver or both employ channel knowledge, the capacity of different DMC channels has been investigated [51,70,107–109]. In terms of signalling, DMC may make
use of molecular concentration to form concentration shift keying (CSK) [21,36,38,40,70,110], of
molecular pulse positions to yield pulse position modulation (PPM) [42], and of molecular types
to allow molecular shift keying (MoSK) [39, 40, 72], which constitute the three basic modulation
schemes for information transmission in DMC. In addition, these basic modulation schemes may be
combined to design hybrid modulation schemes. Specifically, based on CSK and MoSK, molecular
concentration shift keying (MCSK) modulation [46] can use both molecular types and their concentration levels to encode information. In the depleted MoSK (D-MoSK) [47], different information
bits of a symbol are mapped to different types of molecules, which are then encoded to different
concentration levels. By contrast, in [73], the authors have proposed a hybrid molecular modulation
scheme by combining MoSK with PPM. Concerning the signal detection in DMC, in addition to the
fundamental detectors, which usually make no effort to mitigate ISI, for the above-mentioned basic
modulation schemes, some more advanced detection schemes have also been proposed and investigated. These include the sequence detectors in the principles of maximum a-posteriori (MAP)
and maximum likelihood (ML) [20, 22, 30, 74, 75], linear minimum mean-square error (MMSE)
detector [22], decision-feedback detectors [22, 76], etc. The main motivation of these advanced detectors is to mitigate the effect of severe inter-symbol interference (ISI) existing in DMC systems.
Moreover, some advanced issues have recently been investigated in the context of DMC and the
networking based on DMC. These include error-control coding [111,112], multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO), relay and multi-hop communications [51, 78], adaptive rate transmission [113],
multiple access [56, 61], and even security and privacy [114], Internet of molecular things [115],
neuroscience application [98–102], etc.
This chapter focuses on analyzing the bit error rate (BER) of the DMC systems with binary
MoSK (BMoSK) modulation. In literature, the error rate of DMC systems with different signalling
and detection schemes has been analyzed in a range of references. Specifically, considering binary
CSK, MoSK or MCSK modulation, the error performance of DMC systems with Poisson modeling
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has been addressed in [46], when assuming that a bit being detected is affected only by one bit
previously transmitted. Assuming that both ISI and counting noise can be approximated as Gaussian noise, the false-alarm probability, detection probability, as well as error probabilities of the
DMC systems with binary and M-ary CSK modulations have been analyzed in [21, 62]. Again,
with the Gaussian modelling of counting noise and ISI, some closed-form expressions have been
derived in [63] for the error rate of the DMC systems with pulse-based modulation, and supported
by energy or amplitude detection. In [64], the authors have derive the error probability and capacity
of the DMC systems relying on M-ary amplitude modulation. By contrast, with the aid of the binomial modelling of the molecules hitting receiver, [65, 116] have analyzed the capacity and error
rate of the DMC systems with CSK and MoSK modulations. Very recently, the error rate of the
DMC systems with binary CSK (or on-off keying (OOK)) modulation has been addressed in [110],
where different approaches are introduced for deriving the BER expressions of the DMC systems
with/without ISI compression (ISIC).
Following [110], in this chapter, we provide some approaches for analysing and evaluating the
BER performance of the BMoSK-modulated DMC systems with or without ISIC. In comparison
with the OOK modulation considered in [110], where only one type of molecules is used, there are
two types of molecules when BMoSK is employed. Correspondingly, the detection of BMoSKmodulated information has to handle the difference between two types of molecules, which demands new tools for BER analysis. For this purpose, we model the number of molecules of one
type presenting in a detection space as a Poisson (or Gaussian) distributed random variable. Then,
the distribution of the difference between two Poisson (or Gaussian) distributed random variables
is derived, and based on which we derive the BER expressions. Moreover, due to the fact that
DMC usually experiences strong ISI, which makes the formulas derived as above-mention very
hard, and sometimes even impossible, to evaluate. Therefore, we introduce some approximation
approaches to reduce the computation. Specifically, as done in [110], we introduce the Monte-Carlo
and simplified Poisson (or Gaussian) approaches for BER evaluation. Our studies show that, when
appropriately set, these approaches are usually efficient to obtain accurate BER estimation.
The other parts of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 considers the modelling
of DMC systems, and the principles of BMoSK-modulated DMC. In Section 3.3, we analyze the
BER of the BMoSK-modulated DMC without ISIC, while in Section 3.4 we analyze the BER of
the BMoSK-modulated DMC with ISIC. Section 3.5 demonstrates performance results associated
with discussion. Finally, in 3.6, we summaries the main observations from research.

3.2

System Model and Assumptions

We consider a DMC system consisting of a transmitter, a molecular propagation channel and a
receiver. At the transmitter side, information is released via molecular pulses. After propagated
over a molecular diffusion channel, information is recovered at receiver according to the molec-
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ular concentration that varies following the molecular pulses released by transmitter. Following
references, such as [38, 110], in this chapter, we assume a point transmitter, a 3-dimensional (3D)
spherical receiver having a radius of ρ, and that the transmission and receiving processes are independent. Then, when an impulse of Q molecules is released at t = 0, according to Fick’s law of
diffusion [38], the molecular concentration observed by receiver can be expressed as


r2
Q
−
, t > 0,
c(t) =
3 exp
4Dt
(4πDt) 2

(3.1)

where r is the distance between transmitter and receiver, t is the observation time, while D is the
diffusion coefficient of molecular medium.
As demonstrated in [38, 110], c(t) is a time-domain pulse function, whose shape is dependent
on the distance r between transmitter and receiver. The concentration expected at receiver is timevariant, which reaches maximum at the time of td = r2 /(6D ) [38, 110]. Substituting this value
into (3.1), the maximum value of c(t) for a given r is

cmax =

3
2πe
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Q
, r ≥ 0,
r3

(3.2)

which reduces with r3 . Hence, DMC is usually only suitable for communication over very short
distance.

3.2.1

DMCs Employing BMoSK Modulation

Let {b j } = {b0 , b1 , . . . , b j , . . .} be a binary data sequence, where b j ∈ {0, 1}. Then, with BMoSK,

the transmitter sends an impulse of Type-A molecules for sending b j = 1, while sends an impulse

of Type-B molecules for sending b j = 0. At the receiver, at time t, uT ≤ t < (u + 1) T, the
difference between the concentrations of Type-A and Type-B molecules is
z(t) =z A (t) − z B (t)
u

= ∑ b j [c A (t − jT ) + n A,j (t)]
j =0
u

− ∑ (1 − b j )[c B (t − jT ) + n B,j (t)],

(3.3)

j =0

where z A (t) and z B (t) represent the concentation of Type-A and Type-B molecules, respectively,
observed by the receiver at time t, T is the bit duration, and u = [t/T ] is an integer, and (u + 1)
is the number of bits transmitted during [0, t). Note that, bit duration T and information rate R is
related by the relationship of R = 1/T, where R has the unit of bits per second (bps). In (3.3),
c A (t) and c B (t) are respectively the concentration of Type-A and Type-B molecules, taking the
form of (3.1), n A,j (t) and n B,j (t) are the noise, referred to as particle counting noise, generated,
respectively, by the Type-A and Type-B molecules diffused in the channel.
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By inspecting the shape of c(t), we can know that, given an impulse of molecules transmitted at
t = 0, the receiver is desired to sample at t = td to obtain the maximum molecular concentration.
Hence, for detecting the u-th bit, we assume that an observation for the molecule concentration is
obtained via sampling at t = uT + t̂d , where t̂d represents the estimate to td , yielding the decision
variable
Zu =z A (t = uT + t̂d ) − z B (t = uT + t̂d )

u


= ∑ b j c A ([u − j] T + t̂d ) + n A,j (uT + t̂d )
j =0
u

− ∑ 1 − bj



j =0


c B ([u − j] T + t̂d ) + n B,j (uT + t̂d ) ,

u = 0, 1, . . .

(3.4)

To simplify the above representation, let us define c x,u− j = c x ([u − j] T + t̂d ) and n x,ju =
n x,j (uT + t̂d ). Then, we have

u


Zu = ∑ b j c A,u− j + n A,ju
j =0
u

− ∑ 1 − bj



j =0


c B,u− j + n B,ju , u = 0, 1, . . . ,

(3.5)

which explicitly shows that the u-th bit experiences ISI. Assume that LT is the length of ISI, which
in our experiments is determined by a value relative to the peak of c(t), as seen in Section 3.5.
Then, using the transform of i = u − j, we can express Zu as
u

∑

Zu =

j=max{0,u− L}



b j c A,u− j + n A,ju

u

−
=

∑

j=max{0,u− L}
min{ L,u}

∑

i =0

−

min{ L,u}

∑

i =0

1 − bj



c B,u− j + n B,ju



h
i
bu−i c A,i + n A,(u−i)u
h
i
(1 − bu−i ) c B,i + n B,(u−i)u ,

u = 0, 1, . . . .

(3.6)

Moreover, for clarity of forthcoming description, we write (3.6) as
Zu =

min{ L,u}

∑

i =0

{z

|

−

}

ZuA

min{ L,u}

∑

i =0

|

bu−i c A,i + n A,u

(1 − bu−i ) c B,i + n B,u , u = 0, 1, . . . ,
{z
}
ZuB

(3.7)
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bu−i n A,(u−i)u and n B,u = ∑i=0

(1 − bu−i ) n B,(u−i)u .

Let VR = 34 πρ3 be the volume of the 3D spherical detection space. According to [16], YuA =
VR ZuA and YuB = VR ZuB , which are the numbers of Type-A and Type-B molecules presenting
in the detection space, can be closely modelled as the Poisson distributed random variables, with
min{ L,u}

the mean and variance for Type-A given by µ A = VR ∑i=0
as µ B =

min{ L,u}
VR ∑i=0
(1

bu−i c A,i , and for Type-B given

− bu−i )c B,i [110]. The difference between two independent Poisson

distributions YuA and YuB obeys the Skellam distribution [90]. Let Yu = VR Zu . Then, the PMF of
Yu can be expressed as

f Yu (k|b L ) = exp (−[µYA + µYB ])

µYA
µYB

k/2


√
Ik 2 µYA µYB ,

− ∞ < k < ∞,

(3.8)

where Ik (z) is the modified Bessel function [90].
Moreover, when µYA and µYB are sufficiently large, making the Gaussian approximation applicable, Zu in (3.7) can be approximated to obey the Gaussian distribution with the probability
density function (PDF) [74]
Zu ∼ N (µ Z , σZ2 ),

(3.9)

where
µZ =

min{ L,u}

∑

i =0

σZ2 =

1
VR

[bu−i c A,i − (1 − bu−i ) c B,i ] ,

min{ L,u}

∑

i =0

[bu−i c A,i + (1 − bu−i ) c B,i ] ,

Finally, the decision for the u-th bit is made according to the rule of

 1, if Y > 0, or Z > 0
u
u
b̂u =
 0, if Yu ≤ 0, or Zu ≤ 0

(3.10)

(3.11)

Note that, in the conventionally BMoSK type of communication schemes such as the binary
orthogonal modulation, the decision rule is given by [80]

 1, if Z > Z
uB
uA
b̂u =
 0, if ZuB ≥ ZuA

(3.12)

where ZuA and ZuB are given in (3.6). It is noteworthy that the decision rule of (3.11) is equivalent
to that of (3.12). This is because ZuA ≥ 0 and ZuB ≥ 0. Hence, whenever ZuA > ZuB is satisfied

in (3.12), we have Zu = ZuA − ZuB > 0 in (3.11). Otherwise, if ZuA ≤ ZuB in (3.12), we

certainly have Zu = ZuA − ZuB ≤ 0 in (3.11). Therefore, there is no difference between the
decision rule of (3.11) and that of (3.12).

As seen, e.g., in (3.6), the BMoSK-modulated DMC experiences ISI, which can be very strong,
if data rate is high. In the next subsection, we introduce an approach for the ISI mitigation.

3.2.2. Mitigation of Inter-Symbol Interference
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Mitigation of Inter-Symbol Interference

In [77], we have introduced an ISIC scheme, whose performance is further studied in [110] in
the context of a DMC system with OOK modulation. Below we extend this ISIC scheme to the
BMoSK-modulated DMC systems. Following [77, 110] with ISIC being considered, we form the
decision variable for the u-th bit as


Zu = z A (t = uT + t̂d ) − z A (t = uT )
|
{z
}
0

Zu,A



− z B (t = uT + t̂d ) − z B (t = uT )
|
{z
}
0

Zu,B

(

=

u

∑ bj



j =0

c A ([u − j] T + t̂d ) + n A,j (uT + t̂d )
)

u

− ∑ b j c A ([u − j] T ) + n A,j (uT )






j =0

(

−

u

∑ (1 − b j )

j =0



c B ([u − j] T + t̂d ) + n B,j (uT + t̂d )
)

u

− ∑ (1 − b j ) c B ([u − j] T ) + n B,j (uT )






,

j =0

u = 0, 1, . . . .

(3.13)

From the above equations we can know that z X (t = uT ) consists of only the remaining molecules
of type-A or type-B from previous bits. Hence, this observation can be used as the estimate to
the ISI imposing on the u-th bit having the observation obtained at time uT + t̂d . Therefore, by
subtracting z X (t = uT ) from z X (t = uT + t̂d ), some ISI can be cancelled.
From the function of c(t) we can be inferred that, when the transmission rate 1/T is relatively
low, the ISI at t = uT may be very similar to that at t = uT + t̂d . In this case, most of the ISI
can be eliminated by the ISIC of (3.13). However, in the case of high transmission rate, the ISI
estimated at t = uT may be very different from that at t = uT + t̂d . This may result in over
cancelling and noise amplification. In order to mitigate these problems, we modify the ISIC of
(3.13) to the form of [110]




Zu = z A (t = uT + t̂d ) − λu z A (t = uT )


− z B (t = uT + t̂d ) − λu z B (t = uT ) ,

(3.14)

where a scaling parameter λu , 0 ≤ λu ≤ 1, is introduced. Then, following (3.13), (3.14) can be
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expressed as


Zu = bu c A (t̂d ) − (1 − bu )c B (t̂d )

+

u −1 

∑

j =0



b j c A ([u − j] T + t̂d ) − λu c A ([u − j] T )


− (1 − b j ) c B ([u − j] T + t̂d ) − λu c B ([u − j] T )
u  

+ ∑ b j n A,j (uT + t̂d ) − λu n A,j (uT )





j =0



− (1 − b j ) n B,j (uT + t̂d ) − λu n B,j (uT )




,

u = 0, 1, . . . .

(3.15)

It can be seen that, in (3.15), the desired term is not affected by the ISIC. However, the problem of
noise amplification may be reduced due to λu < 1. Moreover, in (3.14), the scaling factor λu may
be estimated in different ways, as shown in [110].
Below we analyze the BER of the BMoSK-modulated DMC systems without/with ISIC.

3.3

BER Analysis of DMC Systems Employing BMoSK Modulation

As in [110], we consider a range of approaches to analyze the BER of the BMoSK-modulated DMC
systems. Throughout the analysis, we assume that u >> L, meaning that the DMC process is in
static state. In this case, the decision variable of (3.6) can be written as
h
i
L
Zu = ∑ bu−i c A,i + n A,(u−i)u
i =0

{z

|

}

ZuA

h
i
L
− ∑ (1 − bu−i ) c B,i + n B,(u−i)u .

(3.16)

i =0

|

{z

ZuB

}

In our analysis, we also assume that the bit duration T satisfies T > ρ2 /D [16], so that adjacent
noise samples are independent. Moreover, we assume that the binary data transmitted obeys the
uniform distribution with the probabilities of P(1) = P(0) = 0.5.

3.3.1

Poisson Approximation

According to [110], the observations of Type-A and Type-B molecules, given by YuA = VR ZuA
and YuB = VR ZuB , can be closely approximated as the Poisson distributed random variables with
the PMF expressed as P (µYA ) and P (µYB ). Let b L = [bu− L , ...., bu−1 ] T be a vector containing the
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L bits imposing ISI on bu . Then, by considering bu = 1 or 0, µYA and µYB can be expressed as
"
#
L

µYA1 =VR c A,0 + ∑ bu−i c A,i ,
i =1

L

µYA0 =VR ∑ bu−i c A,i ,
i =1
L

µYB1 =VR ∑ (1 − bu−i ) c B,i ,
i =1

"

#

L

µYB0 =VR c B,0 + ∑ (1 − bu−i ) c B,i ,

(3.17)

i =1

where µYA1 and µYB1 are the mean values corresponding to bu = 1, while µYA0 and µYB0 are the
mean values corresponding to bu = 0. Therefore, the Poisson PMFs of YuA and YuB for given
bu = 1 and bu = 0 can be expressed as
f YuA (n|b L , bu = 1) =
f YuA (n|b L , bu = 0) =
f YuB (n|b L , bu = 1) =
f YuB (n|b L , bu = 0) =

µYn A1 e−µYA1
n!
µYn A0 e−µYA0
n!
n
µYB1 e−µYB1
n!
µYnB0 e−µYB0
n!

, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . .

(3.18)

Considering that the observations of Type-A and Type-B molecules are independent, we can
deduce that the PMFs of YuA and YuB are independent. Hence, the difference between YuA and YuB
obeys the Skellam distribution [90]. Let Yu = VR Zu , where Zu is given by (3.16). Then, the PMF
of Yu for bu = 1 and bu = 0 can be expressed as


µYA1
µYB1



µYA0
µYB0

f Yu (k |b L , bu = 1) = exp (−[µYA1 + µYB1 ])

√
× Ik 2 µYA1 µYB1 , − ∞ < k < ∞,
f Yu (k |b L , bu = 0) = exp (−[µYA0 + µYB0 ])

√
× Ik 2 µYA0 µYB0 , − ∞ < k < ∞,
respectively.

k/2

k/2

(3.19)
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Therefore, given the decision threshold CT = 0, the miss probability can be derived as
PM = P(b̂u = 0|bu = 1) = P(Yu < 0|bu = 1)

=1 − P(Yu ≥ 0|bu = 1)
=1 −

∑

b L ∈B L

P(b L ) P(Yu ≥ 0|b L , bu = 1)

1
exp (−[µYA1 + µYB1 ])
2L b ∑
L
∈B
L

∞ 

µYA1 k/2
√
×∑
Ik 2 µYA1 µYB1 ,
µYB1
k =0

=1 −

(3.20)

where B = {1, 0}, P(b L ) is the probability of the occurrence of a specific sequence of b L . When
assuming that P(1) = P(0) = 0.5, we have P(b L ) = 1/2 L .

Similarly, the false alarm probability can be derived, given as
PFA =

∑

b L ∈B L

=

1
2L

∞

P(b L ) P(Yu ≥ 0|b L , bu = 0)

∑

exp (−[µYA0 + µYB0 ])

b L ∈B L

×∑

k =0



µYA0
µYB0

k/2


√
Ik 2 µYA0 µYB0 .

(3.21)

After combining (3.20) and (3.21), the BER of the BMoSK-modulated DMC systems can be
expressed as
1
Pb = ( PM + PFA )
2

1
1
= + L+1 ∑ exp (−[µYA0 + µYB0 ])
2 2
b L ∈B L

∞ 

µYA0 k/2
√
×∑
Ik 2 µYA0 µYB0
µYB0
k =0

− exp (−[µYA1 + µYB1 ])


∞ 

µYA1 k/2
√
Ik 2 µYA1 µYB1 .
×∑
µYB1
k =0

3.3.2

(3.22)

Gaussian-Approximation

When both (µYA1 + µYB1 ) and (µYA0 + µYB0 ) are relatively large, the Skellam PMFs in (3.19) can be
approximated as the Gaussian PDFs [91]. Then, the conditional Gaussian PDFs for given bu = 1
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and bu = 0 can be expressed as
f Zu (y|b L , bu = 1) = √

1
2πσZ1

[y − µ Z1 ]2
exp −
2σZ2 1

− ∞ < y < ∞,
f Zu (y|b L , bu = 0) = √

1
2πσZ0

[y − µ Z0 ]2
exp −
2σZ2 0

!
,

!
,

− ∞ < y < ∞,

(3.23)

respectively, associated with defining
L

L

µ Z1 =c A,0 + ∑ bu−i (c A,i + c B,i ) − ∑ c B,i ,
i =1

σZ2 1

i =1

c
1
= A,0 +
VR
VR

"

L

L

i =1

i =1

∑ bu−i (c A,i − cB,i ) + ∑ cB,i

L

#
;

L

µ Z0 = ∑ bu−i (c A,i + c B,i ) − ∑ c B,i − c B,0 ,
i =1

σZ2 0

1
=
VR

i =1

"

L

L

∑ bu−i (c A,i − cB,i ) + ∑ cB,i

i =1

i =1

#

+

c B,0
,
VR

(3.24)

which are all functions of b L . Based on (3.23), the miss-probability PM can be derived as
PM =

1
2L

∑

b L ∈B L

=1 −

1
2L

1
=1 − L
2

P( Zu ≤ 0|b L , bu = 1)

∑

b L ∈B L

∑

P( Zu > 0|b L , bu = 1)

√

Z ∞

1

2πσZ1


µ Z1
1
,
= L ∑ Q
2 b ∈B L
σZ1
b L ∈B L

0

[y − µ Z1 ]2
exp −
2σZ2 1

!
dy
(3.25)

L

where Q( x ) is the Gaussian Q-function [80] defined as Q( x ) = (2π )−1/2

R∞
x

e−t

2 /2

dt. Similarly,

the false-alarm probability PFA can be derived as
PFA =

1
2L

∑

b L ∈B L

P( Zu > 0|b L , bu = 0)
Z ∞

[y − µ Z0 ]2
√
exp
−
∑ 2πσ 0
2σZ2 0
Z0
b L ∈B L


µ Z0
1
=1 − L ∑ Q
.
2 b ∈B L
σZ0

1
= L
2

1

!
dy
(3.26)

L

Consequently, the BER of the BMoSK-modulated DMC systems obtained from the Gaussianapproximation can be expressed as
 



µ Z1
µ Z0
1
1
Pb = + L+1 ∑ Q
−Q
.
2 2
σZ1
σZ0
b ∈B L
L

(3.27)
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Improved Threshold

Above CT = 0 is assumed in our analysis, which is simple but does not reflect the distributions of
Zu conditioned on bu = 1 and 0, due to its dependence on ISI. According to the detection theory,
an improved threshold C IT can be given by
µ Z0 + µ Z1
2
(µ A0 − µ B0 ) + (µ A1 − µ B1 )
=
,
2

C IT =

(3.28)

which is obtained by assuming that the distributions of Zu (bu = 1) and Zu (bu = 0) are similar,
except their different means of µ Z1 and µ Z0 .
However, the means shown in the above equation are depended on the bit sequence of {b j }

transmitted before the u-th bit, as shown, for example, in (3.24). In practice, these bits can only be
replaced by the detected bits {b̂ j } for estimating the improved threshold C IT for detection of the
u-th bit. Therefore, with the aid of (3.17), the improved threshold C IT can be evaluated as
"
#
L
c A,0 − c B,0
+ ∑ b̂u−i (c A,i + c B,i ) − c B,i .
C IT =
2
i =1

(3.29)

Correspondingly, under the Poisson approximation, the BER of the BMoSK-modulated DMC
systems with the optimal threshold assisted detection can be modified from (3.22), which is

1
1
Pb = + L+1 ∑ exp (−[µYA0 + µYB0 ])
2 2
b L ∈B L


∞

µYA0 k/2
√
Ik 2 µYA0 µYB0
× ∑
µYB0
k =V C
R

IT

− exp (−[µYA1 + µYB1 ])



∞

µYA1 k/2
√
× ∑
Ik 2 µYA1 µYB1 .
µYB1
k =VR C IT

(3.30)

Similarly, when the Gaussian approximation is employed, according to (3.27), the BER of the
BMoSK-modulated DMC systems with the optimal threshold assisted detection can be expressed
as
 



C IT − µ Z1
C IT − µ Z0
1
1
Pb = + L+1 ∑ Q
−Q
.
2 2
σZ0
σZ1
b ∈B L

(3.31)

L

3.3.4

Monte-Carlo Approach

As shown in (3.22) and (3.30) for the Poisson approximation, and in (3.27) and (3.31) for the Gaussian approximation, the complexity of BER evaluation is mainly determined by the length of ISI.
When data rate is relatively high or transmission distance is relatively long, the ISI can be very long.
Since the number of combinations of a L-length binary sequence is 2 L , it will become impossible
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to evaluate the BER based on the above mentioned formulas, if the ISI length L is large. In fact,
provided that L ≥ 20, exact evaluating the above-mentioned formulas is highly involved. Whereas,

in practice, the ISI length L may be significantly larger than 20. Therefore, in order to circumvent
this problem, in this and the next subsections, we introduce some approximation approaches to
reduce the computation, while without trading much off the accuracy of BER estimation.
First, we consider the Monte-Carlo approach [89] to simplify the computation of (3.22) or
(3.27), when L is large. Let us assume that b L is a L-length random binary vector distributed in B L .
Then, Q number of binary sequences for b L can be randomly generated, which are expressed as
(1)

( Q)

{b L , . . . , b L }. According to Monte-Carlo theory, the statistical properties of b L can be guaran-

teed, provided that Q is sufficiently large. Therefore, when Q is sufficiently large, corresponding
to (3.22), the BER of the BMoSK-modulated DMC systems can be approximately evaluated as

1 1
exp (−[µYA0 + µYB0 ])
Pb ≈ +
2 2Q (1) ∑ (Q)
{b L ,...,bb L }
∞

×

∑



k =0

µYA0
µYB0

k/2


√
Ik 2 µYA0 µYB0

− exp (−[µYA1 + µYB1 ])


∞ 

µYA1 k/2
√
Ik 2 µYA1 µYB1 .
×∑
µYB1
k =0

(3.32)

Similarly, (3.27) can be evaluated using the Monte-Carlo approach, when the Gaussianapproximation is employed.

3.3.5

Simplified Poisson and Gaussian-Approximation Approaches

When L is large, we can deduce that most ISI terms on a bit are nearly flat and small. This implies
that the ISI imposed on a data bit is only dominated by some bits sent in the front of it. Therefore,
when L is large and u > L, the decision variable Zu of (3.6) can be expressed as
(
)
h
i
I
Zu = ∑ bu−i c A,i + n A,(u−i)u + XuA
i =0

|
(

−

{z

}

ZuA
I

∑ ( 1 − bu − i )

h

i =0

|

i

)

c B,i + n B,(u−i)u + XuB ,
{z

}

ZuB

u = 0, 1, . . . ,
where XuA =

∑iL= I +1 bu−i

h

(3.33)
i

c A,i + n A,(u−i)u and XuB =

∑iL= I +1

h

i

(1 − bu−i ) c B,i + n B,(u−i)u ,

contain the counting noise as well as the less-dominant ISI. Hence, we may approximate YuA =

VR XuA and YuB = VR XuB as the Poisson distributed random variables, with the mean (also vari-
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ance) of Type-A and Type-B molecules given by
"
µ A,Y = E [VR XuA ] = VR Ebu−i

=

VR
2

bu−i c A,i

L

∑

c A,i ,

(3.34)

i = I +1

µ B,Y = E [VR XuB ] = VR Ebu−i
VR
2

∑

i = I +1

"

=

#

L

#

L

∑

i = I +1

(1 − bu−i ) c B,i

L

∑

c B,i ,

(3.35)

i = I +1

respectively. Correspondingly, XuA and XuB have the mean and variance given, respectively, by
µ A,X =
µ B,X =

1 L
1
2
c A,i , σA,X
=
2 i=∑
2V
R
I +1
1 L
1
2
c B,i , σB,X
=
2 i=∑
2V
R
I +1

L

∑

c A,i ;

(3.36)

c B,i .

(3.37)

i = I +1
L

∑

i = I +1

Consequently, when the Poisson approach is employed, the PMF of Yu conditioned on bu = 1 and
bu = 0 are given in (3.19), associated with
"

#

I

µYA1 =VR c A,0 + ∑ bu−i c A,i + µ A,Y ,
i =1

I

∑ bu−i c A,i

µYA0 =VR

!

+ µ A,Y ,

i =1

"
µYB1 =VR

I

∑ (1 − bu−i ) cB,i

#

+ µ B,Y ,

i =1

"

I

#

µYB0 =VR c B,0 + ∑ (1 − bu−i ) c B,i + µ B,Y .

(3.38)

i =1

Finally, according to (3.22), the BER of the BMoSK-modulated DMC systems can be expressed as

1
1
Pb = + I +1 ∑ exp (−[µYA0 + µYB0 ])
2 2
b I ∈B I


∞

µYA0 k/2
√
×∑
Ik 2 µYA0 µYB0
µYB0
k =0

− exp (−[µYA1 + µYB1 ])


∞ 

µYA1 k/2
√
×∑
Ik 2 µYA1 µYB1 ,
µYB1
k =0

(3.39)

where, by definition, b I = [bu− I , . . . , bu−1 ] T .
Similarly, when the simplified Gaussian-approximation is employed, the conditional PDFs of
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Zu are respectively given in (3.23) for bu = 1 and bu = 0, associated with
I

µ Z1 =µ A,X + c A,0 + ∑ bu−i (c A,i + c B,i )
i =1

I

− ∑ c B,i − µ B,X ,
i =1

σZ2 1

c
1
= A,0 +
VR
VR
2
+ σA,X

"

I

I

i =1

i =1

∑ bu−i (c A,i − cB,i ) + ∑ cB,i

#

2
+ σB,X
;

I

I

i =1

i =1

µ Z0 = ∑ bu−i (c A,i + c B,i ) − ∑ c B,i − c B,0 + µ A,X

σZ2 0

− µ B,X ,
"
#
I
I
1
c B,0
=
bu−i (c A,i − c B,i ) + ∑ c B,i +
∑
VR i=1
VR
i =1
2
2
+ σA,X
+ σB,X
.

Correspondingly, the BER of the BMoSK-modulated DMC systems can be expressed as
 



µ Z1
µ Z0
1
1
−Q
.
Pb = + I +1 ∑ Q
2 2
σZ1
σZ0
b ∈B I

(3.40)

(3.41)

I

As seen in the formulas in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, 2 L terms are required to be considered for
the first sum at the righthand side of (3.22) and (3.27). By contrast, as seen in (3.39) and (3.41),
there are only 2 I terms need to be computed. Hence, with the simplified Poisson- or Gaussianapproach, the computation can be significantly reduced, if choosing I << L is allowed, as shown
in Section 3.5.

3.4

BER Analysis of BMoSK-Modulated DMC Systems with ISI Mitigation

Having analyzed the BER of the BMoSK-modulated DMC systems, let us now consider the BER
of the BMoSK-modulated DMC systems employing ISIC. Our analysis is based on the decision
variable Zu of (3.14). For simplicity, we assume that λu = λ̄ is a constant. Then, we can write Zu
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as

Zu =








L

b
 ∑ u −i

i =0


|



c A (iT + t̂d ) + n A,u−i (uT + t̂d )
{z

}

Zu,A1

L

− λ̄ × ∑ bu−i [c A (iT ) + n A,u−i (uT )]
i =1

−


















}


{z

|



Zu,A0

L

( 1 − bu − i )
∑

i =0


|



c B (iT + t̂d ) + n B,u−i (uT + t̂d )
{z

}

Zu,B1

L

− λ̄ × ∑ (1 − bu−i ) [c B (iT ) + n B,u−i (uT )]
i =1

|










.

(3.42)




}


{z

Zu,B0

Let c x,i = c x (iT + t̂d ), n x,(u−i)u = n x,u−i (uT + t̂d ) and c0x,i = c x (iT ), n0x,(u−i)u = n x,u−i (uT ).
Then, the above equation can be re-written as





 L
h
i
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i|=0
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h
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= ZuC − ZuD ,
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i



}

(3.43)
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where, by definition,

ZuC =








L

h
i
b
c
+
n
∑ u−i A,i A,(u−i)u



i =0


|

{z

}

Zu,A1

h
L
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h
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b
c
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)
u −i
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}
|
Zu,B1

h
L
+ λ̄ × ∑ bu−i c0A,i + n0A,(u−i)u
i =1

{z

|

3.4.1

Zu,A0






i

.




}


Poisson and Simplified Poisson Approaches

Following the analysis in 3.3.1, it can be shown that, Yu,A1 = VR Zu,A1 , Yu,A0 = VR Zu,A0 , Yu,B1 =
VR Zu,B1 and Yu,B0 = VR Zu,B0 , all obey the Poisson distributions. According to the properties of
Poisson distribution [79], we can deduce that both YuC = VR ZuC and YuD = VR ZuD also follow
the Poisson distributions, with the parameters µYuC = µYu,A1 + µYu,B0 and µYuD = µYu,B1 + µYu,A0 ,
respectively. When considering the condition of bu = 1 or 0, we have
(
)
L 


µYuC1 =VR c A,0 + ∑ bu−i c A,i − λ̄c0B,i + λ̄c0B,i ,
i =1

L




µYuC0 =VR ∑ bu−i c A,i − λ̄c0B,i + λ̄c0B,i ,
i =1
L 



µYuD1 =VR ∑ bu−i λ̄c0A,i − c B,i + c B,i ,
i =1

(
µYuD0 =VR

)

L

c B,0 + ∑

i =1



bu−i λ̄c0A,i



− c B,i + c B,i



.

(3.44)
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Therefore, when given bu = 1 and bu = 0, the Poisson PMFs of YuC and YuD conditioned on b L
can be expressed as
f YuC (n|b L , bu = 1) =
f YuC (n|b L , bu = 0) =
f YuD (n|b L , bu = 1) =
f YuD (n|b L , bu = 0) =

µYnuC e

−µYuC

1

1

µYnuC

n!
−µ
e YuC0

µYnuD

n!
−µ
e YuD1

µYnuD

n!
−µ
e YuD0

0

1

0

n!

, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . .

(3.45)

Since the noise samples in ZuC and ZuD are independent, the conditional PMFs of YuC and
YuD are independent. Therefore, the difference of YuC and YuD obeys the Skellam distribution, and
the PMF of Yu = VR Zu for given bu = 1 and bu = 0 can be expressed as


f Yu (k|b L , bu = 1) = exp −[µYuC1 + µYuD1 ]



µYuC1

!k/2

µYuD1

 p

× Ik 2 µYuC1 µYuD1 ,


f Yu (k|b L , bu = 0) = exp −[µYuC0 + µYuD0 ]



µYuC0

!k/2

µYuD0

 p

× Ik 2 µYuC0 µYuD0 ,

(3.46)

in the range of ∞ < k < ∞.
Consequently, given the decision threshold CT = 0, the miss-probability can be derived, which
is
PM = 1−

1
2L

= 1−

1
2L

∑

P(Yu ≥ 0|b L , bu = 1)

∑



exp −[µYuC1 + µYuD1 ]

b L ∈B L
b L ∈B L
∞

×

∑

k =0

µYuC1

!k/2

µYuD1

 p

Ik 2 µYuC1 µYuD1 .

(3.47)

Similarly, the false-alarm probability can be expressed as
PFA =

=

1
2L
1
2L

∑

P(Yu ≥ 0|b L , bu = 0)

∑



exp −[µYuC0 + µYuD0 ]

b L ∈B L
b L ∈B L
∞

×

∑

k =0

µYuC0
µYuD0

!k/2

 p

Ik 2 µYuC0 µYuD0 .

(3.48)
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Finally, the BER of the BMoSK-modulated DMC with ISIC can be expressed as
1
Pb = ( PM + PFA )
2



1
1
= + L+1 ∑ exp −[µYuC0 + µYuD0 ]
2 2
b L ∈B L
!k/2
 p

∞
µYuC0
Ik 2 µYuC0 µYuD0
×∑
µYuD0
k =0


− exp −[µYuC1 + µYuD1 ]
!k/2

 p
∞
µYuC1
Ik 2 µYuC1 µYuD1 .
×∑
µYuD1
k =0

(3.49)

Similarly, following the analysis in Section 3.3.4 and Section 3.3.5, when L is sufficiently large,
we can evaluate Pb of (3.49) by the Monte-Carlo approach or the simplified Poisson-approach.
Specifically, when the simplified Poisson approach is considered, the BER has the expression of
(3.49) with the following modifications. First, b L ∈ B L is replaced by b I ∈ B I , I << L. Second,
µuC1 , µuC0 , µuD1 and µuD0 are respectively replaced by
(
I 


µYuC1 =VR c A,0 + ∑ bu−i c A,i − λ̄c0B,i + λ̄c0B,i
i =1

µYuC0

)

1
+ ∑ c A,i + λ̄c0B,i ,
2 i = I +1
(
I 


=VR ∑ bu−i c A,i − λ̄c0B,i + λ̄c0B,i

µYuD1

)

1 L
+ ∑ c A,i + λ̄c0B,i ,
2 i = I +1
(
I 


=VR ∑ bu−i λ̄c0A,i − c B,i + c B,i

µYuD0

)

1 L
0
+ ∑ λ̄c A,i + c B,i ,
2 i = I +1
(
I 


=VR c B,0 + ∑ bu−i λ̄c0A,i − c B,i + c B,i

L

i =1

i =1

i =1

L


1
+ ∑ λ̄c0A,i + c B,i
2 i = I +1

)
.

(3.50)
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Gaussian-Approximation and Simplified Gaussian-Approximation

When the Gaussian-approximation is employed, the decision variable given by (3.43), conditioned
on bu = 1 or 0, can be respectively expressed as
f Zu (y|b L , bu = 1) = √

1
2πσZ1

[y − µ Z1 ]2
exp −
2σZ2 1

−∞ < y < ∞
f Zu (y|b L , bu = 0) = √

1
2πσZ0

[y − µ Z0 ]2
exp −
2σZ2 0

!
,

!
,

−∞ < y < ∞

(3.51)

where, by definition,

1 
µYuC1 − µYuD1
VR
L 

=c A,0 + ∑ bu−i c A,i + c B,i − λ̄c0B,i − λ̄c0A,i

µ Z1 =

i =1

σZ2 1


+λ̄c0B,i − c B,i ,

1 
= 2 µYuC1 + µYuD1
VR
(
L h

1
=
c A,0 + ∑ bu−i c A,i − c B,i − λ̄c0B,i + λ̄c0A,i
VR
i =1
io
0
+λ̄c B,i + c B,i ,

1 
µYuC0 − µYuD0
VR
L 

= ∑ bu−i c A,i + c B,i − λ̄c0B,i − λ̄c0A,i

µ Z0 =

i =1

σZ2 0


+λ̄c0B,i − c B,i − c B,0 ,

1 
= 2 µYuC0 + µYuD0
VR
(
L h

1
=
bu−i c A,i − c B,i − λ̄c0B,i + λ̄c0A,i
∑
VR i=1
i
o
+λ̄c0B,i + c B,i + c B,0 .

(3.52)

From the above equations, we can see that, when ISI is fully cancelled, we have VR µ Z1 = VR c A,0
and |VR µ Z0 | = VR c B,0 , which represent, respectively, the average number of Type-A and Type-

B molecules in the measurement space. Hence, for applying the Gaussian-approximation to the
Skellam distribution, both VR µ Z1 and |VR µ Z0 | are required to be sufficiently large.

Explicitly, the PDFs in (3.51) take the same forms as those in (3.23) in Section 3.3.2. Hence,
when given the threshold CT = 0 for decision making, the BER of the BMoSK-modulated DMC
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systems with ISIC is given by (3.27) with µ Z0 , σZ0 and µ Z1 , σZ1 replaced by the corresponding
terms shown in (3.52).
By contrast, when the simplified Gaussian-approximation is employed, the BER of the
BMoSK-modulated DMC systems with ISIC can be expressed as (3.41), associated with µ Z0 , σZ0
and µ Z1 , σZ1 given by
I 

µ Z1 =c A,0 + ∑ bu−i c A,i + c B,i − λ̄c0B,i − λ̄c0A,i
i =1

+λ̄c0B,i

− c B,i
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(3.53)

Improved Threshold

In the above description and analysis, we assumed the threshold for decision to be CT = 0. However, due to the dependence of the decision variable Zu in (3.43) on the transmitted data bits, an
improved threshold may be engaged, as done in Section 3.3.3. This improved threshold C IT for the
BMoSK-modulated DMC systems with ISIC is given by

 

µYuC0 − µYuD0 + µYuC1 − µYuD1
C IT =
2
c A,0 − c B,0
=
" 2
L

+

∑ b̂u−i

i =1

#

c A,i + c Bi − λ̄c0B,i − λ̄c0A,i + λ̄c0B,i − c B,i .


(3.54)
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Then, according to (3.49), the BER of the BMoSK-modulated DMC systems with ISIC under the
Poisson-approximation can be expressed as



1
1
Pb = + L+1 ∑ exp −[µYuC0 + µYuD0 ]
2 2
b L ∈B L
!k/2
 p

∞
µYuC0
Ik 2 µYuC0 µYuD0
× ∑
µYuD0
k =C IT


− exp −[µYuC1 + µYuD1 ]
!k/2
 p

∞
µYuC1
Ik 2 µYuC1 µYuD1 .
× ∑
µYuD1
k =C

(3.55)

IT

Similarly, when the decision threshold of (3.54) is employed, the BER of the BMoSKmodulated DMC systems with ISIC under the Gaussian-approximation can be expressed as (3.31).

3.5

Performance Results

Below we provide a range of BER results to show the performance of the BMoSK-modulated
DMC systems without or with ISIC, when various approaches introduced in Section 3.3 and 3.4 are
considered. Moreover, the simulation results in some cases are provided to validate our analysis.
In the figures, the BER is depicted versus the SNR, which according to [110], is defined as γb =
c20 /E[σ02 ] = VR c0 . Therefore, when given a transmission distance r, and a diffusion coefficient D,
the SNR is determined by the number of molecules Q sent in one pulse and the volume VR . In
our studies, we fix the parameters D = 2.2 × 10−9 m2 (squared meter/seconds) and ρ = 1 nm

(nano meter), i.e., VR . Hence, the SNR is changed by changing the number of molecules sent in
one pulse. Furthermore, for the length of ISI, the value of L is determined by the constraint of


cJ
L , arg J
≤ 0.1% .
(3.56)
c0
Note that, the parameter values used to generate the results of a figure are given in detail with

the figure.
Let us first show the BER performance of the BMoSK-modulated DMC systems without ISIC
in Fig. 3.1, to show the effect of bit-durations of T on the BER performance. In the figure, the
analytical results for L = 15 and L = 25 were computed from the Poisson approach, and that for
L = 35 − 85 were evaluated from the Poisson Monte-Carlo approach, due to the fact that it is hard

to directly use the Poisson approach to evaluate the BER, when L > 30. Note furthermore that,
given a distance as shown in the caption, a smaller bit-duration T (corresponding to higher data
rate) results in longer ISI computed based on (3.56), as noted in the figure. From the figure we can
observe that the analytical results are close to the corresponding results obtained from simulations,
implying that the Poisson modelling is very accurate. The results also show that the Poisson MonteCarlo approach is also capable of providing near-accurate BER estimation. Additionally, in terms
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Figure 3.1: BER versus SNR performance of BMoSK-modulated DMC systems, obtained
by simulations and the Poisson or Poisson (Monte-Carlo) approach, with the transmission
distance of r = 400 nm.
of the effect of data rate, the BER increases as the data rate (or bit-duration) increases (decreases),
since higher data rate (lower bit-duration) results in severe ISI.
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Figure 3.2: Effect of I on the accuracy of the BER versus SNR performance of the
BMoSK-modulated DMC systems estimated by the simplified Poisson approach, with
the parameters: r = 400 nm, T = 40 µs, and L = 80.
In Fig.3.2, we show the effect of I, which was introduced with the simplified Poisson approach,
on the accuracy of the evaluated BER. The BMoSK-modulated DMC systems both without ISIC
(Fig.3.2(a)) and with ISIC (Fig.3.2(b)) are considered. From the results we can see that, in the
case of no ISIC, the BER evaluated from the simplified Poisson approach becomes close to that
obtained by the Poisson Monte-Carlo approach, provided that I ≥ 6. By contrast, with ISIC, the
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of the Poisson and Gaussian approaches for the BMoSKmodulated DMC systems without or with ISIC, with the parameters: T = 50 µs and
γb = 12 dB.
BER evaluated from the simplified Poisson approach is very close to that obtained from the Poisson
Monte-Carlo approach, provided that I ≥ 2. These observations imply that, when L is large, such

as L ≥ 20, the effect of ISI is dominated by the several bits sent in the front of a reference bit considered, and the remaining ISI can be well approximated by a Poisson (or Gaussian) random variable

having fixed statistics. Correspondingly, when L is large, the simplified Poisson (also Gaussian)
approach can be confidently used for evaluating the BER of the BMoSK-modulated DMC systems,
while significantly reducing the amount of computation. Additionally, by comparing Fig.3.2(a)
with Fig.3.2(b), we can observe that the ISIC scheme is efficient, which can significantly improve
the BER performance.
In Fig. 3.3, we compare the Poisson and Gaussian approaches, when the BMoSK-modulated
DMC systems with or without ISIC are considered. From the previous results as shown in Fig. 3.1,
we can know that the Poisson approach is very accurate. Hence, Fig. 3.3 infers that the Gaussian modelling becomes inaccurate for the scenarios considered, when the transmission distance is
shorter than 400 nm. The reason behind is that short transmission distance yields low ISI, making the number of molecules presenting in the detection space insufficient to apply the Gaussian
approximation. By contrast, when the transmission is sufficient large, such as > 400 nm, the Gaussian modelling becomes accurate. Additionally, the BER performance in both cases degrades, as
the transmission distance increases, due to the increased ISI.
In Fig. 3.4, we depict the BER performance of the BMoSK-modulated DMC systems
with/without ISIC, when the detector uses CT = 0 and CT = C IT , respectively. Explicitly, using the improved detection threshold is capable of improving the BER performance, but at the cost
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of BER versus transmission distance performance of the BMoSKmodulated DMC systems employing respectively the threshold of CT = 0 and the improved threshold C IT for detection, with the parameters: T = 50 µs, and γb = 12 dB.
of increased computation as well as the increased space for storing the detected data bits. As shown
in Fig. 3.4, when there is no ISIC, assisted by the improved threshold, significant performance improvement can be obtained, when comparing with the case with CT = 0. By contrast, when ISIC
is employed, the performance improvement provided by the improved threshold becomes smaller,
in particular, when the transmission distance becomes larger. This is because, when ISIC is used
to mitigate the effect of strong ISI, the distributions of Zu (bu = 1) and Zu (bu = 0) become
more similar and symmetric, making CT = 0 closer to optimal. Note that, as discussed in 3.3.1,
in practice, it is usually hard to operate the BMoSK-modulated DMC systems with the improved
threshold, due to its dependence on the transmitted data. Therefore, low-complexity high-efficiency
ISIC, such as that considered in this chapter, is highly important.
In Fig. 3.5, we compare the Gaussian and Poisson approaches, when both of them are used to
evaluate the BER performance of the BMoSK-modulated DMC systems with/without ISIC. The
curves in the figure are distinguished by the length of ISI, which is determined by the transmission
distance r. First, the same as shown in some previous figures, such as in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4, the
BER performance degrades, as the transmission distance increases. Second, by comparing the two
figures, we can realize that the introduced ISIC scheme is very effective, especially, in the case of
severe ISI. Moreover, as shown in both figures, the BER evaluated from the Gaussian approach
is different from the BER evaluated from the Poisson Monte-Colo approach, which is accurate as
shown in Fig. 3.1, when transmission distance is shorter than 350nm in the case of without ISIC,
and shorter than 450nm in the case of with ISIC. Otherwise, the Gaussian approach also provides
very accurate BER evaluation.
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Figure 3.5: BER versus SNR performance of the BMoSK-modulated DMC systems without/with ISIC, evaluated by the Gaussian or Poisson approaches, with the parameters:
T = 50 µs, and I = 10.
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Figure 3.6: Impact of ISIC scaling factor λ̄ on the BER performance of the BMoSKmodulated DMC systems with ISIC, with the parameters: r = 250 nm, T = 50 µs, and
L = 35.
Finally, in Fig. 3.6, the effect of the ISIC scaling factor λ̄ on the BER performance of the
BMoSK-modulated DMC systems with ISIC is investigated. When the SNR is small, such as,
8 dB, the BER performance always degrades, as λ̄ increases. This is the result of the extra noise
introduced by the ISIC operation. By contrast, when the SNR is relatively high, such as 12 dB
or 14 dB, we can observe that there is an optimal ISIC scaling factor to achieve the lowest BER.
From this we can see that ISIC makes a trade-off between ISI mitigation and noise enhancement.
However, as seen in Fig. 3.6, the achievable BER is in general robust to the value of λ̄, yielding a
similar BER performance over a relatively big range of λ̄.
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Below we compare the performance between the OOK and BMoSK modulation schemes based
on simulation results.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of BER versus SNR performance of the OOK with optimal/nonoptimal threshold and the BMoSK, in terms of different symbol intervals of T.

In Figs. 3.7, we compare the BER versus SNR performance of the OOK with that of the
BMoSK, when different symbol intervals are assumed. In (Fig.3.7(a)), the optimal threshold is
employed by the OOK, while in (Fig.3.7(b)), we assume the non-ideal threshold applied. In the
case that the threshold is non-ideal, we assume that it obeys the Gaussian distribution with its mean
given by the optimum threshold, and a variance of 0.01, i.e.,
α ∼ N (αoptimal , 0.01)

(3.57)

From Figs. 3.7, we observe that the BER performance of the BMoSK is always better than that
of the OOK. Typically, even when the optimum threshold is employed by the OOK, as seen in
(Fig.3.7(a)), the BMoSK is at least 2 dB better than the OOK, provided that the BER is lower than
10−2 . By contrast, when non-ideal threshold is employed by the OOK, as shown in (Fig.3.7(b)),
the BMoSK outperforms the OOK by about 3 dB, when the BER is in the range below 10−3 .
Additionally, from these figures, we are implied that the performance loss of the OOK is about
1 dB, even when the threshold has only very small random changes (reflected by the variance of
0.01) around the optimum threshold.
Finally, in Fig. 3.8, we compare the BER versus transmission distance r performance of the
OOK with optimum threshold, the BMoSK, and the BMoSK with ISIC. In our simulations, SNR
is retained to 15 dB, by correspondingly increasing the number of emitted molecules, when the
communication distance increases. From our analysis in the previous sections, we know that, as
the transmission distance increases, the width of received pulses expands, which results in higher
ISI for a given transmission rate R or symbol interval T. Therefore, as seen in Fig. 3.8, for all the
schemes considered, the BER performance becomes worse, as the transmission distance increases,
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of BER performance of the OOK with optimum threshold,
BMoSK and the BMoSK with ISIC.
as the result of increased ISI at given T. Over all the transmission ranges considered, the BMoSK
significantly outperforms the OOK, while the ISIC brings a big gain to the BMoSK. Again, the performance achieved by applying the ISIC scaling factors obtained from formulas is near-optimum.

3.6

Conclusions

In this chapter, different approaches have been introduced for analyzing and evaluating the BER
performance of the BMoSK-modulated DMC systems without or with ISIC. Correspondingly, a
range of BER expressions have been obtained, which have also been validated using simulations
and analysis. Based on our studies and performance results, we can conclude that the Poisson modelling is in general near-accurate. By contrast, the Gaussian-approximation is not very accurate,
if the average number of molecules presenting within the detection space is insufficient to apply
the Gaussian approximation, which may be due to the insufficient number of molecules transmitted and/or insufficient residue molecules resulted from ISI. Our studies also show that, when ISI
is very long, the Monte-Carlo approach or the simplified Poisson approach allows to attain nearaccurate BER with relatively low computation complexity. With respect to detection, the studies
show that, if an increased computation complexity and extra storage of detected information are
available, an improved detection threshold may be employed by DMC systems to achieve significantly improved BER performance, especially, when the DMC systems without ISIC is considered.
By contrast, when the DMC systems use ISIC, the BER performance improvement resulted from
applying the improved threshold becomes moderate. This implies that the ISIC operation makes
the distributions of the decision variables conditioned on bu = 1 and 0 more symmetric with re-
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spect to zero, making the decision threshold CT = 0 closer to optimum. Furthermore, our studies
demonstrate that the threshold relied by the OOK scheme is highly sensitive to the environment
changes, and hence difficult to manage in practice, while the threshold in the BMoSK is always
near zero, which is feasible for practical implementation.

Chapter

4

Equalization and Performance of
Diffusive Molecular Communication
Systems with Binary Molecular-Shift
Keying Modulation
This chapter investigates the equalization techniques for the diffusive molecular communication (DMC) systems with binary molecular-shift keying (BMoSK) modulation, referred to as the
BMoSK-DMC systems, in order to mitigate the effect of inter-symbol interference (ISI). We first
show that in terms of receiving equalization, a BMoSK-DMC system is in fact equivalent to a conventional binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulated radio communication system encountering
ISI. Hence, a wealth of equalization techniques developed with the conventional radio communication systems may be introduced for equalization of BMoSK-DMC signals. However, considering
the limited capability of molecular transceivers on computation and storage, in this chapter, we investigate only the linear equalizers (LEQ) in the principles of matched-filtering (MF), zero-forcing
(ZF) and minimum mean-square error (MMSE). We characterize the effects of the different aspects
related to DMC signaling and propagation on the achievable performance of the BMoSK-DMC
systems with these linear equalizers. Our studies and performance results demonstrate that both
the ZF- and MMSE-LEQ are capable of efficiently suppressing the ISI and attaining promising
performance, while still have low-complexity to facilitate implementation.

4.1

Introduction

Design of the communication schemes operable at nano-scale has been motivated by researchers
in order to implement, such as, intelligent drug delivery, network of nano-robots, etc. Inspired by
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nature, diffusive molecular communications (DMC) has become an emerging nano-scale communication paradigm, where information may be conveyed by encoding it into the value of molecular
concentration, molecular type and release time at the transmitter [68]. During signal transmission,
molecules can be driven by the Brownian motion with or without drift from the communication
medium. Hence, DMC can be a highly energy efficient communication scheme operable at nanoscale.
DMC has been investigated from different perspectives, as shown, for example, by the survey
and tutorial paper [68] and the references therein. Specifically in the context of the DMC channel
modeling, various channel and noise models have been proposed [16, 51, 117]. It is shown that due
to the random diffusive movements of molecules, DMC usually experiences strong inter-symbol
interference (ISI), in addition to the noise generated from the random movements of information
molecules as well as from the other possible noisy sources in the environment [16]. In literature,
various ISI mitigation techniques have been proposed and investigated. These techniques can in
general be classified into the transmitter signaling design and the receiver signal processing. In a
little more detail, in the class of the transmitter signaling design, the molecular shift keying (MoSK)
modulation scheme [40, 72] has the embedded capability of ISI mitigation, as multiple types of
molecules are used for information encoding, resulting in that the same type of molecules has a
relatively small probability to become active. Relying on two types of molecules, the molecular
transition shift keying (MTSK) modulation [118] has been proposed specifically for ISI mitigation.
With the MTSK, no molecules are emitted for transmitting bit 0, while a type of molecules is
released for transmitting a bit 1 followed by a bit 1, and the second type of molecules is emitted
for transmitting a bit 1 followed by a bit 0. Furthermore, a modulation scheme based on multiple
types of molecules has been proposed in [119]. With this transmission scheme, the same type of
molecules is only allowed to be activated after a pre-defined time period.
In the context of the receiver signal processing techniques for ISI mitigation/suppression. One
way is to use the interference suppression/cancellation [74, 77, 110, 120–123], which first generates
an estimate to the ISI and then subtracts the estimated ISI from the observation for information
detection. Another approach is to use the equalization techniques. In literature, various equalization methods have been proposed, as shown, e.g., in [20, 22, 30, 74]. In more detail, these
equalization techniques include the sequence detectors in the principles of maximum a-posteriori
(MAP) or maximum likelihood (ML) [20, 22, 30, 74, 75], linear equalizer in minimum mean-square
error (MMSE) principle [22] or in zero-forcing (ZF) principle [124, 125], the decision-feedback
based equalization [22, 76], etc. In all these references considering the equalization techniques,
concentration-shift keying (CSK) modulation has been considered.
Following the research in literature, in this chapter, we consider the equalization in the binary
molecular shift keying DMC (BMoSK-DMC) systems. We assume that in the BMoSK-DMC system, two types of molecules having the same propagation property are used for binary data modulation, where one type is activated to transmit bit 1, while the other type is activated to transmit bit 0.
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At the receiver, the differences between the sampled concentrations of the two types of molecules
are used as the observations for information detection. We demonstrate that the differences between
the sampled concentrations of the two types of molecules have an equivalent structure as the observations in the conventional radio-based communication systems with binary phase-shift keying
(BPSK) modulation and experiencing ISI [80]. Therefore in theory, various equalization techniques
introduced to the conventional radio-based communications can be employed to equalize the DMC
channel and improve the detection reliability of the BMoSK-DMC system. However, we should
be aware of that at nano-scale, the transceivers deployed with DMC usually have limited signal
processing capability, and hence the non-linear high-complexity equalization techniques based on,
e.g., MAP or ML, may be impractical. Therefore, in this chapter, we investigate and compare the
performance of the BMoSK-DMC systems with only the linear equalization (LEQ) based on the
matched-filtering (MF), zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum mean-square error (MMSE) principles,
referred to as the MF-LEQ, ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ, respectively.
In summary, the main contributions and novelties of the chapter are as follows.
• Signal detection and equalization are investigated in the context of the BMoSK-DMC system,
in contrast to the references where equalization has been mainly investigated with the CSK
modulation.
• An expression is derived for representing the received signals in the BMoSK-DMC system,
which has the same form as the received signals in the conventional radio-based BPSKmodulated communication systems experiencing ISI. Hence, it enables the feasibility to be
empowered by the equalization techniques developed with the conventional radio-based communications.
• Hence, the MF-LEQ, ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ are introduced to the BMoSK-DMC system.
• Furthermore, the performance of the BMoSK-DMC system with MF-LEQ, ZF-LEQ and
MMSE-LEQ is investigated and compared based on numerical simulations.
In the rest of chapter, the system model is first introduced in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 provides
the expressions for the received signals, which are beneficial to the derivation of equalizers. In Section 4.4, we detail the equalization schemes. Performance results are demonstrated in Section 4.5.
Finally in Section 4.6, we conclude the chapter with a summary of the research.

4.2

System Model

The BMoSK-DMC system to be considered consists of a point-source transmitter and a pointlike receiver. The locations of transmitter and receiver are separated by a distance r, as shown in
Fig. 4.1. Information is transmitted by releasing a pulse of Q number of molecules at the beginning
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Figure 4.1: System model for DMC systems with BMoSK modulation, where the dark
and light colored small spheres represent the Type-A and Type-B molecules.
of each fixed bit duration Tb . We assume that the receiver is capable of counting the number of
information molecules inside a spherical detection space with a radius of ρ, and hence a volume of
V = 4πρ3 /3. The transmitter uses BMoSK modulation to send binary information data {b j } =

{b0 , b1 , . . . , b j , . . . }, where b j ∈ {0, 1}, with the aid of two types of molecules, recorded as Type-

A and Type-B. Type-A is assigned for signaling b j = 1 and Type-B is for signaling b j = 0. We

assume that the number Q of molecules emitted per pulse obeys the Poisson distribution with a rate
λ within a sufficiently short time. Furthermore, we assume that the fluid medium is stable with a
constant diffusion coefficient D. Additionally, we assume that synchronization is achieved between
transmitter and receiver.
Based on the above assumptions and assuming that a pulse of Q molecules is emitted by the
transmitter at t = 0, the concentration measured by the receiver at time t > 0 follows the Fick’s
Law, and is expressed as
r2
c(t) =
exp
−
3
4Dt
(4πDt) 2
Q




,t > 0

(4.1)

which is a time-domain pulse function when observed at the receiver, and reaches its maximum at
the time td = r2 /6D. By substituting this value into Eq. (4.1), its peak concentration value is given
 23 Q
3
by cmax = 2πe
, which decreases shapely with the increase of transmission distance. For this
r3
sake and when there is no drift, DMC is usually only suitable for the communications over short
distance.
When assuming that the receiver is capable of identifying the two types of molecules, the
concentration difference between Type-A and Type-B molecules sensed by the receiver for the uth
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bit can be expressed as
z(t) =z A (t) − z B (t)
u

= ∑ b j [c A (t − jTb ) + n A,j (t)]
j =0

u

− ∑ (1 − b j )[c B (t − jTb ) + n B,j (t)],
j =0

uTb ≤ t < (u + 1) Tb

(4.2)

where c X (t − jTb ), X ∈ { A, B}, is the concentration sensed at time t, uTb ≤ t < (u + 1) Tb ,
generated by the molecular pulse for sending the jth bit b j sent during jTb ≤ t < ( j + 1) Tb .
This is the interference of the jth transmitted bit on the receiving of the uth bit. Hence, BMoSK-

DMC experiences inter-symbol interference (ISI), which can be very severe, and significantly degrades the communication reliability, especially, when the transmission rate is relatively high, or
when the transmission distance is relatively long. In Eq. (4.2), n A,j (t) and n B,i (t) are the particle counting noise caused by the corresponding types of molecules emitted by the jth pulse
of molecules [16]. Considering one particular type of molecules, since the number of emitted
molecules per pulse is assumed to obey the Poisson distribution with a rate λ, we can readily know
that V [c A (t − jTb ) + n A,j (t)] (or V [c B (t − jTb ) + n B,j (t)]) obeys the Poisson distribution with

the rate λVc A (t − jTb ) (or Vc B (t − jTb )). Hence, according to [16, 74], when Q in Eq. (4.1) is

sufficiently large, n A,j (t) (or n B,j (t)) can be approximated as the Gaussian noise with zero mean

2 ( t ) = V −1 b c ( t − jT ) (or σ2 ( t ) = V −1 (1 − b ) c ( t − jT )), when
and a variance of σA,j
j A
j B
b
b
B,j

b j = 1 (or b j = 0) is transmitted. For convenience, these normal distributions can be expressed as




2 ( t ) or n ( t ) ∼ N 0, σ2 ( t ) .
n A,j (t) ∼ N 0, σA,j
B,j
B,j
In order to detect the uth bit, the receiver samples for the concentrations at t = uTb + t̂d , where
t̂d is the estimated td . Then, the concentration difference between Type-A and Type-B molecules

at the sampling time t = uTb + t̂d can be expressed as
zu =z A (t = uTb + t̂d ) − z B (t = uTb + t̂d )
u

= ∑ b j [c A ((u − j) Tb + t̂d ) + n A,j,u ]
j =0

u

− ∑ (1 − b j )[c B ((u − j) Tb + t̂d ) + n B,j,u ],
j =0

u = 0, 1, . . .

(4.3)

where n A,j,u = n A,j (uTb + t̂d ) and n B,j,u = n B,j (uTb + t̂d ), which are the noise added on the uth
bit but due to the transmission of the jth bit. Explicitly, the detection of bit u experiences the ISI
imposed from the bits sent in the front of bit u, i.e., via the indices of j = 0, 1, . . . , u − 1, as seen

in Eq. (4.3). Let us assume that the maximum length of ISI is L bits. The value of L can be derived
by letting the ISI to be ignorable in relative to the desired signal, as done, for example, in [110].
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Then, zu in Eq. (4.3) can be expressed in the form of
u

∑

zu =

j=max{0,u− L}

b j [c A ((u − j) Tb + t̂d ) + n A,j,u ]

u

−

∑

j=max{0,u− L}

(1 − b j )[c B ((u − j) Tb + t̂d ) + n B,j,u ],

u = 0, 1, . . .

(4.4)

Let i = u − j , c A,i = c A (iTb + t̂d ) and c B,i = c B (iTb + t̂d ), we can re-represent Eq.Eq. (4.4) as
zu =

min{u,L}

∑

i =0

+

[bu−i c A,i − (1 − bu−i )c B,i ]

min{u,L}

∑

i =0

[bu−i n A,u−i,u − (1 − bu−i )n B,u−i,u ] ,

u = 0, 1, . . .

(4.5)

where, again, n A,u−i,u and n B,u−i,u are the Type-A and Type-B noise imposing on the uth bit, but

generated by the transmission of the (u − i )th bit. It can be shown that n A,u−i,u and n B,u−i,u obey




2
2
2
the distributions of n A,u−i,u ∼ N 0, σA,u
and
n
∼
N
0,
σ
B,u−i,u
−i,u
B,u−i,u , where σA,u−i,u =
2
−1
V −1 c A,i and σB,u
−i,u = V c B,i .

4.3

Representation of Received Molecular Signals

Despite that the types of molecules for Type-A and Type-B are different, as implied from Eq. (4.1),
we have c A,i = c B,i = ci , when the number Q of molecules per transmission pulse, and the medium
diffusion coefficient D are the same. Furthermore, let nu−i = bu−i n A,u−i,u − (1 − bu−i )n B,u−i,u .

Then, we can readily show that nu−i has the distribution of nu−i ∼ N 0, σu2−i with σu2−i =
V −1 ci , when the Gaussian approximation is applied. When applying these results into Eq. (4.5),

we can obtain zu as
zu =

min{u,L}

∑

i =0

+


2bu−i − 1 ci

min{u,L}

∑

i =0

nu−i , u = 0, 1, . . .

(4.6)

Here we should note that, although the Gaussian approximation of nu−i may not be accurate, the
min{u,L}

Gaussian approximation of ∑i=0

nu−i can usually be sufficiently accurate for studying the

performance of DMC systems, as demonstrated in [110]. In order to facilitate the mathematical
derivation, let in Eq. (4.6) b̃u−i = 2bu−i − 1, where we now have b̃u−i ∈ {−1, 1}, and nu =


min{u,L}
min{u,L}
nu−i , which follows the distribution of nu ∼ N 0, σn2 = V −1 ∑i=0
ci . Then, we
∑ i =0
can modify Eq. (4.6) to

zu =

min{u,L}

∑

i =0

b̃u−i ci + nu , u = 0, 1, . . .

(4.7)
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Let us assume that the system is operated in its static state, meaning that u

>>

Also, let us assume that there is a ( N + L)-length bit sequence expressed as b =

L.

[b− L , . . . , b−1 , b0 , b1 , . . . , b N −1 ]T , where b− L , . . . , b−1 are the L bits sent in the front of b0 . Cor-

responding to b , we have b̃b , whose elements have values in {+1, −1}. Let the signals received

in correspondence to [b0 , b1 , . . . , b N −1 ] T be expressed as y = [z0 , z1 , . . . , z N −1 ] T , the correspond-

ing noise samples be expressed as n = [n0 , n1 , . . . , n N −1 ] T . Then, the received signals y can be
expressed in matrix form as
y = H b̃b + n

(4.8)

where H is the N × ( N + L) dimensional matrix due to channel impulse responses. The (i, j)th
element of H is given by


 c
i − j+ L , when − L ≤ i − j ≤ 0
hi,j =
,
 0,
otherwise

(4.9)

i = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1; j = 0, 1, . . . , N + L − 1
In more detail, H is in the form of

cL · · ·

 0 cL

H=. .
 ..
..

0 ···

c1

c0

0

···
..
.

c1
..
.

c0
..
.

···

···

···

···

···

···

···

0
..
.

···
..
.

···
..
.

···
..
.

···

cL

···

c1

0




0

.. 
.

c0

(4.10)

In Eq. (4.8), n is a Gaussian noise vector, which has zero mean and a covariance matrix of σn2 I N ,
with σn2 = V −1 ∑iL=0 ci and I N being the identity matrix of size ( N × N ).
T

T

Furthermore, if we express b̃b = [b̃b I , b̃b d ] T , where b̃b I = [b̃− L , b̃− L+1 , . . . , b̃−1 ] T , and b̃b d =

[b̃0 , b̃1 , . . . , b̃ N −1 ]T . Again, corresponding to b̃b I and b̃b d , we have their one-to-one mappings to b I

and b d . Corresponding to b̃b I and b̃b d , let us divide H into H I and H d , which consist of the first L
columns and the other N columns of H , respectively. Then, we can rewrite Eq. (4.8) as
y = H db̃b d + H I b̃b I + n

(4.11)

From this representation, explicitly, H I b̃b I is the interference imposed by the last data block on the
current data block b̃b d .

4.4

Equalization Algorithms

In this section, we consider some equalization schemes for detecting the received information in
the BMoSK-DMC system. Since nano-machines are usually tiny size with very limited power
for computation, we consider only low-complexity linear equalization schemes. Specifically, we
consider the equalization schemes in the principles of matched-filtering (MF), zero-forcing (ZF)
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and minimum mean-square error (MMSE). For all these three equalization schemes, the decision
variables for detecting b̃b d , and hence b d , can be obtained from the linear processing
z̃ = G y

(4.12)

where G is a ( N × N ) linear processing matrix for generating N decision variables, which are
determined in the principles of MF, ZF and MMSE, as detailed below.

4.4.1

Matched-Filtering Linear Equalization

When substituting y from Eq. (4.11) into Eq. (4.12), we obtain
z̃ = G H db̃b d + G H I b̃b I + G n

(4.13)

which gives N decision variables for the N bits in b̃b d .
In the context of the MF-assisted linear equalization (MF-LEQ), we choose G as [80]
G MF = H dT

(4.14)

Assume that n > 2L. In this case, the interference term G H I b̃b I in Eq. (4.13) will not show in
the decision variable for b̃n . It can be shown that the last a few of decision variables for b̃n can be
expressed as
L

z̃ N −1 =c20 b̃ N −1 + ∑ c0 ci b̃ N −i−1 + n0N
i =1

L

z̃ N −2 =(c20 + c21 )b̃ N −2 + ∑ c0 ci b̃ N −2−i
i =1

L

∑

+

i =0,i 6=1

c1 ci b̃ N −1−i + n0N −1
L

z̃ N −3 =(c20 + c21 + c22 )b̃ N −3 + ∑ c0 ci b̃ N −3−i
i =1

L

L

∑

+

i =0,i 6=1
3

z̃ N −4 =

∑ c2i

!

i =0

c1 ci b̃ N −2−i +

∑

i =0,i 6=1
L

+

∑

i =0,i 6=3

i =0,i 6=2

c2 ci b̃ N −1−i + n0N −1

L

b̃ N −4 + ∑ c0 ci b̃ N −4−i
i =1

L

+

∑

L

c1 ci b̃ N −3−i +

∑

i =0,i 6=2

c2 ci b̃ N −1−i + n0N −1

c2 ci b̃ N −2−i
(4.15)

Similarly, we can write out the other decision variables. From the above equations we can know
that, when the value of n decreases from N − 1 to N − L − 1, the decision variable z̃n is capable of
collecting more power from the diffusive channels. However, the number of interference terms also
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increases. In Section 4.5, we will investigate this issue to illustrate which of them is more dominant
to the achievable performance.
The MF-LEQ has a low complexity for implementation. From Eq. (4.15) we can readily know
that the complexity for detecting a bit is mainly contributed by the multiplication operations. Since
the maximum number of non-zero elements in a column of H d is ( L + 1), the number of operations,
including both multiplications and additions, is about 2L. Hence, the complexity of the MF-LEQ is

O( L) per bit. Furthermore, as above-mentioned, the best error performance should not be attained

with N − L − 1, but with a value close to N − 1, as the result that the molecular density of Eq. (4.1)
decreases sharply with the increase of time. As shown by our performance results in Section 4.5,
the best performance can usually be achieved for N − 1 or N − 2. In these cases, the number of

operations required for detecting a bit is only about 2 or 4, which can be significantly lower than

O( L).

4.4.2

Zero-Forcing Linear Equalization

Upon treating the inter-block interference G H I b̃b I as Gaussian noise, the ZF linear equalizer (ZFLEQ) can be directly obtained from Eq. (4.13) by the implementation of G H d = I N . From
Eq. (4.10) we can deduce that H d is invertible, and its inverse is also a lower triangular matrix.
Hence, we can readily obtain that
1
G ZF = H −
d

(4.16)

Upon substituting this result into Eq. (4.13), the decision variable vector z̃ can be expressed as
1
−1
b
z̃ =b̃b d + H −
d H I b̃ I + H d n

(4.17)

The ZF-LEQ has the following characteristics. First, it is capable of fully suppressing the ISI
within b̃b d . However, there is still some ISI from the bits sent in the front of b̃0 . Second, when
given the transmission distance and sampling interval, H d is a fixed matrix, and hence its inverse
is also fixed and only required to be computed once. Therefore, the complexity of the ZF-LEQ is
the same as that of the MF-LEQ. Finally, it is well known that ZF-LEQ has the problem of noise
amplification [126]. However, from Eq. (4.13) we can know that H d is a square matrix of diagonal
elements significantly dominant, if the transmission distance is relatively short. Hence, we can
expect that the N eigenvalues of H d are all smaller but very close to one. Therefore, the noise
amplification problem in the ZF-LEQ for DMC systems is usually not severe, as demonstrated in
Section4.5.
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Minimum Mean-Square Error Linear Equalization

For the MMSE-LEQ, the optimum linear processing matrix G seen in Eq. (4.12) can be derived
from the optimization problem expressed as
n
o
G MMSE = arg min E kb̃b d − G y k2
G

(4.18)

Solving this optimization problem gives the MMSE-LEQ solution of [126]
G MMSE = R yTb̃b R y−1
d

(4.19)

where R y is the autocorrelation matrix of y , given by
n
o
R y = E yy T =H H T + σn2 I N

=H d H dT + H I H TI + σn2 I N

(4.20)

and R yb̃b d is the cross-correlation matrix between y and b̃b d , given by
n To
R yb̃b d = E yb̃b d =H d

(4.21)

Substituting Eq. (4.20) and Eq. (4.21) into Eq. (4.19), we obtain G MMSE as

 −1
G MMSE = H T H H T + σn2 I

(4.22)

The MMSE-LEQ employs the similar properties as the ZF-LEQ. It is also a low-complexity
LEQ, although the number of operations is more than that of the MF-LEQ and that of the ZFLEQ. This can be seen from Eq. (4.22), where the ( N + L) × ( N + L) inverse matrix is a fixed

matrix, only required to be computed once. Therefore, G MMSE is also fixed, with the dimensions

of N × ( N + L). In G MMSE there will be more non-zero elements than in G MF as well as in G ZF ,

and each column of G MMSE has about 2L non-zero elements, if N ≥ 2L. Hence, the number of
operations required to compute z̃z = G y is about 4L. However, the benefit to employ the MMSE-

LEQ is that it also has the capability to mitigate counting noise, which is useful in the case of high
counting noise.

4.4.4

Decision Making

Having obtained the decision variable z̃u , the uth bit can be detected relying on a threshold expressed as CT . However, as the result of the ISI imposing on the current detection, we have to
consider all the previously transmitted bits to compute the optimal threshold. For this objective,
the receiver has to store all the estimated bits for current detection, and the estimation error would
further decrease the error performance of the DMC system. In order to reduce the complexity of
receiver and avoid the effect of error propagation from the previous detections, we consider the
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sub-optimal threshold based decision making. Specifically, when assuming that the binary information bits are uniformly distributed, we can approximately set CT = 0 in decision making. In this
case, the uth bit can be detected as

 1, when z̃ > 0
u
bu =
 0, when z̃u ≤ 0

(4.23)

Let us below provide some numerical results to demonstrate the performance of the equalizers
considered in this section.

4.5

Performance Results and Analysis

In this section, we investigate and compare the bit error rate (BER) performance of the BMoSKDMC systems employing different equalization schemes, as proposed in Sections 4.4. In our
simulations, we assume that the coefficient of the two types of molecules diffusing in a liquid is
D = 2.2 × 10−9 nm/s, the radius of receiver is set to ρ = 15 nm. As in [110], the SNR is defined

as the ratio between the power received from a single pulse of molecules and the corresponding
noise power generated by this molecular pulse, which is expressed as
γb =

c20
c20
=
= Vc0
1
E[σ02 ]
V c0

(4.24)

Hence, for a given SNR of γb , we can obtain c0 = γb /V = 3γb /(4πρ3 ). Applying this value
and the associated values for t = td and r into Eq. (4.1), we can obtain the number of molecules
required to emit per pulse in simulations.
From the previous analysis we can know that the ISI length L is dependent on both the bit duration Tb and the transmission distance r. Correspondingly, in the following studies, L is estimated
as
L , argl {cl /c0 ≤ 1/1000}

(4.25)

In other words, the ISI from the samples having the concentration values at least 1000 times (30 dB)
lower than c0 of the pulse’s peak value is ignored.
First, in Fig. 4.2, we compare the BER performance of the BMoSK-DMC systems employ
the MF-LEQ, ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ, respectively. In addition to the common parameters
mentioned at the start of this section, the other parameters used in our simulation are provided
with the figure and in the corresponding caption, the same are in the following figures. From
Fig. 4.2, we can observe that for any LEQ scheme, the BER performance degrades as the transmission distance increases, which results in stronger ISI for a given bit rate of 1/Tb . The results
show that after suppressing the ISI, both the ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ are capable of achieving
much better performance than the MF-LEQ. Specifically, at the BER of 0.01, using the ZF-LEQ
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of the BER performance of the BMoSK-DMC systems employing
MF-LEQ, ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ, when N = 2L + 1, γb = 12 dB and Tb = 5 × 10−5
s.

or MMSE-LEQ allows the BMoSK-DMC system to increase a transmission distance by about
125 nm, when compared with the MF-LEQ. Furthermore, Fig. 4.2 shows that both the ZF-LEQ
and MMSE-LEQ achieve nearly the same performance, provided that the transmission distance is
shorter than 500 nm. Beyond this distance, the MMSE-LEQ slightly outperforms the ZF-LEQ,
owing to the MMSE-LEQ’s noise suppression capability. Note that, as we mentioned previously in
Section 4.4.2, in the BMoSK-DMC systems, the channel matrix H d is a diagonal dominant matrix.
Hence, the noise amplification problem of the ZF-LEQ operated in BMoSK-DMC systems is not
severe. This can be explicitly evidenced by the results shown in Fig. 4.2, and also in the following
figures.
In Figs. 4.3-4.5, we exam the BER of the bits at different locations of the detected blocks. Following Eq. (4.15), I = 0 represents the bit detected from z̃ N −1 , I = 1 represents the bit detected
from z̃ N −2 , and so on. From Fig. 4.3 we can observe that when the value of I increases, the BER
performance degrades. As what we analyzed associated with Eq. (4.15), when I increases, the decision variable is able to collect more energy for detection, but also experiences higher interference.
The results in Fig. 4.3 confirm that, when the MF-LEQ is employed, the added interference outweighs the extra energy collected from the ISI components, and hence dominates the final achievable performance. Therefore, in order to achieve the best possible performance by the MF-LEQ,
we can simply form the decision variable as
z̃u = c0 zu , zu

(4.26)

for detecting the uth bit, where zu is given by Eq. (4.7). Here we have ‘,’ due to c0 being a positive
constant. Note furthermore that the detector based on Eq. (4.26) is a symbol-based detector and has
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Figure 4.3: BER performance of the different bits in the BMoSK-DMC systems with
MF-LEQ, when N = 2L + 1, r = 350nm and Tb = 5 × 10−5 s.
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Figure 4.4: BER performance of the different bits in the BMoSK-DMC systems with
ZF-LEQ, when N = 2L + 1, r = 650nm and Tb = 8 × 10−5 s.
the lowest detection complexity.
By contrast, as shown in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5, after the ISI is suppressed by the ZF-LEQ or MMSELEQ, the detections of all the bits in one block achieve a similar BER performance, which is slightly
better than that of MF-LEQ with I = 0.
In Fig.4.6, we show the effect of bit duration Tb (or bit rate Rb = 1/Tb of the system) on the
BER performance of the BMoSK-DMC systems employing the MF-LEQ, ZF-LEQ and MMSELEQ, respectively. Explicitly, as the bit rate decrease (or as the bit duration increases), the BER
performance in all cases improves. This is because for a fixed transmission distance, the ISI reduces
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Figure 4.5: BER performance of the different bits in the BMoSK-DMC systems with
MMSE-LEQ, when N = 2L + 1, r = 650nm and Tb = 8 × 10−5 s.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the BER versus bit duration Tb performance of the BMoSKDMC systems employing MF-LEQ, ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ, when N = 2L + 1, r =
350 nm and γb = 12 dB.
as the bit duration increases. Furthermore, both the ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ achieve a similar
BER performance, which outperform the MF-LEQ.
In the context of Fig.4.7, we investigate the impact of transmission distance on the BER performance of the BMoSK-DMC systems employing the MF-LEQ, ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ, when
a fixed bit duration is assumed. In this case, when the transmission distance becomes longer, the
ISI length also increases, according to the properties of Eq. (4.1). The ISI length corresponding to
different transmission distance is explicitly shown with the figure. Explicitly, due to the increase of
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the BER performance of the BMoSK-DMC systems with MFLEQ, ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ, when N = 2L + 1, Tb = 5 × 10−5 s.
the ISI resulted from the increase of transmission distance, for all the three LEQ schemes, the BER
performance degrades as the transmission distance increases. From the results of Fig.4.7 we can be
inferred that, provided that the SNR is sufficiently high, both the ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ perform well, even when the transmission distance is as high as r = 580 nm. The BER performance
achieved by the ZF-LEQ or MMSE-LEQ can significantly outperform that of the MF-LEQ, which
becomes more declared, as the transmission distance becomes longer.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of the BER performance of the BMoSK-DMC systems with MFLEQ, ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ, when N = 2L + 1 and r = 350 nm.
Finally in Fig.4.8, we demonstrate the impact of bit duration Tb on the BER performance of
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the BMoSK-DMC systems with MF-LEQ, ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ, when a fixed transmission
distance of r = 350 nm is assumed. In this case, when Tb is smaller, means that the bit rate is
higher, the ISI becomes longer. Correspondingly, as seen in Fig.4.8, for all the three LEQ schemes,
the BER performance improves, as Tb becomes larger or the bit rate becomes lower. Again, the
BER performance attained by the ZF-LEQ or MMSE-LEQ outperforms that of the MF-LEQ, which
is more significant, when ISI becomes stronger.
To this point, we would like to note that, regardless of which LEQ is employed, the BER performance of the BMoSK-DMC system at a given SNR degrades, whenever the ISI becomes stronger,
no matter what the source is to make the ISI increase. This can be explicitly seen, e.g., in Figs. 4.64.8. This result is different from that in the conventional radio-based communication systems [80],
where the advanced equalizers, including the ZF- and MMSE-based equalizers, are usually capable of achieving the performance of their corresponding systems without ISI. The reason behind
is that in the conventional radio-based communication systems, the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) is experienced, whose statistics have nothing to do with the transmitted signals. By contrast, in the DMC communication systems including the BMoSK-DMC system considered in this
chapter, as seen in Eq. (4.3)-Eq. (4.6), the noise components are related to the transmitted signals.
It can be known that even when uniformly distributed data bits are assumed, the second moment of
the noise components, i.e., the noise power, increases with the increase of ISI. Due to this increase
of noise power, we can know that for a SNR given by Eq. (4.24), the actual SNR determining
the achievable performance in fact decreases with the increase of ISI. Hence, the resultant BER
performance always degrades, as the ISI becomes stronger.

4.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have investigated the receiving equalization techniques for the ISI mitigation
and signal detection in BMoSK-DMC systems. Three types of LEQs have been considered, namely
the MF-LEQ, ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ. We have examined the effects of the different parameters defining transmit signals and characterizing DMC channels on the error performance of the
BMoSK-DMC systems. Our studies and performance results show that to achieve the best possible
performance, the MF-LEQ is reduced to a symbol-based detector, which detects individual bits
independently under the ISI. In BMoSK-DMC systems, the channel matrix is diagonal dominant,
which makes the ZF-LEQ highly efficient, achieving nearly the same performance as the MMSELEQ, although MMSE-LEQ has a slightly higher complexity than the ZF-LEQ. Both the ZF-LEQ
and MMSE-LEQ are capable of effectively suppressing the ISI, yielding significantly improved
detection reliability beyond the MF-LEQ. Nevertheless, both the ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ are
still low-complexity equalizers that are feasible for implementation, although their complexity is
slightly higher than that of the MF-LEQ.

Chapter

5

Molecular Code-Division
Multiple-Access: Signaling, Signal
Detection and Performance
In this chapter, relying on two types of molecules, we design a molecular code-division multipleaccess (MoCDMA) scheme to enable multiple nano-users (NUs) to share a common molecular
communication media, and to simultaneously communicate with a receiver. We mirror the proposed
MoCDMA to the conventional radio-based CDMA (RdCDMA) with binary phase-shift keying
(BPSK) modulation, based on which we derive the various expressions for received signals, so that
the information conveyed by different NUs can be flexibly detected on either symbol-by-symbol or
block-by-block basis. Correspondingly, we introduce a range of relatively low-complexity detectors
in the principles of matched-filtering (MF), zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum mean-square error
(MMSE), which are operated at either symbol or block level. Furthermore, at block level, we
derive the frequency (F)-domain detectors operated also in the principles of MF, ZF or MMSE. We
analyze the noise characteristics in MoCDMA systems, and the complexity of the various detection
schemes. Moreover, we investigate and compare the error performance of the MoCDMA systems
with various detection schemes based on numerical simulations. Our studies and performance
results demonstrate that the MoCDMA constitutes a promising scheme for supporting multipleaccess in molecular communications, and that the various detection schemes may be implemented
to attain a required complexity-reliability trade-off.

5.1

Introduction

Molecular communication (MC) belongs to a bio-inspired communication paradigm, which enables molecules to convey information from one device, such as a nano-machine, to another one
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that are separated with a certain distance [7]. In MC, the diffusion-based molecular communication
(DMC) has been recognized as one of the most practical transmission methods, owing to the merit
that in DMC, the movements of information molecules are solely driven by the diffusion process in
liquid or gas medium. In this way, DMC systems can be highly energy-efficient. In DMC systems,
information can be conveyed via modifying the concentration levels of molecules at the transmitter,
and correspondingly, the receiver decodes the information according to the concentration levels obtained from its detection space [1]. However, due to the random diffusive movements of molecules,
DMC usually experiences long transmission delay and strong inter-symbol interference (ISI), in
addition to the noise generated from the random movements of information molecules as well as
from the other noisy sources in the communications environment [16].
DMC has been investigated from different perspectives, including the fundamental issues, such
as, DMC channel modeling, capacity of DMC channels, data modulation and demodulation, signal
detection and performance, etc., as shown in some tutorial and survey papers [7, 19, 66, 68]. DMC
has also been investigated in the context of the more advanced issues, such as, ISI mitigation and
advanced DMC signal detection (equalization) [20, 22, 30, 74–77, 110, 120–123], error-control coding [111, 112, 127–129], multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) DMC [124, 125, 130–132], relay
and multi-hop communications [51, 78], network coding [52–54], adaptive rate transmission [113],
security and privacy [114], Internet of molecular things [115], etc. In DMC, one of the important challenges is to enable multiple molecular communication terminals, which we refer to as the
nano-users (NUs) in the following description, to share a common DMC medium. For example,
in an intra-body DMC-based sensor network, there are possibly a number of molecular sensors
distributed at different locations, which may require to share a common DMC media in order to
connect with a molecular fusion center that may be further connected with an external network
or even Internet. Therefore, multiple-access DMC is one of the important techniques for DMC
networking, which has hence attracted some research interest [55–59, 133].
As in the conventional radio-based wireless communications, in principle, multiple-access
DMC can be implemented in different domains. The most straightforward one is the moleculardivision multiple-access (MDMA) [1], which is in parallel with the frequency-division multipleaccess (FDMA) in the conventional wireless communications. With MDMA, different NUs communicating with a common receiver are assigned with different types of molecules. MDMA is simple, however, when there are many NUs communicating at the same time, many types of molecules
are required, which is highly challenging in terms of the generation and storage of molecules,
and the design of molecular transceivers. Furthermore, separate receiving mechanisms for sensing
the different types of molecules have to be implemented, which may demand a high-complexity
receiver. Multiple-access DMC can also be achieved in the time (T)-domain using molecular timedivision multiple-access (MoTDMA) [57, 60]. To implement MoTDMA, the time axis can be divided into frames, and a frame is further divided into a number of time slots. In this way, messages
of different NUs can be delivered to the receiver using only one type of molecules via schedul-
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ing different NUs to transmit on different time slots of a frame. It is well-known that a crucial
requirement for implementing TDMA is that all the transmitted signals should be precisely synchronized. However, this is hardly achieved in DMC, unless all the transmit NUs have the same
distance from their common receiver. This is because in DMC, the channel impulse response is
non-linear, which is highly sensitive to the transmission distance, making both the amplitude and
width of the received pulses from different NUs very different, if they have different distances from
the receiver [38]. Furthermore, in principle, multiple-access DMC may also be achieved via spacedivision multiple-access, forming the MoSDMA, which distinguishes different transmit NUs based
on their locations (channels) relative to the receiver. However, MoSDMA relies very much on the
instantaneous channels from different NUs, which are hard to estimate due to the multiple-access
interference (MAI) between different NUs.
Furthermore, multiple-access DMC can be achieved in the principles of code-division multipleaccess (CDMA), forming the molecular CDMA (MoCDMA) [56, 61], via assigning different NUs
the different signature codes (sequences), which can then be exploited by the receiver to detect the
information conveyed by the NUs. Explicitly, MoCDMA has the advantage that it only requires a
small number (typically 1 or 2) of the types of molecules. Furthermore, depending on the DMC
scenarios, MoCDMA may be operated in synchronous mode or asynchronous mode, and even in the
scenarios where different NUs have different distances from their common receiver or/and transmit
at different data rate. In detail, in [56], a MoCDMA scheme has been proposed on the basis of a
single type of molecules with the aid of the on-off keying (OOK) modulation. Correspondingly, in
this type of MoCDMA, the optical spreading sequences having their elemental values in the additive
group of {0, 1} are used. Due to the on-off nature of the signature sequences, the performance
results in [56] show that the achievable error performance of this MoCDMA system is in general

poor, even when the number of NUs supported is as low as 2 or 4 for a spreading factor of 10. By
contrast, the authors in [61] have proposed a MoCDMA scheme based on two types of molecules
and the binary molecule-shift keying (BMoSK) modulation. The comparison between this MoSKbased MoCDMA with the OOK-based MoCDMA shows that the former one has the potential
to significantly outperform the latter one. However, the studies in [61] are very specific, which
assumes only the Walsh codes for spreading and the adaptive threshold detection. Furthermore, the
system model is not sufficiently generalized for use and the performance results are only limited to
the cases of 4 NUs.
Based on the above observations, in this chapter, we propose a MoCDMA scheme, which
uses the spreading sequences having their chip-elements take values in the multiplicative group of

{+1, −1}. This is because along with the research and development of the conventional radio-

based CDMA (RdCDMA) systems, there are various classes of spreading sequences facilitating

operation in {+1, −1} having been proposed [134], which include m-sequences or maximumlength sequences (MLS), Gold-sequences, Kasami sequences, etc. These classes of sequences have
good correlation properties and are suitable for operation in both synchronous and asynchronous
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communications scenarios. In our MoCDMA system, in order to implement the antipodal signaling,
as in [61], two types of molecules assuming the same diffusion coefficient are introduced, one
type (Type-A) is for sending +1 signed signals and one type (Type-B) is for sending −1 signed
signals. At the receiver, we assume a passive observer, which is capable of counting the numbers

of molecules of both Type-A and Type-B within a detection space at chip level. We examine in
detail the observations and show that the received signals in our MoCDMA can be represented in
the forms fully equivalent to that in the conventional RdCDMA systems with binary phase shift
keying (BPSK) modulation [126]. Then, we derive the representations for the observations at both
symbol level and block level. Furthermore, we derive a block-based representation that has the
same structure as that in the orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) systems with
zero-padding [126], which hence facilitates frequency(F)-domain signal processing.
We will show that due to the slow propagation of molecules, MoCDMA signals experience various types of interference, including ISI, inter-chip interference (ICI) and multiple-access interference (MAI), in addition to the counting noise, which increases with the number of NUs. Therefore,
in MoCDMA systems, it is desirable that the receiver is capable of mitigating the above-mentioned
interference to the lowest level possible. However, the transceivers in DMC are usually limited
by their computation capability. Hence, in this chapter, we only consider those linear detection
schemes of relatively low-complexity. Specifically, we introduce the matched-filtering (MF), zeroforcing (ZF) and minimum mean-square error (MMSE) detectors, which are operated at symbollevel, block-level or in the F-domain. We analyze their complexity, as well as investigate and
compare their achievable performance. Our studies will clearly demonstrate the potentials and
performance-complexity trade-off of the MoCDMA systems with different detection schemes.
To summary, the novelties of this chapter are as follows:
• A MoCDMA system fully equivalent to the conventional RdCDMA system with BPSK modulation is proposed, which is hence facilitated to employ nearly any desirable signal detection
techniques developed with the conventional BPSK-assisted RdCDMA systems.
• A range of relatively low-complexity linear detection schemes operated at symbol-level,
block-level, or at the block-level in F-domain are developed and studied.
• The complexity of different detection schemes is analyzed, and the performance of the
MoCDMA systems with various detection schemes is investigated and compared.
The rest of chapter is structured as follows. First, the system model, including transmitter,
channel model and receiver, as well as the main assumptions are detailed in Section 5.2. The
representations of the received signals at symbol and block levels are addressed in Section 5.3. In
Section 5.4, the various signal detection schemes at both symbol level and block level are derived.
Furthermore, the complexity analysis of the different detection schemes is provided in this section.
In Section 5.5, based on numerical simulations, we present and compare the bit error rate (BER)
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Figure 5.1: System model for MoCDMA DMC systems.
performance of the MoCDMA systems with various detection schemes. Finally, our concluding
summary is provided in Section 5.6.

5.2

System Model

Assume that a DMC system is composed of K point-source NUs (transmitters) communicating
with one spherical molecular receiver having a radius ρ. The locations of receiver and of all NUs
are fixed. Furthermore, to focus our attention on the principles, we assume the same distance r
between any of the NUs and the receiver1 , as shown in Fig. 5.1. At a NU transmitter, information
is transmitted via emitting an impulse of Qc = Q/N molecules at the beginning of each of the N
chips having a fixed chip-duration of Tc . Here, N is the spreading factor, and Ts = NTc is symbolduration, or bit duration if binary modulation is employed. Below we analyze the transmitter,
channel model and the receiver of MoCDMA systems in detail.

5.2.1

Transmitter

Let us assume that in the MoCDMA system, the kth NU’s information to be transmitted is expressed as B k = {bk,0 , bk,1 , . . . , bk,j , . . . }, where bk,j ∈ {1, −1}. In the principle of MoCDMA,

the uth bit of NU k is spread by a N length spreading sequence [135] expressed as s k =

[sk,0 , sk,1 , . . . , sk,N −1 ]T , where sk,n ∈ {1, −1}, and N = Ts /Tc . Then, when assuming that

BMoSK modulation is employed, and that Qt molecules per pulse are emitted for the activated
type (Type-A or Type-B) of molecules, the transmitted signal for the uth bit of NU k can be expressed as
sk (t) =

N −1  1 + b

∑

q =0

k,u sk,q

2


1 − bk,u sk,q
Qt δA (t − uTs − qTc ) +
Qt δB (t − uTs − qTc ) ,
2

k = 1, 2, . . . , k, u = 0, 1, . . .
1 Asynchronous

MoCDMA with different distances from receiver will be investigated in our future research.

(5.1)
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where δA (t) and δB (t) represent the impulses of Type-A and Type-B molecules, respectively, which
are defined as δA (0) = 1 (δB (0) = 1), and δA (t) = 0 (δB (t) = 0) for all t 6= 0. In (5.1), we
assume that the number of molecules Qt emitted per pulse obeys the Poisson distribution with an
average of λs = Qc .

5.2.2

Channel Model

We assume that molecules diffuse in a fluid medium without any flow, and that the fluid environment is stable. Hence, fluid medium’s diffusion coefficient D is constant during transmission. On
the other side, we assume that receiver is able to measure the concentration of molecules inside
the spherical detection space. We assume that synchronization can be achieved between transmitters and receiver. Based on these assumptions, and considering that an impulse of Qt molecules
is released by a NU at t = 0, the concentration measured by the receiver at t > 0 follows Fick’s
diffusion Law, having the expression of [38]
r2
−
c(t) =
3 exp
4Dt
(4πDt) 2
Qt




, t>0

(5.2)

As shown in [38], c(t) is a T-domain pulse function, the shape of which is dependent on the
distance r between receiver and transmitter. For a given distance r, the maximum concentration
 32 Qt
3
can be obtained at td = r2 /6D, and is cmax = 2πe
. As cmax decreases with r3 , DMCs are
r3
conceived to be only suitable for information transmission across very short distance in the fluid
environments without flow.

5.2.3

Receiver

We assume that receiver is capable of identifying the two types, namely Type-A and Type-B, of
molecules. Then, when assuming that there are K NUs sending signals in the form of (5.1) to
receiver, the concentration difference between Type-A and Type-B molecules corresponding to the
nth chip, n = 0, 1, . . . N − 1, of the uth bit can be expressed as
z(t) =z A (t) − z B (t)
K uN +n

=∑

∑

k =1 j =0

1 + bk,[ j/N ] sk,[ j%N ] 

c A,k ((t − j) Tc ) + n A,k,j (t)
2

K uN +n

−

∑ ∑

k =1 j =0

1 − bk,[ j/N ] sk,[ j%N ] 

c B,k ((t − j) Tc ) + n B,k,j (t) ,
2

(uN + n) Tc ≤ t < (uN + n + 1) Tc

(5.3)

where [ j/N ] is the integer part of j/N, [ j % N ] is the reminder of j/N, n A,k,m (t) and n B,k,m (t)
are the particle counting noise caused by the corresponding types of molecules emitted by the
kth NU sending the mth impulse of molecules [16]. Specifically for one particular type of
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molecules, according to references [16, 74], when the average number of molecules Qc per chip
or Q = NQc per symbol is sufficiently large, both n A,k,j (t) and n B,k,j (t) can be approximated as
1+bk,[ j/N ] sk,[ j%N ]
c A,k ((t − j) Tc
2VR
VR = 43 πρ3 is the volume of

2
the Gaussian noise with zero mean and the variances of σA,k,j
(t) =
1−bk,[ j/N ] sk,[ j%N ]
c B,k ((t
2VR

2 (t) =
and σB,k,j

− j) Tc ), respectively, where

the spherical detector with a radius of ρ. For convenience, their distributions are expressed as




2
2
n A,k,j (t) ∼ N 0, σA,k,m
(t) and n B,k,j (t) ∼ N 0, σB,k,m
(t) , respectively.
According to the properties of c(t) of (5.2), after an impulse of molecules is released by a NU at
t = 0, the expected concentration at receiver reaches maximum at t = td . Therefore, for detection
of the uth bits of K NUs, the receiver samples for the concentrations at t = (uN + n) Tc + t̂d for
n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, where t̂d is the estimated td . Correspondingly, the concentration difference

between Type-A and Type-B molecules at the sampling times can be expressed as

Zu,n = z A (t = (uN + n) Tc + t̂d ) − z B (t = (uN + n) Tc + t̂d )
h


K uN +n 1 + b
k,[ j/N ] sk,[ j%N ]
c A,k (uN + n − j) Tc + t̂d
=∑ ∑
2
k =1 j =0

i
+ n A,k,j (uN + n) Tc + t̂d
K uN +n

−

∑ ∑

1 − bk,[ j/N ] sk,[ j%N ] h
2

k =1 j =0





c B,k (uN + n − j) Tc + t̂d

+ n B,k,j (uN + n) Tc + t̂d

i

,

u = 0, 1, . . . ; n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1

(5.4)

From the above equation we can conceive that even when there is just one NU, the detection of bit
u experiences ISI from the bits sent in the front of bit u, via the index of j. Furthermore, due to
multiple pulses are transmitted for each bit, there is also inter-chip interference (ICI) imposed by
the chips sent with the same bit. However, from the properties of the impulse c(t) we can readily
observe that both ISI and ICI reduce significantly with time. Hence, our analysis below assumes
that the maximum length of ISI/ICI is L chips. In this case, Zu,n in (5.4) can be represented in the
form of
K

Zu,n =

1 + bk,[ j/N ] sk,[ j%N ] 

c A,k (uN + n − j) + n A,k,j (uN + n)
2
k =1 j=max{0,uN +n− L}

∑

∑

uN +n

1 − bk,[ j/N ] sk,[ j%N ] 

c B,k (uN + n − j) + n B,k,j (uN + n) ,
2
k=1 j=max{0,uN +n− L}
K

−

uN +n

∑

∑

u = 0, 1, . . . ; n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1
where c X,k (uN + n − j)
=
c X,k (uN + n − j) Tc + t̂d

n X,k,j (uN + n) Tc + t̂d , X is for A or B.

(5.5)


and n X,k,j (uN + n)

=

After carefully examining (5.5), we can see that, for given indices of k and j, we have either 1 + bk,[ j/N ] sk,[ j%N ] /2 = 1 and 1 − bk,[ j/N ] sk,[ j%N ] /2 = 0 when bk,[ j/N ] sk,[ j%N ] = 1, or
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1 + bk,[ j/N ] sk,[ j%N ] /2 = 0 and 1 − bk,[ j/N ] sk,[ j%N ] /2 = 1 when bk,[ j/N ] sk,[ j%N ] = −1. These ob-

servations infer that, at the right-hand side of (5.5), either the first term related to Type-A molecules
or the second term relying on Type-B molecules appears, they never appear simultaneously for the
given indices of k and j. Furthermore, in (5.5), c A,k (uN + n − j) and c B,k (uN + n − j) have the
same statistical properties, the same are n A,k,j (uN + n) and n B,k,j (uN + n). Therefore, we can

represent (5.5) by an equivalent form of
uN +n

K

Zu,n =

∑

∑

k =1 j=max{0,uN +n− L}



bk,[ j/N ] sk,[ j%N ] ck (uN + n − j) + nk,j (uN + n) ,

u = 0, 1, . . . ; n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1

(5.6)

where ck (uN + n − j) is a sample obtained either from c A,k (t) or from c B,k (t), while nk,j (uN + n)


2 ( u, n ) with σ2 ( u, n ) = V −1 c ( uN + n − j ).
has the distribution of N 0, σk,j
k
R
k,j
Let i = uN + n − j. Then, (5.6) can be written as a more convenient form as
Zu,n =

K min{ L,uN +n}

∑

k =1

∑

i =0

K min{ L,uN +n}

=∑

k =1

∑

i =0

bk,[(uN +n−i)/N ] sk,[(n−i)%N ] [ck (i ) + nk,uN +n−i (uN + n)]
ck (i )sk,[(n−i)%N ] bk,[(uN +n−i)/N ] + Nu,n ,

u = 0, 1, . . . ; n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1

(5.7)

min{ L,uN +n}

where Nu,n = ∑kK=1 ∑i=0

bk,[uN +n−i/N ] sk,[n−i%N ] nk,uN +n−i (uN + n), which can be

well approximated by a Gaussian noise with the distribution of N 0, σ2 , where σ2 =
min{ L,uN +n}

VR−1 ∑kK=1 ∑i=0

tion, due to the fact that

min{ L,uN +n}

ck (i ) = KVR−1 ∑i=0

min{ L,uN +n}
ck (i )
∑ i =0

c1 (i ). Note here that we have the last equa-

is the same for any index of k.

Equation (5.7) shows that in MoCDMA systems, there exist ISI, ICI as well as the MAI between NUs, which the receiver should handle properly in order to achieve desirable performance.
Furthermore, we should draw reader attention that as shown in the previous formulas for Zu,n , noise
power in DMC is related to the transmitted signals, and any a transmitted molecule simultaneously
contributes to the increase of noise power, in addition to its role for conveying information. This is
because noise, referred to as counting noise, in DMC is the result of molecule’s (random) Brownian motions, which cause an unwanted perturbation to the concentration (or number of molecules)
predicted from the Fick’s diffusion law [16]. Therefore, in our MoCDMA system, noise power
increases with the number of NUs supported by the system, and also increases with the ISI/ICI
and MAI. These effects are very different from that in the conventional RdCDMA systems, where
environment noise, which is usually modeled as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), is independent of the transmitted signals, and hence of the number of users supported by a RdCDMA
system. Furthermore, it is also independent of any other interfering signals, such as ISI, MAI,
etc. In Section 5.5, we will discuss this issue further, when we study the error performance of
MoCDMA systems.
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Having obtained the equivalent formula, as shown in (5.7), for the observations, below we
derive the representation of received signals in various forms.

5.3

Representation of Received Signals

For facilitating the detection, we assume that data are transmitted in blocks of length M bits per
block, and that there is no inter-block interference. A data block transmitted by the kth NU is expressed as b k = [bk,0 , bk,1 , . . . , bk,M−1 ]. In this case, for a given block, the transmitted signals are

spread over MN + L observations, from Z0,0 to ZM−1,N −1 and also from ZM−1,N to ZM−1,N + L−1 .

However, from the properties of c(t) we know that, beyond its peak value, c(t) decreases significantly with the increase of time, meaning that the interference generated by a transmitted pulse
decreases significantly with the increase of time. Therefore, for simplicity, we assume that L ≤ N.

However, if in practice or in study where L > N, we can absorb the interference generated by
those pulses at time t > NTc into the Gaussian noise, and assume that the Gaussian noise’s varimin{ L,uN +n}

ance is σ2 = KVR−1 ∑i=0

c1 (i ) + σ02 , where σ02 is contributed by the above-mentioned

interference.
Let
z = [ Z0,0 , . . . , Z0,N −1 ; . . . , ZM−1,0 , . . . , ZM−1,N −1 ; ZM−1,N , . . . , ZM−1,N + L−1 ] T ,
n = [ N0,0 , . . . , N0,N −1 ; . . . , NM−1,0 , . . . , NM−1,N −1 ; NM−1,N , . . . , NM−1,N + L−1 ] T

(5.8)

Then, it can be shown that we can write all the observations corresponding to the M data bits as
K

z=

∑ C S kb k + n

(5.9)

k =1

where C is a ([ MN + L] × MN ) matrix, each column of which is constructed by zeros and the
vector c = [c(0), c(1), . . . , c( L)] T , and the vector continuously occupies ( L + 1) positions starting

from the ith position in the ith column. Note that, the matrix C is the same for all NUs, and hence
the index k is removed. In (5.9), S k = I M ⊗ s k , where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product operation.

Hence, S k is a ( MN × M) matrix. Additionally, n is Gaussian distributed with zero mean and a
covariance matrix of σ2 I MN + L .

Below we consider the variants or approximated versions of (5.9), in order to facilitate different
detection schemes.
First, if we cut the last L terms of z and add them correspondingly to the first L terms, we can
obtain a representation of
K

z̃z =

∑ C̃CS kb k + ñn

(5.10)

k =1

n are MN-length, and we can still approximate ñ
n by the Gaussian distribution
where both z̃z and ñ
C is now a ( MN × MN ) circulant matrix [136]
with zero mean but a covariance matrix of σ2 I MN , C̃
having the diagonal elements being c(0).
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Second, if we only consider the observations corresponding to one bit, such as bit u > 1, then
the observation vector has the form of
K

zu =

∑ C 2S k2b k2 + n u

k =1
K

= ∑ (C 0s k bk,u + C −1s k bk,u−1 ) + n u

(5.11)

k =1

where z u = [ Zu,0 , Zu,1 , . . . , Zu,N −1 ] T , n u = [ Nu,0 , Nu,1 , . . . , Nu,N −1 ] T , C 2 is a ( N × 2N ) matrix,

with the last row structured by zeros and Rev(c T ) = [c( L), c( L − 1), . . . , c(0)], and c(0) is positioned at the location of ( N − 1, 2N − 1). For the other rows, the non-zero elements are just the

shifts of these ( L + 1) elements, and the shift for the ith row is ( N − 1 − i ) for i = 0, 1, . . . , N − 2.

In (5.11), S k2 = I 2 ⊗ s k and b k2 = [bk,u−1 , bk,u ] T . According to the system model, bit u experi-

ences interference from bit (u − 1). Hence, we can explicitly represent this as the second equation

in (5.11), where C −1 is constituted by the first N columns of C 2 , while C 0 is constituted by the

other N columns of C 2 .
It can be shown that the second equation in (5.11) can also be expressed as
K

zu =

∑

k =1


S k,0c bk,u + S̃
S k,−1c bk,u−1 + n u
S̃

(5.12)

S k,0 is a N × ( L + 1) lower diagonal matrix constructed as: a) sk,0 is
where c = [c0 , c1 , . . . , c L ] T , S̃

on diagonal; b) the first column is given by s k ; and c) the other columns are obtained from the shifts
S k,−1 is also a N × ( L + 1),
of the first column after deleting those elements outside the matrix. S̃

which has only L none-zero rows starting from the bottom (row ( N − 1)) of the matrix. These

none-zero rows can be constructed as follows: a) sk,N −1 is on diagonal; b) from left to right, the

first none-zero row has the non-zero elements of sk,N −1 , sk,N −2 , . . . , sk,N − L ; and c) the other rows
are obtained from the shifts of this first none-zero row after deleting those elements outside the
matrix.
Additionally, when writing in more compact forms, (5.9) can be expressed as
z = C Sb + n

(5.13)


T
where S = [S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S K ] and b = b 1T , b 2T , . . . , b KT . The presentation of (5.10) can be equivalently represented as
CSb + ñ
n
z̃z = C̃

(5.14)

where S and b have the same forms as that in (5.13). Correspondingly, (5.11) can be written as
z u =C 2S 2b 2 + n u
S 2b u + C −1S¯2b u−1 + n u
=C 0S̄

(5.15)
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S 2 = [s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s K ], b u =
where S 2 = [S 12 , S 22 , . . . , S K2 ], b 2 = [b 12 , b 22 , . . . , b K2 ] T , S̄
h
iT
T
T
T
T
b1,u , b2,u , . . . , bK,u , and b u−1 = [b1,u−1 , b2,u−1 , . . . , bK,u−1 ] . Finally, corresponding to (5.12),
we have
S 0C̃
Cb u + S̃
S −1C̃
C b u −1 + n u
z u =S̃

(5.16)





S 0 = S̃
S 1,0 , S̃
S 2,0 , . . . , S̃
S K,0 , S̃
S −1 = S̃
S 1,−1 , S̃
S 2,−1 , . . . , S̃
S K,−1 , C̃
C = I K ⊗ c , and b u , b u−1 are
where S̃

the same as that in (5.15).

Having the observations represented in different forms, as shown in (5.9) - (5.16), let us consider the signal detection in the next section.

5.4

Signal Detection

In this section, we consider a range of detection algorithms. Considering that in DMC, communications terminals are usually simple devices and hard to implement high-complexity non-linear
computation relied detection schemes, we consider only the linear detection schemes, which have
relatively low complexity and facilitate the implementation in DMC systems. Specifically, we
consider the matched-filtering (MF) detection, which is sometimes called as correlation detection,
zero-forcing (ZF) detection, and minimum mean-square error (MMSE) detection.
For linear detection schemes, the decision variable for the uth bit of the kth NU can in general
be expressed as
T
dk,u = w k,u
z , u = 0, 1, . . . , M − 1; k = 1, 2, . . . , K

(5.17)

where w k,u is a weight vector, or called as receiver processing or post-processing vector, to be
derived in the following subsections in different situations, z can be z , z̃z , or z u , as shown in the
Section 5.3.
Based on the decision variable dk,u , the decision for the uth bit of the kth NU is simply made
as
b̂k,u


 1,
if dk,u > 0
=
 0 (or −1), else

(5.18)

for u = 0, 1, . . . , M − 1 and k = 1, 2, . . . , K.
Let us now consider in detail the various detection schemes for deriving w k,u by first addressing
the symbol-based detection.
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Symbol-Based Signal Detection

5.4.1.1

Matched-Filtering Detection

The MF-detector is derived based on (5.12). When MF detection is considered, the receiver does
not attempt to suppress any interference, but with the objective to maximize the received energy by
exploiting the knowledge about the transmitted signals as well as the channels. Let us assume that
the receiver attempts to detect bk,u sent by the kth NU, whose spreading code s k is known to the
receiver. Furthermore, if the receiver knows c , which contains the expected densities at different
times, then the receiver can form the weight vector as
S k,0c
w k,u = S̃

(5.19)

Upon substituting it into (5.17) associated with replacing z by z u given by (5.12), we have
T
dk,u =w k,u
zu
K

K

T

T

T

S k,0c k2 bk,u + ∑ c T S̃
S k,0S̃
S l,0c bl,u + ∑ c T S̃
S k,0S̃
S l,−1c bl,u−1 + c T S̃
S k,0n u
=kS̃
l 6=k

(5.20)

l =1

At the right-hand side of (5.20), the first term is the desired term, the second term is the MAI from
the (K − 1) interfering NUs, the third term is the ISI from the (u − 1)th bits sent by the K NUs,
while the final term is noise.

In the case that the receiver does not know c , we can set c in (5.19) as a ( L + 1)-length all-one
vector expressed as 1 , yielding
S k,01
w k,u = S̃

(5.21)

Correspondingly, we have
T

K

K

T

T

T

S k,0S̃
S k,0c bk,u + ∑ 1 T S̃
S k,0S̃
S l,0c bl,u + ∑ 1 T S̃
S k,0S̃
S l,−1c bl,u−1 + 1 T S̃
S k,0n u
dk,u =1 T S̃
l 6=k

(5.22)

l =1

Following the tradition in wireless communications [80], the detector of (5.20) carries out maximal ratio combining (MRC), which is referred to as the MRC-detector, while (5.22) carries out
equal-gain combining (EGC), which is referred to as the EGC-detector.
The MRC-detector is capable of maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), when all the interference is approximated as Gaussian noise, as shown below. Upon substituting z u from (5.12)
into (5.17), we obtain
T
dk,u =w k,u

!

K

∑

k =1



S k,0c bk,u + S̃
S k,−1c bk,u−1 + n u
S̃

T
S k,0c bk,u + nk,u
=w k,u
S̃

(5.23)



T
S l,0c bl,u + ∑lK=1 S̃
S l,−1c bl,u−1 + n u , which is the processed interference
where nk,u = w k,u
∑lK6=k S̃
plus noise. When we approximate this interference plus noise as a Gaussian random variable with
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T R w , where R is the autocorrelation matrix of interferencezero mean and power of Pn = w k,u
I k,u
I

S l,0c bl,u + ∑lK=1 S̃
S l,−1c bl,u−1 + n u , the SNR for detection of bk,u can
plus-noise, i.e., of I n = ∑lK6=k S̃

be expressed as

γk,u =

=

T S̃
S k,0c k2
kw k,u
T R w
w k,u
I k,u

−1/2
T
S k,0c )k2
S̃
k(R 1/2
I w k,u ) (R I
T R w
w k,u
I k,u

−1/2
T 2
S k,0c )k2
S̃
k(R 1/2
I w k,u ) k k(R I
≤
T R w
w k,u
I k,u

(5.24)

where we have the ‘≤’ relationship due to the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality [88, 136]. It is wellknown that in (5.24), the equality is attained, if and only if

1/2
R−
S k,0c
R 1/2
S̃
I w k,u = aR
I

(5.25)

1
R−
S k,0c , u = 0, 1, . . . , M − 1; k = 1, 2, . . . , K
w k,u = aR
I S̃

(5.26)

where a is a constant. Therefore,

The detector with the weight vector of (5.26) is capable of maximizing the signal to
interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR), after mitigating the interference in I n [126]. However, computing (5.26) requires the knowledge about the spreading sequences used by all NUs, as well as
the discrete channel impulse response of c . If the receiver only has the knowledge about the NU
S k,0 ) and c , the receiver is reduced to a MRC-detector. In this case, the
being detected, i.e., s k (or S̃
receiver has to approximate I n as a Gaussian noise vector, which has a covariance matrix of σI2 I N .
Consequently, (5.26) is reduced to
w k,u =

a
S k,0c ≡ S̃
S k,0c
S̃
σI2

(5.27)

which is (5.19). Therefore, MRC-detector maximizes SNR, after approximating all interference as
Gaussian noise.

5.4.1.2

Zero-Forcing Detection

It is convenient to derive the symbol-based ZF-detector using either (5.15) or (5.16). The requirement for implementation of ZF detection is that the receiver employs the knowledge about the
spreading sequences used by all NUs and their channel impulse responses to the receiver, so that
S 2 as seen in (5.15), or C̃
C and S̃
S 0 seen in (5.16). If this is the case,
the receiver can construct C 0 and S̄
and if the ZF-detector is based on (5.15), the decision variables for the K NUs can be obtained as
†
S2 z u
d u = C 0S̄

 −1
T
T
S 2 C 0T C 0S̄
S2
S 2 C 0T z u , u = 0, 1, . . . , M − 1
S̄
= S̄

(5.28)
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where A † denotes the pseudo-inverse of A [136]. Upon substituting z u from (5.15) into (5.28), we
have
 −1


T
T
S2
S 2 C 0T C −1S¯2b u−1 + n u
S 2 C 0T C 0S̄
S̄
d u =b u + S̄
|
{z
}

(5.29)

ISI and noise

From (5.29) we can see that the MAI is fully removed. However, there is still ISI.
Similarly, if the ZF-detector is derived based on (5.16), the decision variables for the K NUs
can be obtained as
†
S 0C̃
C zu
d u = S̃
 T T
 −1 T T
C S̃
S 0 S̃
S 0C̃
C
C S̃
S 0 z u , u = 0, 1, . . . , M − 1
= C̃
C̃

(5.30)

which can also fully remove the MAI.
Specifically, the weight vector for detecting the uth bit of the kth NU is given by the kth column
†
†
S 2 in (5.28) or of S̃
S 0C̃
C in (5.30), which can be expressed in detail as
of C 0S̄


 −1 
T T
S 2 S̄
S 2 C 0 C 0S̄
S2
w k,u = C 0S̄
( : k), k = 1, 2, . . . , K
(5.31)
or
w k,u =


 T T
 −1 
S 0C̃
C C̃
C S̃
S 0 S̃
S 0C̃
C
S̃
( : k), k = 1, 2, . . . , K

(5.32)

In the above two equations, A ( : k ) denotes the kth column of A .

5.4.1.3

Minimum Mean-Square Error Detection

We derive the MMSE-detector based on (5.12). A similar one can be derived from (5.11).
The MMSE-detector is derived based on minimizing the mean-square error (MSE) between the
estimated data and the actual data, which can be obtained from the optimization problem of
 

w k,u = arg min E kbk,u − dk,u k2
w
n h
io
= arg min E kbk,u − w T z u k2
w

(5.33)

Let us define the cost function as
h
i
Jk,u (w ) = E kbk,u − w T z u k2
T
=1 − 2rr ku
w + w T R uw

(5.34)

where R u is the auto-correlation matrix of z u , which can be derived from (5.12) and expressed as
K

Ru =

∑

k =1


T
S k,0 + S̃
S k,−1 cc T S̃
S k,0 + S̃
S k,−1 + σ2 I N
S̃

(5.35)
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In (5.34), r ku is the cross-correlation between z u and bk,u , which is
S k,0c
r k,u = S̃

(5.36)

Upon taking the derivatives of Jk,u (w ) with respect to w and equating the result to zero, we obtain
∂Jk,u (w )
R uw = 0
= −2rr k,u + 2R
∂(w )

(5.37)

from which we obtain the optimum weight vector implementing MMSE-detector as
1
w k,u =R −
u r k,u
K

=

∑

k =1



S k,0 + S̃
S k,−1 cc
S̃

T

S k,0 + S̃
S k,−1
S̃

T

2

+ σ IN

! −1

S k,0 c ,
S̃

u = 0, 1, . . . , M − 1; k = 1, 2, . . . , K

(5.38)

From (5.38) we are inferred that for implementing the MMSE-detector, the receiver needs the
knowledge about the spreading sequences used by all NUs and the channel impulse responses to the
receiver, so that the receiver can construct the matrices/vectors as seen in the formula. Furthermore,
the receiver requires the noise power expressed as σ2 . In this case, the MMSE-detector is capable of
achieving a best trade-off between interference (including both MAI and ISI) suppression and noise
suppression. In practice, if accurate noise power is not available, we may set it as an approximated
non-zero value, which should not result in a big performance loss, provided that the approximated
value is not too different from the real noise power.
Additionally, when the receiver does not have the knowledge of the spreading sequences of
the K NUs, but that of the desired NU, the receiver has to approximate R u as a constant diagonal
matrix, making (5.38) be reduced to the weight vector of the MRC-detector.
Having considered the symbol-based detection, below we derive the block-based detector. It is
known that in the conventional RdCDMA systems, symbol-based detectors have lower detection
complexity, the block-based detectors are able to achieve better error performance. In Section 5.5,
we will compare the two classes of detectors in the context of the MoCDMA.

5.4.2

Block-Based Signal Detection

In this section we derive the block-based detection schemes, which detect the information bits sent
by a NU simultaneously based on the block-based observations, as shown in (5.9) or (5.13).

5.4.2.1

Matched-Filtering Detection

Again, let us first consider the MF-based detection of the data bits sent by the kth NU. From (5.9)
we can readily know that the weight matrix for simultaneously detecting the block of M bits sent
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by the kth NU is
W k = C S k , k = 1, 2, . . . , K

(5.39)

Correspondingly, the decision variables for the M bits sent by the kth NU is
d k =W kT z
K

=S kT R CS kb k + ∑ S kT R CS l b l + n 0

(5.40)

l 6=k

where n 0 = S kT C T n , R C = C T C is the auto-correlation matrix of C .
From (5.39) we can conceive that the weight vector w k,u for detecting the uth bit sent by the
kth NU is
w k,u = (C S k )( : u), u = 0, 1, . . . , M − 1

(5.41)

Equation (5.40) infers that the detection of a bit of NU k experiences both MAI and ISI/ICI.
The MAI is characterized by the second term at the right-hand side, while ISI/ICI is given via the
non-diagonal non-zero entries in S kT R C S k . The merit with the detection is that, when given the
spreading codes of NUs as well as their locations, W k and hence w k,u are fixed. Therefore, they
can be repeatedly used without requiring re-computation.

5.4.2.2

Zero-Forcing Detection

For the ZF-detector, it is convenient to start with (5.13), from which we can find that the weight
matrix achieving zero-forcing in terms of the KM bits sent by K NUs is
W = (C S )†

(5.42)

Assume that K ≤ N, making C S be column rank full. In this case, we have
W = C S (S T R C S )−1

(5.43)

which includes inverting a ( MK × MK ) matrix. Fortunately, when the receiver has the knowledge

of the spreading sequences and the positions of NUs, all the matrices are fixed. Hence, W is also
fixed. Upon substituting (5.42) into (5.13), it can be shown that the decision variables for the KM
bits sent by the K NUs are given by
d =W T z = b + n 0

(5.44)

where n 0 = (S T R C S )−1S T C T n . Explicitly, (5.44) shows that both the MAI and ISI/ICI are fully
suppressed.
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If we concern the weight matrix for detection one NU or that for detecting one bit, we can
obtain them from (5.43), and for the kth NU we have
W k =W ( : (k − 1) M → kM)
w k,u =W ( : (k − 1) M + u)

(5.45)

where W ( : (k − 1) M → kM ) means selecting the columns from the (k − 1) M-th to the kM-th

columns of W .

As above-mentioned, ZF-detector has the capability to fully remove MAI and ISI/ICI, but it
conventionally has the disadvantages of noise amplification [126]. Below we derive the blockbased MMSE-detector for MoCDMA.

5.4.2.3

Minimum Mean-Square Error Detection

Let us derive the block-based MMSE-detector based on (5.9), to directly derive the weight matrix
for detecting the M bits sent by NU k. Then, the optimization problem for finding the MMSE
solution to detect NU k is given by
n h
io
W k = arg min E kd k − W T z k2
W

(5.46)

Let us define the cost function as
h
i
Jk (W ) = E kd k − W T z k2

(5.47)

Upon assuming that data bits are uniform random variables, we can obtain the covariance matrix
of d k − W T z as
J k (W ) = I M − R zTb k W − W T R zb k + W T R z W

(5.48)

where R z = E[zz T ] and R zb k = E[zb k ], which are given by
K

Rz =

∑ CS kS kTC T + σ2 I MN+L ,

k =1

R zb k =C S k

(5.49)

The optimum weight matrix W k can be obtained by differentiating the trace of J k (W ) with
respect to W and equating the result to zero, i.e.,
∂Tr ( J k (W ))
Rzb k + 2R
Rz W = 0
= −2R
W
∂W

(5.50)

the solution of which is the optimal solution, given as
W k = R z−1 R zb k , k = 1, 2, . . . , K

(5.51)
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Upon substituting the results in (5.49) into (5.50), we obtain
K

Wk =

∑

C S k S kT C T

2

+ σ I MN + L

! −1

CSk

k =1


 −1
= C SS T C T + σ2 I MN + L
CS k

(5.52)

Furthermore, if we record the uth column of S k as s k,u = S k ( : u), the weight vector for
detecting the uth bit of the kth NU is

 −1
C s k,u , u = 0, 1, . . . , M − 1
w k,u = C SS T C T + σ2 I MN + L

(5.53)

Note that, from (5.52) and (5.53) we can conceive that the weight matrix for detecting all the
KM bits of the K NUs is


 −1
W = C SS T C T + σ2 I MN + L
CS
 −1

=C S S T R CS + σ2 I MK

(5.54)
(5.55)

where (5.55) is obtained from (5.54) upon applying the matrix inverse lemma.
As shown in (5.52) and (5.53), the matrices are fixed, provided that the spreading codes are
given and that the positions of NUs are fixed, making the concentrations presenting at receiver constants. In this case, the matrix inverse in the above formulas is only required to be computed once
during a communication session, which hence does not generate significant increase of complexity, in comparison to the MF-detector. Furthermore, although it may not fully suppress the MAI
and ISI/ICI, as the ZF-detector does, the MMSE-detector is capable of seeking a best trade-off
between interference suppression and noise suppression. Hence, in general, the MMSE-detector
outperforms the corresponding ZF-detector in terms of the achievable error performance.

5.4.3

Frequency-Domain Detection

C is a circulant matrix that can be
The F-domain detectors can be derived based on (5.10), where C̃
diagonalized using fast Fourier transform (FFT). Let the FFT matrix be F , which satisfies F F H =
F H F = I [126]. Then, the observation equation of (5.10) can be written as
K

z̃z =

∑ F H Λ FS kb k + ñn

(5.56)

k =1

C = F H Λ F , where Λ = diag{λ0 , λ1 , . . . , λ MN −1 } is a diagonal matrix. Therefore,
after applying C̃
upon executing the FFT operation to transform (5.10) to the F-domain, we obtain
K

y =F z̃z =

∑ Λ F S kb k + n 0

k =1

(5.57)
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n . Note that in principle, y gives the observations of MN subcarriers [126], and
where n 0 = F ñ
hence in the F-domain.
Consequently, by following the principles of F-domain equalization (FDE) [97, 126, 137, 138],
the decision variables derived from (5.57) for detecting b k of NU k can be formed as
d k =S kT F HW kH y

=S kT F HW kH F z̃z
K

n0
=S kT F HW kH Λ F S kb k + ∑ S kT F HW kH Λ F S l b l + n̄

(5.58)

l 6=k

n 0 = S kT F HW kH n 0 . The above operations on y are as follows. First, the FDE is operated by
where n̄
multiplying W kH on y . Then, multiplying F H on the FDE results transforms signals from F-domain
to time (T)-domain. Finally, despreading is achieved by multiplying S kT , yielding the decision
variables for detecting the M bits of the kth NU.
There are various FDE schemes available in conventional wireless communications [97, 126,
137, 138]. As in the previous sections, we consider the low-complexity MF-, ZF- and MMSEdetectors. Correspondingly, we have the weight matrices as below [126]:
MF: W k = diag{λ0 , λ1 , . . . , λ MN −1 }


1 1
1
ZF: W k = diag
, ,..., ∗
λ0∗ λ1∗
λ MN −1


λ0
λ1
λ MN −1
MMSE: W k = diag
,
,...,
| λ0 |2 + σ 2 | λ1 |2 + σ 2
|λ MN −1 |2 + σ2

(5.59)

It can be shown that, when orthogonal spreading codes are assigned to different NUs, and when
ZF-FDE is used, we have
n0
d k =µbb k + n̄

(5.60)

where µ is a constant. Hence, there is no ISI and MAI.
Additionally, when we express the uth column of S k as s k,u , the weight vector for detecting bk,u
is
w k,u = F HW kH F s k,u

(5.61)

which can be directly applied to (5.17) associated with replacing z in (5.17) by z̃z , for obtaining the
decision variable of dk,u under the principle of FDE.

5.4.4

Complexity of Detection Schemes

In this section, we analyze the complexity of the detection schemes described above. Considering
that the weight vector w k,u in symbol-based detection and W k in block-based detection are fixed in
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one session of detection, we consider the complexity for preparing w k,u or W k and the complexity
for detection separately. Furthermore, in order to describe the complexity of the different cases, we
assume that the arithmetic operation of individual elements in a vector or matrix has the complexity
of O(1). Additionally, the complexity is expressed in terms of one bit and one NU.
Let us first consider the symbol-based detection. As shown in Section 5.4.1, all the detection
schemes considered have the decision variable for detecting one bit formed by (5.17). Hence,
once the N-length weight vector is prepared, the detection complexity of all the detectors, namely,
the MF- (MRC, EGC), ZF- and MMSE-detectors, is the same and is O( N ) per bit per NU. By

contrast, the complexity for preparation of the weight vectors of different detection schemes may
be different. First, for the MF-detector, w k,u is given by (5.19) for the MRC-detector, and by (5.21)
for the EGC-detector, both of which have the complexity of O( N ( L + 1)). For the ZF-detector,

corresponding to (5.15) and (5.16), the weight vectors are given by (5.31) and (5.32), respectively.
It is known that the complexity for inverting a (K × K ) dimensional matrix is O(K3 ) [139]. Hence,
we can readily derive that the complexity for preparing the weight vector for the ZF-detector based
on (5.31) is O(( N + K )2 ), while for that based on (5.32) is O( N ( L + 1) + 2NK + K2 ). Since

we assumed that N ≥ L + 1, the complexity for preparation of the ZF-detector is O(( N + K )2 )

per bit per NU. Finally, the complexity for preparing the weight vector based on (5.38) for the
symbol-based MMSE-detector can be similarly analyzed, which is O( N 3 /K + 2N 2 + 3N ( L +

1) + N/K ).

For the block-based detectors, first, the MF-detector computes (5.39) for the weight matrix
to detect the M bits of a NU. Considering that C has at most ( L + 1) non-zero elements per
row, and S k has exactly N non-zero elements per column, and that the positions of all these nonzero elements are known, we can find that the complexity to compute (5.39) is O( M( MN +

L) min{ N, L + 1}). Dividing it by M gives the complexity of O(( MN + L) min{ N, L + 1})

per bit per NU. Similarly, the MF-detector detects M bits simultaneously based on (5.40), which
has the complexity of O( M( MN + L)) for detecting M bits. Hence, the complexity per bit per NU

is O( MN + L). Note that, this complexity is the upper-bound. This is because in the block-based
MF-detector (the same are the ZF- and MMSE-detectors), there should be many zero elements in
the weight matrix W , the corresponding computations of which are not needed.
The block-based ZF-detector computes the weight matrix based on (5.43). In detail, computing
C S needs O(( MN + L) MK × min{ L + 1, N }), computing S T C T C S needs O( M2 K2 ( MN +

L)), computing the inverse of (S T C T C S ) has the complexity of O( M3 K3 ), Finally, computing

C S (S T C T C S )−1 needs the complexity of O( M2 K2 ( MN + L)). In total, computing W in (5.43)

has the complexity of O(( MN + L) MK × min{ L + 1, N } + 2M2 K2 ( MN + L) + M3 K3 ). Con-

sidering this complexity is for detecting MK bits, the per bit per NU complexity for preparation

of ZF detection is then O(( MN + L) × min{ L + 1, N } + 2MK ( MN + L) + M2 K2 ). After W ,
which is of size ( MK × ( MN + L)), is prepared, the detection complexity of the block-based
ZF-detector can be found to be O( MN + L) per bit per NU.
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Table 5.1: Complexity of preparation and that of detection for various detection schemes.
Symbol-based

Preparation

Detection

MF

O( N ( L + 1))

O( N )

O( N 3 /K + 2N 2 + 3N ( L + 1) + N/K )

O( N )

ZF
MMSE

O(( N +

K )2 )

O( N )

Block-based
MF
ZF
MMSE

O(( MN + L) min{ N, L + 1})

O(( MN + L) × min{ L + 1, N } + 2MK ( MN + L) +

O(( MN + L) × min{ L + 1, N } + 2MK ( MN + L) +

M2 K 2 )
M2 K 2 )

O( MN + L)

O( MN + L)

O( MN + L)

Frequency-domain
MF
ZF
MMSE

O( MN 2 × min{ L + 1, log( MN )} + MN 2 log( MN ))

O( MN 2

O( MN 2

× min{ L + 1, log( MN )} +

× min{ L + 1, log( MN )} +

MN 2 log( MN ))

MN 2 log( MN ))

O(2N (log( MN ) + 1))

O(2N (log( MN ) + 1))

O(2N (log( MN ) + 1))

For the block-based MMSE-detector, upon comparing (5.43) for the block-based ZF-detector
with (5.54) for the MMSE-detector, we can readily figure out the complexity for preparing W for
the MMSE-detector, which is the same as that for the block-based ZF-detector, after ignoring the
MK additions related to σ2 I MK . Furthermore, the detection complexity of the block-based MMSEdetector is also the same as that of the block-based ZF-detector.
Finally, for the F-domain detectors, if we ignore the slight differences among the W k ’s seen
in (5.59), all the three detectors have the same complexity for both preparation and detection.
C F H . It is known that the FFT
Specifically for preparation, the receiver needs to compute Λ = F C̃
(IFFT) on a MN-length vector has the complexity of O( MN log( MN )). We also know that each
C has only ( L + 1) non-zero elements. Hence, it can be readily analyze that the complexity
row of C̃

for preparation of W k is O( MN 2 × min{ L + 1, log( MN )} + MN 2 log( MN )). For detection,

according to (5.58), it includes the operations of FFT, F-domain processing, IFFT and despread.

In addition to the FFT (IFFT), multiplying a diagonal matrix of ( MN × MN ) dimensional on a

vector of length-MN has the complexity of O( MN ). Furthermore, remembering that s k,u has only

N non-zero elements, multiplying S kT with a MN-length vector has the complexity of O( MN ).

Therefore, the total computation for detection has a complexity of O(2MN (log( MN ) + 1)),

which is for detection M bits. Hence, the detection complexity is O(2N (log( MN ) + 1)) per
bit per NU. Note that, this complexity is also an upper-bound, as W k in (5.59) may not need to

be updated for detecting every block, and there are also some matrix operations do not need to be
repeatedly computed.
The complexity related to the different detection schemes is summarized in Table 5.1. The
block-based detectors in general have higher complexity than the corresponding symbol-based
detectors and F-domain detectors, if long blocks are detected. Furthermore, the complexity for
preparing the block-based ZF- and MMSE-detectors increases with M2 . Therefore, in practice, it
is not desirable to detect long blocks, unless significant performance gain is attainable.
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Performance Results and Discussion

In this section, we demonstrate and compare the BER performance of the MoCDMA systems
with different detection schemes and different parameters. In our simulations, unless specifically
notified, the default assumptions and parameters are as follows: maximum length sequences (MLS)
with N = 16, data block length of M = 100, ISI length of L = 10, number of NUs of K = 4, SNR
of SNR = 20 dB, symbol duration of T = 5 × 10−4 s, diffusion coefficient of D = 2.2 × 10−9
nm/s, and the radius of receiver of ρ = 15 nm. Following [110], the SNR is defined as
γb =

c2
c20
= 1 0 = VR c0
2
E[σ0 ]
VR c0

(5.62)

which is the ratio between the power received from a single pulse of molecules and the corresponding noise power generated by this pulse.
In addition to MLS, in our studies we also compare the performance of the MoCDMA systems
with respectively the gold sequences and orthogonal Walsh codes as spreading sequences [135].
However, we should note that MLS are periodic sequences, one of which can be obtained from
another one with a certain number of shifts [135]. On the other side, MoCDMA conflicts severe
ISI and ICI. In this case, if the period of MLS is N, meaning that each symbol duration is spread
by a whole sequence, the ICI in the current symbol duration and the ISI in the following symbol
durations will be fully despread by another sequence assigned to another NU, generating high MAI.
Based on the above observation and in order to reduce interference, in our studies, the spreading
sequences are generated as follows. First, we generate a MLS with its period larger than K ∗ N.

Then, this sequence is divided into K sections, from each of which one spreading sequence of length
N is obtained. When the spreading sequences are designed in this way, the sequences assigned to
the K NUs are randomized. Furthermore, they can guarantee that no sequence is despread by
another sequence in the current and also in the following K symbol durations, which hence allows
MAI mitigation.
Let us first compare the different detection schemes considered in this chapter in Fig. 5.2, where
all the detection schemes described in Section 5.4 are respectively considered. Explicitly, due to the
severe interference, which includes ISI/ICI and MAI, the MF-based detectors can hardly provide
reasonable performance. Specifically, when the symbol-based detector is considered, the MRCdetector is able to support K = 2 or even K = 4 NUs, but at the cost of significantly increased
SNR, inferring an enormously increase of the number of molecules emitted per molecular pulse
by the transmitter. By contrast, the EGC-detector does not work, even when the number of NUs
supported is as low as K = 2. Similar observations are also obtained for the MF-detector operated
with both the block-based detection and the F-domain detection. When comparing the MF-detector
with the EGC-detector, as shown in Fig. 5.2(a), the EGC-detector is about 5 dB worse than the MFdetector, when K = 1 and at the BER of 10−2 . This observation implies that using the amplitude
information in molecular detection is critical.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of BER performance of the MoCDMA systems with various
detection schemes, when T = 5 × 10−4 s, r = 380nm, L = 10, N = 16 and M = 100,

supporting K = 1, 2, 4, 6, or 8 NUs.

Compared to the MF-detector, both the ZF-detector and MMSE-detector are highly efficient,
when they are operated with both the symbol- and block-based detection. As shown in Fig. 5.2(b)
and Fig. 5.2(c), even when the number of NUs supported is as high as K = 8, the BER curves
appear in the water-falling form, and a low BER can be attainable, provided that the SNR is sufficiently high. When comparing the ZF-detector with the MMSE-detector, we can see that the
MMSE-detector slightly outperforms the ZF-detector. This observation becomes clearer, as K increases or/and when SNR is low.
Fig. 5.2(b) and Fig. 5.2(c) show that when K increases, the BER performance degrades significantly. In the conventional RdCDMA systems with ZF- or MMSE-detector, it is well-known
that when the number of users supported is smaller than the spreading factor by several numbers,
which is the case considered with Fig. 5.2 where K ≤ N/2, the BER performance should be close

to the single-user BER bound2 [126]. However, this does not happen with the MoCDMA systems
2 Single-user

BER bound is the BER of the system supporting single user.
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with ZF- or MMSE-detector. This phenomena can be explained in detail as follows with the aid
of (5.7). As we discussed at the end of Section 5.2, in the conventional communications systems,
background noise has nothing to do with the transmitted signals. Hence, the power of background
noise maintains unchanged, no matter how many users are simultaneously supported. By contrast,
in DMC systems, noise (more accurately counting noise) is directly generated by the transmitted
signals, and noise power is linearly proportional to the number of molecules emitted from the transmitters. Hence, in our MoCDMA systems, the noise power increases linearly with the number of
NUs supported by the system. In this case, for a given SNR γb as defined in (5.62), which is also the
SNR depicted in the figures, the effective SNR is in fact decreases significantly with the increase of
K of the number of NUs supported. From the discussion in Section 5.2 and (5.7), we can know that
increasing the value of K results in the increase of ISI/ICI and MAI, all of which in return result in
the increase of noise power, making the effective SNR significantly reduce. Therefore, as seen in
Fig. 5.2(b) and Fig. 5.2(c), in order to maintain the same BER, such as 10−4 , significant increase
of SNR is required, when the number of NUs is increased.
When the symbol-based detection (Fig. 5.2(b)) is replaced by the block-based detection
(Fig. 5.2(c)), we can see only slight performance improvement for either ZF- or MMSE-detector.
Therefore, the dominant interference in MoCDMA systems can usually be effectively suppressed
by the symbol-based ZF- or MMSE-detectors.
Finally, when comparing the F-domain detection (Fig. 5.2(d)) with the block-based detection
(Fig. 5.2(c)), we can observe explicit performance degradation of the F-domain detectors. As shown
in Fig. 5.2(d), even when the ZF- or MMSE-detector is employed, the MoCDMA system is unable
to support K = 6 or more NUs. However, we should note that when the channel is time-variant,
a F-domain detection scheme has lower complexity than the corresponding block-based detection
scheme. As seen in Sections 5.4.2.2 and 5.4.2.3, both the block-based ZF- and MMSE-detectors
need to invert a big-sized matrix. By contrast, as shown in Section 5.4.3, all the F-domain detection
schemes, which include the ZF- and MMSE-detectors, are free from the matrix inversion.
In the second set of figures shown in Fig. 5.3, we depict the BER performance of the MoCDMA
systems versus the transmission distance r, when the symbol-based detection (Fig. 5.3(a)), blockbased detection (Fig. 5.3(b)) and the F-domain detection (Fig. 5.3(c)) are respectively employed,
and when the MoCDMA systems use a spreading factor of N = 16 to support K = 4 NUs. From
the results we have the following observations. First, as the transmission distance increases, the
BER performance achieved by all the detectors becomes worse. This is because as the distance increases, the received molecular density pulse becomes wider, resulting in that the peak value of the
pulse becomes smaller, and hence stronger interference as well as higher noise power. Second, due
to the MAI, the EGC detector in general performs poorly, even when the transmission distance is as
low as 200 nm. The MF-detector and the F-domain detector perform reasonably, if the transmission
distance is relatively short, such as less than 350 nm. By contrast, the symbol- and block-based ZFand MMSE-detectors are capable of providing promising BER performance, even when the trans-
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Figure 5.3: BER performance versus transmission distance of the MoCDMA systems with
symbol-based, block-based and F-domain detection, respectively, when SNR= 20dB,
T = 5 × 10−4 s, L=10, M = 10, N=16 and K = 4.
mission distance is as high as 600 nm, the maximum distance considered. Finally, from Fig. 5.3(a)
and Fig. 5.3(b), we observe that the MMSE-detector performs slightly better than the ZF-detector,
when r > 400 nm. By contrast, Fig. 5.3(c) shows that the F-domain MMSE-detector always
outperforms the F-domain ZF-detector over the distance range as considered.
In Fig. 5.4, we demonstrate the impact of the ISI length exploited by the receiver on the
BER performance of the MoCDMA systems with symbol-based (Fig. 5.4(a)) and block-based
(Fig. 5.4(b)) detectors, respectively, in the principles of both ZF- and MMSE-detectors. Note that
for the F-domain detectors, all the ISI is always invoked due to the FFT operation. In our investigation, we assume that the total ISI length is L = 10, and the ISI length exploited by the receiver
is L Rx = 1, 2, 4, 6 or 10. The results of Fig. 5.4 show that for both the symbol- and block-based
detection with either ZF- or MMSE-detector, the BER performance in general improves as more
ISI is exploited by the receiver. However, provided L Rx ≥ 6, the BER performance achieved by

both the ZF- and MMSE-detectors in the two cases is nearly the same. This observation infers that
although there is still ISI beyond L Rx = 6, the ISI is in general ignorable, as the result that the
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Figure 5.4: Impact of the ISI length exploited by the receiver on the BER performance
of MoCDMA systems with symbol-based and block-based detectors, respectively, when
K = 4, T = 5 × 10−4 s, r = 380nm, L = 10, M = 100, N = 16 and K = 4.
molecular density is reduced to a very low level after about 6 chip durations.
In Fig. 5.5, the impact of different spreading sequences on the BER performance of the
MoCDMA systems with ZF- and MMSE-detectors is investigated. Specifically, MLS, Goldsequences, and (orthogonal) Walsh codes are considered. Here, it is worth noting that even though
for a single carrier, the MMSE-equalizer outperforms both the MF- and ZF-equalizers. However,
this is not necessary the case when all the subcarriers are considered, as the result that the spreading sequences are not exploited by the equalizers operated with individual subcarriers. As shown
in Fig. 5.5, explicitly, due to the different types of interference existing in MoCDMA, different
sequences may yield different performance. In more detail, for all the three cases and two detectors, Gold sequences result in the best BER performance, owing to the merit that Gold sequences
belong to a class of near-orthogonal sequences. When the symbol-based or block-based MMSEdetector is considered, or for the block-based ZF-detector, the MLS outperforms the Walsh codes.
By contrast, for the symbol-based ZF-detector, which type of sequences should be chosen from the
MLS and Walsh codes is depended on the SNR that the system is operated with. Specifically, when
the SNR is relatively low, MLS is preferred. Otherwise, when the SNR is sufficiently high, Walsh
codes is preferred. Finally, for the F-domain detector, Walsh codes outperform MLS, due to the
MLS used are near-random sequences, as mentioned at the beginning of this section. Furthermore,
when Walsh codes are employed, the ZF-detector surprisingly outperforms the MMSE-detector.
This is because the above mentioned that spreading sequences are not involved in the equalization
of individual subcarriers. Therefore, while the despreading of the ZF-processed signals yields zero
ISI/ICI and zero MAI, the despreading of the MMSE-processed signals returns significant interference. Consequently, the MMSE-detector is outperformed by the ZF-detector. Overall, Gold
sequences are seems a class of promising sequences for application in MoCDMA systems.
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Figure 5.5: Impact of different spreading sequences on the BER performance of the
MoCDMA systems with the parameters of T = 5 × 10−4 s, r = 380nm, N=31 for MLS
and Gold sequences and 32 for Walsh codes, L = 10, M = 100, and K = 8.

Finally, in Fig. 5.6 we investigate the impact of spreading factor on the BER performance of
the MoCDMA systems employing the MMSE-detector, as an example. More specifically, we aim
to find out the impact of K/N on the BER performance of MoCDMA systems. It is known that in
the conventional RdCDMA systems, the BER performance of multiuser detectors usually slightly
improves, as K/N is kept a constant, while K and N simultaneously increase. However, as shown
in Fig. 5.6 for all the three types of detection schemes, the BER performance is more dependent on
the number of NUs supported by the MoCDMA systems. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 5.6(a) and
Fig. 5.6(b), the BER performance of N = 16, K = 8 having a K/N ratio of 0.5 is similar as that of
N = 31, K = 8 having a K/N ratio of about 0.25. The performance of N = 31, K = 8 is much
worse than that of N = 16, K = 4, both of which have a K/N ratio 0.25. By contrast, for the
F-domain MMSE-detector, although the BER performance of N = 31, K = 8 is better than that of
N = 16, K = 8, it is much worse than that of N = 16, K = 4, which again have a similar K/N
ratio of about 0.25. The reason behind this observation, which is distinctively different from that
in the conventional RdCDMA, is that in MoCDMA, the noise power is coupled with the number
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Figure 5.6: Impact of different spreading factors and different number of NUs on the
BER performance of the MoCDMA systems using MLS and with MMSE-detector, when
assuming the other parameters of T = 5 × 10−4 s, r = 380nm, L = 10, M = 100.
of NUs as well as with the different types of interferences generated by all the NUs. Therefore,
regardless of what spreading factor is used, the noise power increases with the increase of the
number of NUs, and furthermore, the noise power is unable to be reduced by the spreading and
de-spreading operations in the MoCDMA systems. Note that, the error-floors seen in Fig. 5.6(b)
are due to the special spreading sequences derived from MLS-based sequences, which result in that
some interference is unable to be fully suppressed by the MMSE-detector.

5.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduced a MoCDMA system designed based on two types of molecules. We
demonstrated that this MoCDMA scheme mirrors to the conventional RdCDMA with BPSK modulation. Straightforwardly, the rich of signal processing schemes developed for the conventional
RdCDMA with BPSK modulation can be adopted/extended for the MoCDMA systems. In this
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chapter, we derived the various expressions for representing the received signals. Based on these
expressions, we introduced both symbol-based and block-based detection schemes that are operated in the principles of MF, ZF and MMSE. Furthermore, we developed the F-domain block-based
detectors also in the principles of MF, ZF and MMSE. Our studies in this chapter explained that
all the detectors introduced have relatively low complexity, suitable for operation in DMC systems,
and different detectors may make different trade-off between complexity and reliability. We revealed and also justified that the counting noise in DMC is different from the background noise
in the conventional radio-based communication systems. As a consequence, a MoCDMA system
supporting multiple NUs is incapable of achieving the near single-user performance as done in a
conventional RdCDMA system supporting multiple users, even when the number of NUs simultaneously supported is as low as 2.

Chapter

6

Conclusions and Future Work
6.1

Conclusions

In this thesis, we have first provided a background review for MC. Different channel models and
modulation schemes in MC have been discussed. Furthermore, the challenges in the research and
development of DMC have been addressed. In DMC , CSK modulation has been regarded as the
simplest modulation scheme, which encodes information with the aid of the number of molecules
released by the transmitter. On the other side, MoSK encodes message into different types of
molecules. Both of them have some advantages and disadvantages.
In Chapter 2, we have proposed a range of approaches for analyzing and computing the BER of
the DMC systems without or with ISIC, based on which exact and approximate BER expressions
have respectively been derived. Our studies and comparison show that both the Gaussian- and
Gamma-approximation are capable of providing near-accurate BER estimation, provided that the
respective optimum thresholds are applied in detection. However, the optimum detection threshold estimated by the Gaussian- or Gamma-approximation is explicitly different from that given
by the Poisson modeling, and hence it is practically not optimum. The BER performance of the
OOK-modulated DMC systems without ISIC is very sensitive to the change of detection threshold,
whereas, the ISIC is able to mitigate the sensitivity to the variation of detection threshold. Furthermore, the employment of ISIC is able to improve the BER performance of the OOK-modulated
DMC systems, especially in the scenarios where transmission distance is relatively long or/and
transmission rate is high, both resulting in long ISI. However, ISIC amplifies the counting noise,
which may result in performance degradation in the case of short ISI. We have shown that, when ISI
is long, the Monte-Carlo approach or the different types of simplified approaches may be employed
for evaluating the BER of the DMC systems without or with ISIC. The studies and performance
results show that all these approaches are effective approaches, and are capable of providing nearaccurate BER estimation.
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In Chapter 3, different approaches have been introduced for analyzing and evaluating the BER
performance of the BMoSK-modulated DMC systems without or with ISIC. Correspondingly, a
range of BER expressions have been obtained, which have also been validated using simulations
and analysis. Based on our studies and performance results, we can conclude that the Poisson modelling is in general near-accurate. By contrast, the Gaussian-approximation is not very accurate,
if the average number of molecules presenting within the detection space is insufficient to apply
the Gaussian approximation, which may be due to the insufficient number of molecules transmitted and/or insufficient residue molecules resulted from ISI. Our studies also show that, when ISI
is very long, the Monte-Carlo approach or the simplified Poisson approach allows to attain nearaccurate BER with relatively low computation complexity. With respect to detection, the studies
show that, if an increased computation complexity and extra storage of detected information are
available, an improved detection threshold may be employed by DMC systems to achieve significantly improved BER performance, especially, when the DMC systems without ISIC is considered.
By contrast, when the DMC systems use ISIC, the BER performance improvement resulted from
applying the improved threshold becomes moderate. This implies that the ISIC operation makes
the distributions of the decision variables conditioned on bu = 1 and 0 more symmetric with respect to zero, making the decision threshold CT = 0 closer to optimum. Furthermore, our studies
demonstrate that the threshold relied by the OOK scheme is highly sensitive to the environment
changes, and hence difficult to manage in practice, while the threshold in the BMoSK is always
near zero, which is feasible for practical implementation.
In Chapter 4, we have investigated the receiving equalization techniques for the ISI mitigation
and signal detection in BMoSK-DMC systems. Three types of LEQs have been considered, namely
the MF-LEQ, ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ. We have examined the effects of the different parameters defining transmit signals and characterizing DMC channels on the error performance of the
BMoSK-DMC systems. Our studies and performance results show that to achieve the best possible
performance, the MF-LEQ is reduced to a symbol-based detector, which detects individual bits
independently under the ISI. In BMoSK-DMC systems, the channel matrix is diagonal dominant,
which makes the ZF-LEQ highly efficient, achieving nearly the same performance as the MMSELEQ, although MMSE-LEQ has a slightly higher complexity than the ZF-LEQ. Both the ZF-LEQ
and MMSE-LEQ are capable of effectively suppressing the ISI, yielding significantly improved
detection reliability beyond the MF-LEQ. Nevertheless, both the ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ are
still low-complexity equalizers that are feasible for implementation, although their complexity is
slightly higher than that of the MF-LEQ.
In Chapter 5, we have introduced a MoCDMA system designed based on two types of
molecules, and demonstrated that this MoCDMA scheme mirrors to the conventional RdCDMA
with BPSK modulation. Straightforwardly, the rich of signal processing schemes developed for
the conventional RdCDMA with BPSK modulation can be adopted/extended for the MoCDMA
systems. In this chapter, we have derived the various expressions for representing the received
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signals. Based on these expressions, we have introduced both symbol-based and block-based detection schemes that are operated in the principles of MF, ZF and MMSE. Furthermore, we have
developed the F-domain block-based detectors also in the principles of MF, ZF and MMSE. Our
studies in this chapter explain that all the detectors introduced have relatively low complexity, suitable for operation in DMC systems, and different detectors may make different trade-off between
complexity and reliability. We have revealed and also justified that the counting noise in DMC is
different from the background noise in the conventional radio-based communication systems. As
a consequence, a MoCDMA system supporting multiple NUs is incapable of achieving the near
single-user performance as done in a conventional RdCDMA system supporting multiple users,
even when the number of NUs simultaneously supported is as low as 2.

6.2

Future Work

Molecular Communications is a typical cross-discipline research area. The research in this area is
just at its start, there are a lot of research issues. Specifically, following this thesis, there are several
open issues, which are listed as follows.
1. Performance of molecular communications in time-variant diffusion channels:
In most references, the diffusion coefficient of a liquid is assumed to be constant during information transmission. However, the temperature, concentration and pressure of molecules
in a liquid medium always change over time. Therefore, the diffusion coefficient in particle is time-variant due to its dependence on the above mentioned factors. Consequently, the
system performance of the modulation and interference cancellation schemes considered in
Chapter 2 and 3 may not be attained in practice. Therefore, it is important to investigate the
achievable performance of the molecular communication schemes by considering the effect
from these time-variant factors.
2. Differential detection:
Amplitude detection has been widely used for pulse-based modulation operated in diffusionbased channels. However, the performance of amplitude detection is seriously affected by
the noise and observation time. In order to improve the performance, strictly synchronised
systems with low noise are required. It seems that more stable observations for concentration can be obtained, if we take the differentiation with time. This detection technique may
improve the systems detection performance, but require further investigation.
3. Asynchronous MoCDMA with Mobility:
The MoCDMA studied in Chapter 5 assumes synchronous transmission. Furthermore, our
studies in Chapter 5 assumes static terminals. However, in practical DMC systems, it is hard
to position all the transmission terminals so that they have the same distance from the receiver. Therefore, implementing synchronous MoCDMA is highly challenging. In addition,
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in DMC, most terminals might be in move, which makes it is very difficult to implement synchronous MoCDMA. Based on the above arguments, it is very important to investigate the
asynchronous MoCDMA with/without mobility, and design the high-efficiency transmission
and detection schemes. Furthermore, it is highly important and also challenging to analyze
the performance of the asynchronous MoCDMA systems with various modulation and detection schemes.
4. Relay-assisted DMC:
In previous chapter, it is shown that the BER of the DMC systems with ISIC, BMoSK modulation or liner equalizer becomes relatively high, when transmission distance is longer than
about 300nm. In order to provide reliable transmission for relatively long distance, the relay
system has been investigated in some literature [49, 50]. On the other hand, transmission
power can be saved when relay is employed. In [48], authors have discussed the probability
to capture and reuse the received molecules. Moreover, an optical-to-chemical signal conversion interface has been proposed in [104], which can link macroworld with microworld.
Therefore, there is a huge potential for relay system to be used in DMC systems. Correspondingly, the performance analysis approaches and the transceiver schemes studied in this
thesis may be extended and improved for the relay-assisted of DMC systems.
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